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BWlP----------
Preface 

This paper is the graduation report to complete my study Technology Management1 at the 
Technical University Eindhoven. BW/IP International BV, also known as BW Seals, offered 
me the opportunity to carry out a graduation project in their organization. 

The subject of the project involves: Product Data Management (PDM). After tools and 
techniques such as: JIT Gust in time), KANBAN, MRP (Manufacturing resource planning), 
CAD/CAM etc., PDM has emerged as an enabling technology. With PDM a competitive 
edge can be obtained and retained by shortening the product design cycle, improving product 
quality and lowering production costs. 
At BW Seals it is believed that PDM is needed to help control the amount of product infor
mation and the related information flows. It is expected that the growth of the amount of 
product information can threaten BW Seals's business efficiency in the near future. For this 
reason a project was carried out to investigate if PDM can be an alternative for BW Seals to 
control the amount of product information in order to improve: the engineering lead-time, 
administrative functions and the sales/customer responsiveness. Business processes and 
operating procedures at the Engineering department in Roosendaal and Dortmund were 
studied and special attention was paid to the role of product information. By applying Infor
mation Technology new operating procedures and a new System Architecture were recom
mended. 
For me the project was a good opportunity to gather knowledge and expertise on such a hot 
topic as: PDM. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance I have received from others. Many of my 
colleagues in the Engineering department of BW Seals have been very helpful and provided 
me with useful information and I am very grateful for that. However, I especially like to 
thank the following persons: Jan Keijer (mentor) for the useful and pleasant discussions, 
Roger Hill (Engineering manager and an English gentleman) for making corrections and 
Henk Jan Pels (professor) for all the support. 

1 In Dutch: Technische Bedrijfskunde. 
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1. Introduction 

The graduation project was carried out at BW/IP Seal Division1 in Roosendaal. This intro
duction provides the reader with a profile of the company and its product. 

1. 1 Company Profile 

Mechanical seals for pumps were produced by the Byron Jackson Co. for many years. As 
early as 1961 BW Seals started to manufacture mechanical seals in Etten-Leur, the 
Netherlands. At that time the company was part of the Industrial Products group of Borg 
Warner, a conglomerate. It operated under the name Borg Warner Mechanical Seals'. In 
1979 BW Seals moved from Etten-Leur to Roosendaal and quickly developed into a 
flourishing enterprise. In 1987 a management led leverage buy-out from Borg Warner was 
completed and the Seal Division, the Pump Division (Byron Jackson) and Fluid Controls 
continued on operating under the name of BW/IP International Inc. whose headquarters are 
situated in Long Beach California, USA. It is a publicly held company through stock floated 
on the New York Stock Exchange with top management as well as some employees 
(through own purchase) being some of the stockholders. In 1994 Pacific Wietz GMBH in 
Dortmund (Germany), a seal company with specific competence in gas seals, was acquired. 
In 1995 Five Star Seal Corporation was acquired and the Fluid controls Division was sold. 

Within BW/IP International Inc. the Seal Division is responsible for its own financial 
economic policy, planning, purchasing and personnel management. As such the Seals 
Division and the Pump Division can be regarded as separate Business Units. 

Since 1961 the company has undergone impressive growth, amongst others by acquiring 
new companies, rising from a "one man" business to the BW/IP International organization 
which now employs almost 3000 people worldwide, of which some 500 are in the Seal 
Division Eastern Hemisphere and approximately 200 at the site in Roosendaal. 
In 1994 the Seal Division generated an annual turnover of 162 million dollars worldwide, of 
which 46 million dollars were generated by the site in Roosendaal. 

The Seal Division operates on a worldwide basis and is roughly divided into two parts: the 
Western Hemisphere and the Eastern Hemisphere (geographic orientation). It owns produc
tion/ manufacturing plants in Temecula (US), Florence (US, Five Star Seal Corporation), 
Roosendaal (NL) and Dortmund (G, Pacific Wietz). The US, the Pacific Rim and Australia 
are part of the Western Hemisphere and Roosendaal (NL) and Dortmund (G) are part of the 
Eastern Hemisphere, with Roosendaal as headquarters. 
There are far more Sales en Service centers, than production plants, from where the sales
and service-engineers operate. At the service centers it is possible to do repairs in the work
shop. Besides sales-engineers that operate from these centers, there are also sales-engineers 
that operate from their own home. 
The market for the Eastern Hemisphere salesforce involves: Europe, Africa and the Middle 
East. Their support centers are situated in the UK, Italy, Saudi-Arabia and Germany. All 

1 BW/IP Seal Division and BW Seals are synonyms. 
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these different sites/centers are linked by ISDN-connections which connect the Local Area 
Networks of the sites/centers to each other. 

BW/IP Seal Division operates in the high quality segment of the market, keywords are: 
Advanced, Critical Service, Innovative, High Performance, Quality, Engineered and High 
Technology. Their main markets are the process- and chemical industry for which they 
design mechanical seals on an Engineer-To-Order basis. In some segments they are market 
leader, among their competitors are: John Crane (US & UK), Flexibox (UK), Chesterton 
(US), Sealol (US & UK), Burgman (G) and others. 

The organization structure of the Seal Division can be described as 'lean and mean', where 
they are continuously working on the 'mean' part (e.g. PDM). 
The following figure shows the organization chart for the Eastern Hemisphere. 

BW/IPSeals 
Division 

Eastern Hemisphere 

Operations Man 
Dorlmund 

I 

r_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

- - -- -- --- - ---- ---- --- ---- ... 
I 

I 

L- - -- --- -- - - ------ - -- - -- - ~ 

BW/IP Seals Division 
World 

Figure 1 - Organization chart for BW/IP Seal Division 

Controlling -
An . ContrJGen. 

Al:c./Poyrol 
EH 

--Sya ..... Mngl 
EH 

PC'aMd 
N

EH 

CootAl:c. and 
Estimating 

EH 

BW/IPSeals 
Division 

Wes/em Hemisphe 

This organization chart shows that there are few hierarchical layers and that the structure can 
be characterized as a matrix structure. And the matrix structure is formed by a geographical 
orientation of the different sites and a functional orientation of the individual departments. 
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The following figure shows the organization chart for the Engineering department in 
Roosendaal. 

Manager Engineering 
(1) 

Senior Staff Engineeoing (1)>----+-___, Secnltary Eng. dep. (1) 

,-- - ------,---- ~----~ -------- --- ---- -- --
Order Engineeoing ( 1) Application Engineeoing (1) Standards (1) Development (1) 

Group A (5) Applications (3) Secretary (1) Testing 

Group B (5) Systems (2) Assistant (1) 

Local Engineers (8) Customer Support (3) 

CAO-support 

Administration (3) 

Pointroom (1) 

Figure 2 - Organization chart for the Engineering department in Roosendaal 

And this department is the object of study of this graduation project. 

1.2 Product Profile 

BW/IP Seal Division produces precision mechanical seals (incl. spares and spare-kits), seal 
systems, auxiliary support equipment, supporting hydraulic systems and accessories and is a 
world wide supplier of advanced technology fluid transfer and control equipment, systems 
and services. 
Most profits are generated by the spare parts, a smaller amount by the mechanical seals 
('New Units' and 'Duplicates') and systems generate almost no profits at all. 
A large amount of engineering time is spent on designing New Units which is the 'core' -
business of BW/IP Seal Division. 
A mechanical seal is a product that prevents a pump, or other rotary equipment with a rotat
ing shaft, from leaking. To give the reader an idea of the product, a picture (Figure 3) is 
included that displays a 20-view of a mechanical seal. It displays only half of the seal in 
cross section (try to imagine it as a cylindrical object) and its most important parts are: 
- Stationary and rotary face, they form the core of the product because these are the parts 

that actually prevent a pump from leaking; 
- Sleeve (non-basic part); 
- Flange (non-basic part); 
- Bushing; 
- Drive collar. 
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Successful operation depends on achieving the right conditions at the face, the faces them
selves being lubricated by a thin hydraulic film of the fluid being sealed. 

Stuffing box Pumphouse 
Injection 

(for cooling) Flange Waste outlet Set screw 

Bushing 

Drive collar 

Shaft 0-ring Shaft sleeve Springholder 

The space in the pump, where the mechanical seal is placed, is called a stuffing box. Every 
mechanical seal is designed in such a way that basic seal parts fit into the stuffing box. To 
fulfill this condition the flange and shaft-sleeve should be adapted to respectively the stuff
ing box and the shaft of the pump. 
Basic seal parts are available in several (standard) sizes and materials. The engineers should 
not deviate from these sizes and materials for the following reasons: 
- It will result in high inventory costs, because spare parts in inventory can be used for only 

one application instead of several applications; 
- Non-standards parts are accompanied by long delivery times and will influence the lead-

time; 
- Improved reuse-ability of parts will result in shorter engineering time. 
So basic seal parts are standard within certain dimensional limits and the shaft-sleeve and 
flange are custom-made. However there are attempts to reach some kind of standardization 
for these custom-made parts as well. With this standardization BW Seals tries to profit from 
the benefits of series production and re-usability of designs and can be characterized as 
'mass customization'. 

Some mechanical seals need extra cooling, or greater control over the immediate 
environment, for these mechanical seals a cooling system is designed by the Systems 
department. In case a customer has an inquiry for a seal that falls outside their range of 
experience (e.g. outside dimensional limits or high pressure/temperature), the inquiry is 
handled by Application Engineering in cooperation with the test-lab, if necessary. 
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2. Preliminary Assignment 

The preliminary assignment was defined by the BW/IP Seal Division in Roosendaal, it 
reflects their perception of the problem. This perception is described in the sections 'Current 
situation at BWIIP Seal Division'. On basis of this perception the 'Object of study ' is 
defined, which can be regarded as the Preliminary Assignment. After that the results of the 
preliminary assignment are presented. 
Main objective of this first investigation is to get familiar with the company and the problem 
area. The most important outcome of the first investigation is the final assignment. However, 
this will be described in the following section. 

2.1 Current situation at BWIIP Seal Division 

BW/IP Seal Division is a company with offices all over the world. To serve the global 
market it is currently transforming itself into a 'global' company. Meaning that the same 
mechanical seals can be designed and produced at different locations and that 'knowledge' is 
shared within the company. Uniformity of information plays a vital role in this 
transformation to a 'global' company. For this reason BW Seals started with the 
implementation of a 'Global Business System', a MRP-based system that supports 
Production and Logistics. However, there is also the need for a system that supports the 
Engineering departments in controlling/managing the amount of product information that 
substantially contributes to the information flow at BW/IP Seal Division. This need emerged 
from the observation that the amount of information related to products (product 
information) is growing every year. This could threaten the efficiency of the business 
processes in the near future. As a result of this observation the engineering group in 
Temecula, California (US) made a proposal for the implementation of a so called 'Document 
Control and Imaging System'. In Roosendaal it is thought that the uniformity and coherence 
of 'global' product information should be improved as well. That is why a project was 
started to consider the benefits of a so called 'Product Data Management System' (PDM
System). Resulting in the assignment of a student of the Technical University Eindhoven 
(TUE) to this project. 

2.2 Object of study 

At the start the object of study (preliminary assignment) was defined as: 

Investigate the activities and operating procedures at the Engineering department of BWIIP 
Seal Division in Roosendaal and pay special attention to the role of product information. 
Analyze how new systems and techniques in information technology, such as Product Data 
Management and Document Control can improve the investigated activities and operating 
procedures. Finally resulting in a recommendation, containing a cost/benefit analysis, for 
future operating procedures and structures that fit within the 'global' strategy of the BWIIP 
Seal Division. 
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During the first month special attention was paid to the Administrative Functions and a 
cost/benefit analysis for a 'Document Control and Imaging System', which improves the 
Administrative Functions. The reason for this is the fact that the Engineering group in Te
mecula, California (US) had already made a proposal for such a system. In order to come to 
global agreement on such a system the manager of the Engineering department in Roosen
daal asked for such a cost/benefit analysis for the Engineering department in Roosendaal to 
be made as well, during this preliminary assignment. 

2.3 Get familiar with the company and the problem area 

To become familiar with the company the Senior Staff Engineer was consulted and in addi
tion all kinds of documents, such as: product folders, 'Mission Statement', 'Strategic Direc
tion' etceteras, were reviewed. Later on other employees were interviewed as well. 
The results for this part were presented in the introduction already. Another important out
come concerning the problem area is a paper that describes five different concepts in relation 
to managing product information [HELMS0l 1996]. In the rest of this report will be referred 
to this paper and therefore this report does not contain comprehensive descriptions of 
Document Management, Product Data Management etc. 
In this paper it is concluded that Roosendaal and Temecula are heading for the same 
functionality regarding to the problem of handling product information and the related 
information flow. Main difference is the different name that both engineering groups use 
for their solution. According to the definitions in this paper the functionality required by 
both engineering groups is provided by a concept called: Product Data Management. De
spite terminology moves very quickly in this field this paper still offers a definition that 
makes it possible to communicate about these things. This was very useful in discovering 
that Temecula (US) and Roosendaal are looking for the same solution. 

2.4 Engineering Lead-time 

In order to investigate the activities and operating procedures in the Engineering department 
of BW/IP Seal Division in Roosendaal a flowchart was set up of the orderflow (= business 
flow). It focuses on the activities and operating procedures in the Engineering department in 
Roosendaal. This flowchart also contains information about (product) information, stored in 
information systems, which is used in the different stages of the orderflow. It is a first start 
to visualize the information flows as well. 
The main sources of information that have been consulted in order to get an insight into the 
orderflow and the related information flow, involve documents and interviews with employ
ees of BW Seals. The documents consulted were: 
- Manual with ISO procedures: 'Instruktie handboek nr. 8', November 1995 
- Document that describes the orderflow: 'Orderflow' by P. Goyarts, June 1991 
- Business System: COPICS which is a MRP-based logistic system that was a good source 

for lead-time data. 
Employees of the following departments were interviewed: Engineering, Sales, Manufactur
ing, Logistics and Accounting. 
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2.4.1 Product information 

In order to make a first start to visualize the information flows information was gathered 
about product information which is stored in the different information systems in the Engi
neering department by interviewing employees. 
According to the definition an information system consists of: hardware, software, people, 
procedures and data collections [BOTS 1990]. The hardware works according to the soft
ware and the people work according to the procedures, in this way they have access to the 
data collections. It is expressed that an information system is not necessarily a digital sys
tem, it includes paper based systems as well. In this case the aspects hardware and software 
are excluded. Most important information systems at BW Seals involve: 

CARE, a database application to support the sales-engineers. It contains information 
about quotations, orders (imported from Seal Reference System), prices, customers, re
ports etc. 

- COP/CS - Business System, a MRP-based (make-to-stock) logistical system that is 
adapted to the situation, engineer-to-order, of BW Seals Roosendaal. 

- PCBM, application in which the engineering bill of material is created moreover the 
application is able to generate bills of material for basic seals. This BM, which is created 
in PCBM, is transferred manually to COPICS. 

- Seal Reference System, system. that contains order datasheet data of orders that have been 
sold in the past.. 

- (Global) Engineering Manual, paper manual containing seal information regarding the 
preferable configuration, operating window, application, options etc. 

- Microfilm archive, contains all microfilmed detail drawings; 
- Job File Vault (in Dutch: 'Kluis'), archive in which all order information is stored. 

For a complete overview of all the information systems in the Engineering department is 
referred to in appendix B. 

2.4.2 Orderflow 

Focus for investigating the orderflow is mainly on the Engineering department because it is 
stated, by management in Roosendaal, that this department is the bottleneck. It consumes the 
largest part of the lead-time and hence most benefits can be expected here! More precisely 
the focus is on processing 'New Unit' orders because at this moment the production of 
these units can and should be made more profitable2

• 

The (simplified) orderflow for New Unit orders can be split up in several phases which are 
presented in Figure 4. These phases are recognized by BW Seals Roosendaal and 
'implemented' in the logistic system (COPICS), which therefore contains information to 
determine the average lead-time for these phases. 

B .~; -·~ 
"" -.:u ;. •.,_!ti,,'?; 
. ~ ~-

Figure 4 - Ordertlow at BW Seals Roosendaal 

Production & 
Shipping 

2 Recently seal-life increased significantly and it affects the market of spare parts. At this moment the spare
parts generate a large part(± 75%) of the profits ofBW Seals Seal Division. Therefore it is important that 
especially 'New Units' become more profitable in the future, because spare parts revenues will probably 
decrease due to an increased seal-life. In other words the engineering/production cost for 'New Units ' should 
be reduced or the operating margin increased. 
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Before the lead-times are presented the phases in the orderlfow are described first (N.B. 
more information is referred to in appendix L ). 

Sales, receives an inquiry of a customer and prepares a technical quotation ( operating condi
tions, seal-type, material, ... ) as well as a commercial quotation (delivery time and price). In 
making a seal selection sales-engineers are supported by the CARE information system and 
Application Engineering when required. When the quotation is accepted by the customer and 
it becomes an (New Unit) order and is sent to Logistics (OMC) in Roosendaal. 
Vetting, The order arrives at OMC as a Mechanical Seal Datasheet and is initiated in the 
Business System. Then it is 'vetted' (reviewed) by several departments, involving: Order 
Engineering, Quality Assurance and Pricing (the Vetting Committee). If an order is ap
proved by all members of the Vetting Committee the order is entered into the Business 
System (COPICS). 
Approval Drawing, after Vetting the order is passed on to Order Engineering (OE). After 
administration of the order in the Business System ( order line, phase, assigned engineer) it is 
passed to the engineer. The engineer makes an assembly drawing and a bill of material 
conforming to the information on the MS Datasheet. During this stage a preliminary bill of 
material (BM) is loaded into the database so purchase can order parts that are not available 
or have a long delivery time. 
Customer Approval, the assembly drawing is sent to the customer for approval. Modifica
tions, if necessary, are handled by the order engineer who adapts the design, sometimes in 
cooperation with the sales engineer. After re-approval the drawing is sent back to Order 
Engineering to finish the design. 
Final Drawing, finishing the design means that detail drawings are made for the non
standard parts, most of the time a shaft-sleeve and a flange. The bill of material is also fin
ished and entered into the Business System and all parts can be ordered or allocated. 
Industrial Engineering (IE), via OMC the order arrives at Industrial Engineering who make 
routings for the orders and CNC-programs for the lathes and milling machines in Produc
tion. When IE finishes their job the order is passed back to OMC. 
Production & Shipping, OMC prepares the order for the shop floor, in other words planning 
and providing manufacturing with the required detail- and assembly drawings. After pro
duction the order is shipped to the customer (transportation is handled by companies like 
DHL). 

The phases Vetting up to Industrial Engineering (the shaded areas in Figure 4) are defined 
as the Engineering Lead-time. More information regarding the flowchart of the orderflow 
is referred to in appendix A, which displays the related information systems too. 

2.4.3 Determining the Engineering Lead-time 

Data to determine the Engineering Lead-time was retrieved from the Business System and 
grouped by order number and month. See also the following record: 

Month Order no. Vetting Make Approval Customer Make Final Industrial 
drawing Approval drawing Engineering 

Mar94 832547 8.4 18.5 15.3 12. l 4.1 

It shows that the order with number 832547 was completed in March '94 and the lead time 
for Vetting was 8.4 calendar days (and so on). All lead-times of the order in this example 
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are assigned to March '94, the month in which Industrial Engineering finishes the job. 
Meaning that the individual phases cannot be compared mutually because they can be as
signed to the same month but actually took place during different months, but coincidentally 
ended in the same month. 
This data was analyzed in order to gain some information about the average Engineering 
Lead-time and the standard deviation in the lead-time. Therefore data was gathered for one 
year (March 1994 till February 1995) in order to compensate for seasonal patterns. 
Before the average and the standard deviation could be calculated the data had to be 
' cleaned' . This means that incomplete records have been deleted after that the data has been 
analyzed using a statistical software package (StatGraphics [RIJPKEMA 1993]). With this 
package it is possible to make boxplots to identify suspected outliers3 which have been 
deleted too (an example of a boxplot is presented in appendix C). 
After deleting the incomplete records and the suspected outliers 800 records remained of the 
original 1300 records. Comparing the remaining 800 records to the average amount of orders 
per year, 1500, it means almost a reduction by 50%. However it results in the best available 
estimate of the average and the standard deviation of the lead-time. The following table 
presents the lead-time, in calendar days, for phases of the Engineering Lead-time. 

Statistic Vetting Make Approval Customer Make Final Industrial 
drawing Approval drawing Engineering 

Average 10.9 22.3 13 .8 9.2 4.1 
Standard Deviation 8.3 18.5 13.4 9.7 2.9 
Mode 5 6 l l l 
Median 9 17 11 6 4 

Table I - Statistics for the Engineering Lead-time (Mar. '94 - Feb. '95) 

It is remarkable that in each phase the standard deviation almost equals the average lead
time. From the mode of each phase can be concluded that the top is shifted to the left in 
comparison with a normal distribution. And hence the large standard deviation must be the 
result of some exceptional high values for the lead-time. 

This standard deviation can be caused by the fact that data is grouped that should be ana
lyzed separately. Another cause can be the logistic control at the Engineering department 
especially the Workload 
Control as mentioned by 
Bertrand [BERTRAND 
1990]. Lack of good 
workload control can 
result in high standard 
deviations in the lead-

Industrial engineering 

Final drawings 15% 

time and hence in a low Customer approval 23% 

on-time-delivery per-

7% 
18% Vetting 

37% Approval drawings 

centage. Later in this Figure 5 - Lead-times of each phase as a percentage of the Eng. Lead-time 
section this topic will be 
discussed again when more information about the workload is presented. 
Figure 5 presents the distribution, of the average lead-times over the different phases, as a 
percentage of the Engineering Lead-time, is 100%. It is remarkable that non-value adding 

3 A suspected outlier is a value larger than the average plus X-times the standard deviation and hence it is 
concluded that such a value is probably (95%-confidence) an error [MENDENHALL 1992). 
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activities as Vetting and Customer Approval take account for such a large part in the lead
time. 

Subsequently more data became available and this data (December 1994 till November 
1995) was used to visualize the variations in the lead-times by putting the data, Vetting up to 
Industrial Engineering, head to tail (see Figure 6). 

Lead-times per month 

Oct-95 t========--------c=:========:::m!!::i3!1~ 
Aug-95 (:::::=:=::a ____ c:=:=:::E:!i!!il!ii!!l~ml-

~ Jun-95 t====-----======::::t!lill.il!lil~-
j 

Apr-95 !=====-----====:=:t~BI-
Feb-95 t:::=:=::::::a--.:=:=:=::::IJ:5!1l!ll-

0ec.94 E=::2~!!!!~~~~~5 ==~~~~......_ _ __.__J 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00 

Calenderdays 

Legend o Vetting ■ Approval drawing o Custorrer approval l!I Final drawing ■ Industrial engineering 

Figure 6 - Average Engineering Lead-time per month (all phases head to tail) 

This data is also analyzed using boxplots. The data for this period is also compared with the 
workload in this period but the workload4 is shifted by approximately four months in rela
tion to the lead-times (see Figure 7). This shift is caused by the fact that the lead-time and 
the workload are measured at different points in time. 
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Figure 7 - Average Engineering Lead-time and Workload per month for Dec. '94 - Nov. '95 

It can be derived from the figure that the workload develops in the same direction as the 
lead-time. Meaning that if the workload increases the lead-time increases too. Both the 

4 At BW Seals the workload is the amount of orders at the work-floor multiplied by the average amount of 
hours spent on an order. 
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workload and the lead-time develop in the opposite direction of the percentage of on-time 
deliveries ( chart not included, data provided by the Order Engineering supervisor), conclud
ing that there is an inverse relationship. 

With this information about the workload we return to the topic of the large standard devia
tion. In Figure 7 one can see that the workload varies from 1.000 to 3.800 hours, this is the 
result of poor workload control and hence results in a large standard deviation. The poor 
workload control originates from the fact that Sales agrees on delivery-times with the cus
tomer without taking the backlog at Order Engineering into account. However, it should be 
mentioned that this is a market driven factor in a competitive industry (or in Dutch: 'U 

·· d · rr ') vraagt, WlJ raa1en . . . 

2.5 Sa/es/Customer Responsiveness 

Sales/customer responsiveness is a measure that indicates how good (qualitative) and how 
quick (quantitative) Sales can make a quotation for a customer. When making a quotation 
Sales is dependent of the Engineering department because they are the one that finally ap
prove an order (Vetting). In order to enable Engineering to 'vet' ( check) an order they 
should provide Engineering with sufficient order specifications (filled in MS Datasheet). 
However, Engineering is also the department that should provide correct and sufficient 
information enabling Sales to make a good seal selection (quotation). So the better the inter
action between Sales and Engineering the better the Sales/Customer Responsiveness. In the 
current situation Engineering says that Sales provides incomplete order specifications or 
incorrect selections. While Sales says that Engineering does not provide them with the cor
rect product information. 
As far as order specifications are concerned, they should be provided by the customer. The 
sales-engineer should ensure that he receives all the necessary data. Resulting in complete 
order specifications for Engineering. 
In order to make a correct selection the sales-engineer should have sufficient product infor
mation at his disposal. The standards department (sub-department of Engineering) has cre
ated an Engineering Manual that should contain all the necessary information for making a 
dimensionally correct seal selection. Further application data is needed related to the liquid 
duty. Effort is made to supply up-to-date information by means of Technical Bulletins, Seal 
Application Guides, up-dates in CARE etc. This involves some large books and hence it is 
quite a load to take them with you. The result is that every sales engineer composes his own 
'product catalog', which is the basis for their seal selections. It is a problem that only the 
sales engineer checks if the information in his own 'product catalog' is still up-to-date. This 
can cause the situation that a sales engineer bases his seal selection on aged information. 
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2.6 Administrative Functions and first assessment of a 
Cost/Benefits Analysis 

Both issues are discussed in this section because they are related to each other. The 
cost/benefit analysis was carried out to determine the benefits of a Document Management 
system. Such a system is able to reduce the number of hours spent on administrative func
tions and the cost of supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment. The adminis
trative functions are discussed first and after that the cost/benefit analysis is discussed. 

2.6.1 Administrative functions 

Recently the Order Engineering Supervisor finished an investigation regarding administra
tive functions, carried out by the Administration department [SCHERINGA 1995]. The 
outcome of this investigation has been used as the basis for the definition of the administra
tive functions and hence of the cost analysis. By means of interviews it was verified whether 
all the administrative functions have been included. The following administrative functions 
were defined by the Order Engineering Supervisor: 
- Duplicate drawings after finishing job: When a job is finished copies are made of draw

ings and Instruction and Installation Sheets and send to the Customer, Sales, Industrial 
Engineering etc.; 

- Retrieval for service centers, sales & customer (telephone included): All the remote sites 
keep a duplicate archive and request drawings to keep it up-to-date. The Administration 
department retrieves the drawings and send them by mail and/or fax to the requester. 

- Revision of drawings and ECR 's: revise drawings on request of the customer or on basis 
of an internally change request, a so called Engineering Change Request; 

- Keep archives up-to-date: replace old drawings, check if no drawings are missing etc.; 
- Keep microfilm archive up to date: replace old microfilms, check if no microfilms are 

missing etc.; 
- Prepare order related documents for distribution (approval & final): Collect all the 

copies and order related information and send it to the Customer, Sales, Ind. Eng. etc.; 
- Retrieval for production: retrieval of detail drawings from the microfilm archive, make a 

copy and send to (mainly) Production. 
- Data-entry (BM, datasheet, title-block etc.): Keying in data like datasheets (for the Seal 

Reference System) and bills of material (transferring to the Business System); 

And after the interviews it appeared that other administrative functions are carried out by 
engineers, resulting in the following list: 
- Retrieval for doing their job: In order to be able to do their job engineers have to retrieve 

drawings and other information from the archives; 
- Retrieval for Vetting: Same as the previous function, however it is focused on the Vetting 

activity. 
- Retrieval for telephone support: This is more or less a help-desk function for answering 

questions of, for instance, sales engineers. In order to be able to carry out this function 
they have to retrieve information from the archive. More elaborate questions are an
swered in written from, i.e. a proposal 

- Data-entry (BM, datasheet, title-block etc.): Keying in data like datasheets (as title-block 
of the drawing) and bills of material; 

- Print and distribute Engineering Manuals, Technical Bulletins etc. 
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2.6.2 First assessment of a Cost/Benefits Analysis 

The big question is which cost and benefits can be quantified ? In literature it is stated that 
Document Management results in for instance better Quality or better Change Management. 
But these are qualitative benefits that are hard to quantify, therefore the focus was on quanti
tative benefits. Quantifiable benefits at BW Seals are: 
- Reduced cost for supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment, such as: 

Microfilms; 
Supplies (paper, polyester film); 
Service and maintenance cost for printing, copying and plotting equipment; 
Telephone and fax (incl. ISDN); 
Scrap; 

- Reduced cost of man-hours that are involved in carrying out the administrative functions. 

The cost for supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment and man-hours for 1995 
are determined using information from Accounting, interviews and the results of the investi
gation by the Order Engineering supervisor [SCHERINGA 1995]. The result is presented in 
some tables in appendix H. Each table shows the administrative functions and the sub
departments of the Engineering department. It also show three categories of administrative 
functions: consulting, handling and data-entry, that can be distinguished and offers the pos
sibility to aggregate figures. 
Table 1 of appendix H shows the number of hours for the current situation. By estimating a 
percentage5 (table 3 of appendix H) it resulted in a number of hours that can be saved (table 
2 of appendix H). By attaching an hourly wage to the number of hours it resulted in the cost 
for the current system (table 4 of appendix H) and the expected benefit (table 5 appendix H). 
However, it was stated by the Engineering Manager that it was not the intention to release 
staff immediately, meaning that a reduction in hours will not automatically result in a bene
fit. Therefore it was stated that a benefit should be realized by a reduction in over-time 
hours, it is stated that during 1995 only Application Engineering and Order Engineering 
worked over-time (table 7 of appendix H). The actual cost for supplies, maintenance and 
service regarding equipment and the expected benefits are presented in table 6 of appendix 
H. 

Calculations for the cost of the investment for a Document Management system (including a 
work flow module) have been carried out by Control Data. It includes cost for: hardware, 
software, training and (software) implementation. 

5 Based on information in articles and books (see references in [HELMSO I 1996]) regarding this subject and 
the help of a business consultant: A. de Kok from 'M.I.S. - organisatieadviseurs '. 
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In order to come to global agreement on such a system, the goal of this exercise 6, the analy
sis was compared to the analysis made by Temecula. This resulted in the following table: 

Table 2 - Comparison of Temecula and Roosendaal figures (1995) 

Temecula Roosendaal 

I Cost of existing system (1995) $ 496,920 /yr. $381,000 /yr. 

I Manpower needed for existing system (1995) 16,680 hrs/yr. 12,000 hrs/yr. 

I Number of documents 250,000 /yr. 260,000 /yr. 

I Investment cost for Document Management $294,829 $ 250,00 

I Benefit of system $103,620 /yr. $ 112,000 /yr. 
~: In the analysts the cost for unplementat1on and maintenance are not included. In the final analysis these 
cost should also be included in order to get a clear picture. 

It turned out to be that the ratio of the 'Cost of existing system (] 99 5)' as well as the ratio of 
the 'Manpower needed for existing system(l 99 5)' for both sites is equal to the ratio of the 
number of employees at both sites, what supports the outcome of this analysis. However, 
this comparison does not go for the number of documents due to the fact that a different 
definition for the term document has been used. 
This analysis was presented to the Engineering manager who used it in order to reach global 
agreement on such a system. 

A more elaborate consideration, regarding the cost/benefit analysis, can be found in two 
other documents [HELMS02 1996], [HELMS03 1996]. 

2. 7 Identified opportunities for BW Seals 

These opportunities were the outcome of investigating: the orderflow, product information, 
sales/customer responsiveness, cost/benefit analysis and the administrative functions. They 
form the basis for further research and the final assignment presented in the next section. 

2. 7.1 Retrieval of information from information systems 

Valuable information is not easily accessible resulting in man-hours that could better be 
spent on other activities such as selling and producing seals. It involves information, such as: 
l. Information about New Unit orders that have been sold in the past. For instance 

assembly- and detail drawings, job file, sketches, bill of materials etc. 
2. Information to support design decisions: 'expert'-knowledge. For instance API 

norms, material characteristics, fluid characteristics, operating window of a seal type etc. 
In 1995 the engineers spent ± 600 hours on 'retrieving drawings for doing their job ' and the 
Administrative group ± 2200 hours on retrieval of drawings for OMC/Production, Sales and 
Service. Because of this inaccessibility re-use of drawings is limited to a minimum. 

6 See 'Object of Study' in the Preliminary Assignment. 
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2.7.2 Keeping drawing archives up-to-date 

in 1995 BW Seals processed 1500 orders each comprising 1 approval assembly drawing, 1 
final assembl1 drawing and an average of 3 detail drawings, i.e. 7500 drawings/year or 33 
drawings/day . Every drawing is archived resulting in ± 2000 hours on maintenance of 
archives, in 1995, by the Administrative group (incl. Printroom) of Engineering. 
Archives which are kept up-to-date involve : 
- Job File Vault ('Kluis'), all the information of each New Unit order is put into a job 

folder and stored into this archive. 
- Microfilm Archive, every detail drawing that is produced is microfilmed by an outside 

company. As soon as the microfilms are available they are stored in several archives (for 
security and accessibility). 

- File Cabinets, each assembly- and detail drawing is stored on transparent paper. 
- Stuffing box archive, in which all stuffing box drawings are stores. 
Besides the new drawings there are also drawings which are revised and need to be re-filed. 
Valuable time could be saved using modern technology enabling automatic, electronic stor
age of drawings and job folders. 

2.7.3 Number of information systems and their integration 

- Information is stored in more than one information system. It involves information 
such as the bill of material and the datasheet data. When information is stored twice or more 
it leads to: inconsistency and redundancy of information. This causes errors in case one of 
the sources contains wrong or aged information. In order to prevent errors a lot of effort is 
put into keeping this data consistent. 
- Related information is stored in different systems resulting in: long retrieval times for 
information. It involves for instance the job folder of an order and the related detail drawings 
which are stored in separate systems. 
-Reference information and 'real' information is stored in separate systems resulting in: 
long retrieval times for information. For example, reference information regarding an order 
is stored in the Seal Reference System (digital). The 'real' information, e.g. the drawings 
that belong to the order, are stored in analogue archives 

2. 7.4 Exchange of information between Sales and Engineering 

According Engineering vetting is necessary because Sales: 
- is not able to make a good technical seal selection (30%) ; 
- sends incomplete Mechanical Seal Datasheets to Engineering (70%/. 
However Sales mentions that Engineering does not provide them with the right information. 
From section 2.4.3 it is known that an average of 11 calendar days is spent on vetting orders 
which is 18% of the Engineering Lead-time. The lead-time for vetting in Engineering con
sists of waiting time for capacity, processing time of the order (the actual vetting-time) and 
waiting time for information from Sales. In 1995 the 2 order-engineer-coordinators spent ± 
1450 hours on 1500 orders which equals an average processing time of 58 min. per order. 
This means that almost 11 days remain for waiting time. Part of it will be spent on waiting 
time for capacity, however the order engineer coordinators confirmed that most of it is spent . 

7 It is assumed that a year for BW Seals consists of 45 weeks, which is 225 working days or 1800 hours. 
8 Percentages that can be derived from figures determined by the Order Engineering supervisor. 
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on waiting for additional information ( due to an incorrect or incomplete datasheet). It can be 
concluded that a considerable part of the Engineering Lead-time is spent on a non-value 
added activity and hence should be reduced to a minimum, achieved by a better exchange of 
information between Engineering and Sales. 

2.7.5 Orderflow and waiting times 

From the moment the order arrives at BW Seals till the moment it is shipped it passes sev
eral 'stations' (people or departments). A phenomena that occurs when an order passes 
several stations is: Waiting lines/queues, due to the limited availability of resources and 
capacity [BERTRAND 1990]; 
At Order Engineering the average time to process an order is approximately 1.5 days (in 
1995 the 10 order engineers worked 45 weeks each and processed 1500 orders). But the 
lead-time to process an order, i.e. Make Approval drawing, Customer Approval and Make 
Final drawing, is 31.5 calendar days. From Figure 7 it is known that this is caused by the 
increased workload, which is not under control, which resulted in an increased lead-time and 
an increase in the standard deviation of the lead-time. This is caused by the fact that Sales 
passes all the orders to Engineering and does not take into account the backlog in Engineer
ing when the delivery date is agreed with the customer. Better accessibility of product in
formation alone is not capable to reduce the average engineering lead-time and its standard 
deviation. A better tool achieve this goal is workload control which can reduce the lead-time 
and the standard deviation in the lead-time (results in increased delivery performance). 

2. 7.6 Support of standards and re-usability of designs 

BW Seals wants to improve the re-usability of designs in order to benefit from an increase in 
efficiency in Engineering but also in Production and Stock Control. Currently people deviate 
from the standards to easily, i.e. people are not committed to sell and design seals according 
these standards. This is caused by the fact that not all standards are available due to the fact 
that there is not enough capacity available to up-date all the standards. Moreover standards 
are not easy accessible because there are several versions of the Engineering Manual 
(Global, Eastern Hemisphere and Western Hemisphere). The Global Engineering Manual is 
the latest version, but is still incomplete. 
Therefore BW Seals will only achieve an increased re-usability of designs if there is a good 
support of standards. Meaning that standards should be available, easy accessible and that 
people are committed to sell and design seals according these standards. Only then re-use of 
designs becomes viable. 
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3. Defining a Final Assignment 

This section describes the framework for this project, the problem definition and the final 
assignment which has been derived from the first two. 

3. 1 Framework for this research 

The basis is formed by the strategic direction (long-range objectives) of the BW/IP Seals 
Division and therefore the strategic direction will be presented first. However, only those 
objectives likely to relate to the problem will be described 9

. The objectives are copied from 
(sheets of) the 'Executive Summary' of the '1995-1999 Strategic Capability Plan' for the 
BW/IP Seal Division including 'long-range goals' as well as 'non-financial objectives': 

Derived from the 'non-financial objectives' (point 3 and 6): 
a) Develop and implement specific lnfonnation and CAD system improvements which 

optimize the utilization of all resources, maximize communication effectiveness, improve 
decision making and reduce overall costs of operating; 

b) Develop and implement specific cost reductions that reduce operating, manufacturing or 
procurement costs which can demonstrate a direct impact on profitably and market com
petitiveness. 

Derived from the 'long-range goals' (point 4, 5 and 6): 
c) Increase Petroleum & Chemical Market Share in served global markets by 1 % and 0.5 % 

per year respectively; 
d) Develop opportunities to increase participation in markets other than Petroleum & 

Chemical through product development, acquisition, license, partnering or joint ventures 
(M&OP, Pulp & Paper10

, Power, Water and General Industries); 
e) Meet or exceed 8% annual growth objective in Worldwide Division Sales and Earnings 

while maintaining a minimum Division operating margin of 15%. 

Another objective worth mentioning is an objective of the Sales department and is copied 
from (a sheet of) the '1996 Strategic Direction': 
f) We will re-focus on key end-users to increase seal change-outs. 

Summarizing the above it could be stated that: 
The number of markets should be increased (point d) and the market-shares of the current 
markets should be enlarged (point c) through an increase in sales (point e ). An increase in 
sales automatically means an increase in production and engineering. According to a state
ment by the head of the Engineering department it should by achieved by the same amount 
of staff. This means that the productivity of the employees should increase in order to meet 
the expected increase in sales. 
The ' key end-users' (point f) as well as other parties in the market request a shorter delivery 
time, or in other words a higher responsiveness, and this could be realized by reducing the 

9 Problem as described in 'Voorstel AFSTUDEEROPDRACHT for R. Helms' by Jan Keijer. 
10 A corporation operating in this segment, Five Star Seal Corporation, was acquired by the epd of 1994. 
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lead-time of an order. Another objective can be directly derived from point b: 'Reduction in 
operating, manufacturing or procurement costs, which can demonstrate a direct impact on 
profitability and market competitiveness'. In order to reach the objectives mentioned above 
BW Seals should increase the productivity and reduce cost and the lead-time. 

An issue that can help in achieving the objectives is an improvement in the control of the 
extensive amount of product information and the related information flows. Control of this 
product information and the related information flow is extremely complex and deserves 
closer attention. Three focal areas of improvement, defined by management of the Engineer
ing department Roosendaal, that should be achieved in relation with this matter: Improved 
accessibility of product information, One-time-input of data and Re-usability of designs. 

In short the framework can be described as: 
The strategic direction of the BWIIP Seals Division demands an increase in productivity and 
a reduction in costs and lead-time. An issue that can help in reaching these objectives is 
control of the extensive amount of product information and related information flows. Three 
focal areas of improvement in relation to this matter: improved accessibility of product 
information, one-time-input of data and re-usability of designs. 

3.2 Problem definition 

A problem definition can be derived from this framework by relating it with a possible 
solution. In this case the solution means an information system that controls the product 
information and the related information flows. 
Before the start of this research there has been some investigation to the kind of information 
system that can solve the problems for the complete BW/IP Seals Division. Resulting in a 
proposed 'Document Control/Imaging' system by the Engineering department in Temecula. 
The Engineering department in Roosendaal expects that they need a more extensive system, 
a so called 'Product Data Management' system. 

This results in the following problem definition: 
How can an information system support in controlling the extensive amount of product 
information and the related information flow for the global BWIIP Seals Division. Such a 
system should contribute to: improved accessibility of product information, one-time-input 
of data and re-usability of designs. 

3.3 Final Assignment formulation 

In order to get an assignment formulation that can be realized in a time frame of 5 months, 
the Problem definition should be limited. This is difficult according to the related issues 
discussed during one of the meetings of the PDM project group. Among these subjects are: 
- The new Global Business System: PRMS, commences the first of January 1997 and 
implementation has been started. It involves a MRP-based system that is transformed 
( adding functionality) into a system that supports the Engineer-To-Order situation at B W 
Seals Roosendaal. It was stated that it is important to get clear what functionality, added to 
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the PRMS system, is supported by the new information system as well. For example the bill 
of material, can be managed by the new information system instead of PRMS (interfaces). 
- Seal-nomenclature and classification of parts and products. The current nomenclature 11 

is not supported by the PRMS system. Developing a proper classification for seals and indi
vidual seal parts can be the basis for a new seal-nomenclature. Perhaps this classification and 
seal-nomenclature can be managed by a PDM system instead of the PRMS system. 
- Integration of BW Seals, Roosendaal and Pacific Wietz, Dortmund. 
- Preparations for the changeover to one Globally used Cad System'. Using one CAD 
system improves electronic exchange of drawings and it possible to re-use drawings from 
each other. The CAD drawings should be managed by the new system so it is important to 
know which CAD system will be the new Global CAD System (interfaces). 
- Integration of Sales and Engineering. Enabling Sales to make a proper technical seal 
selection and enabling Engineers to make 
the design without requesting Sales for 
information. A new information system N s 
should improve the exchange of informa- Q A 

tion between Sales and Engineering. U L 

It was stated during the meeting that per- ~ ~ 
haps PDM could be the 'glue' that will y 

connect all parts. In relation to this state-
ment Figure 8 was presented by the PC's 
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& Network manager. It visualizes the Figure 8 - Engineering systems in relation to other systems 

orderflow, departments, information sys-
tems and the interfaces between the information systems. 
When all the aspects are considered, that came up during the meeting it is very difficult to 
complete the assignment within a time frame of 5 months. Therefore the assignment is lim
ited to mainly the Engineering department in Roosendaal with links to Pacific Wietz in 
Dortmund, resulting in the following assignment formulation. 

Final Assignment formulation: 
Investigate how the process in the Engineering department of BWIIP Seals Division EH 
(Eastern Hemisphere) can be improved (re-engineered) using new technologies, such as 
Document Management and Product Data Management. 

Key activities (in chronological order): 
1. Define a definition for PDM and DM for the BW/IP Seals Division in order to achieve a 

common understanding of definitions (Result is not included in this report due to its size, 
see [HELMSO 1 1996]) 

2. Visualize the current Information-architecture of BW Seals Roosendaal using the model 
of 'Business Systems Planning'; 

3. Propose a new 'information architecture' for BW Seals Roosendaal in order to address 
the issues: improved accessibility, one-time-input of data and re-usability of designs; 

4. Select the most suitable software package for the new 'information architecture' (with the 
help of a M.I.S. consultant); 

5. Prepare a concrete proposal for the investment in an information system for the B W /IP 
Seals Division EH. 

11 Code for seals that is encrypted in the item number, e.g. BXLS 2000 4A5X LUB. 
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4. Research approach 

This section will describe the research approach that was used to achieve the goals as pre
sented in the Final Assignment (in the preceding section, section 3.3). 

4. 1 New point of view 

Until now, i.e. during the preliminary assignment, the research was encountered from a 
software package (DM, PDM .. ) point of view. First look at what is available and then 
translate the functionality of the package to the situation at B W Seals Roosendaal. Therefore 
a more fundamental approach that encounters the problem from an organizational (BW 
Seals Roosendaal) point of view is proposed. This means that first the needs of the organi
zation are determined and later on these will be matched with functionality offered by soft
ware packages as Document Management or Product Data Management. 

4.2 Research approach 

The ultimate goal of the Final Assignment is: A concrete proposal for the investment in an 
information system, such as: Document Management or Product Data Management. There
fore the need for such a system should be identified first an after that the investment in such 
a system should be justified. This was also mentioned in a publication of Swink.els and van 
Irsel about investing in information technology [SWINKELS 1992]. 

The identification involves investigating the business processes of the organization and 
identify whether they can be improved using IT. Hammer and Davenport & Short described 
this process as: Business Process Re-engineering (HAMMER 1990], [SHORT 1990]. 
However, no concrete methods could be found for this approach. 
Theeuwes gave an overview of (concrete) methods for Information Systems Planning, which 
help an organizations to identify useful IT-applications and to develop a plan to implement 
these IT-applications (N.B. These methods were also mentioned in the publication of 
Swink.els & van Irsel). 
The need for Information System Planning originates from the fact that in the past applica
tions have been developed independently. With very little regard for the support they could 
give to other functions and for the information they could supply for management control. 
Functional autonomy has been the rule. This has resulted in fractionalized and redundant 
data-files and in the inaccessibility of data from the many operational applications installed 
in the various functions (i.e. Islands Automation). In order to avoid these situations people 
developed methods for information systems planning. Such a plan should allow a modular 
approach to implementation, providing confidence that each module will fit and function 
properly to form an integrated system and will interface properly with the present opera
tional systems. 
This describes the present situation at BW Seals very well and therefore one of these meth
ods for Information Systems Planning: Business Systems Planning, is chosen for use at 
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B W Seals [IBM 1984]. The reason for choosing this method was because of its focus on the 
business processes which complies with the 'New point of view'. 

The justification, involves an estimation and consideration of the cost, benefits and risks of 
the IT-applications (defined during the identification phase). It was decided to chose those 
methods that are generally accepted as a tool to evaluate projects, according van Herel. It 
involves methods, such as: Net Present Value and Payback Period [HEREL 1996]. Be
cause it is so difficult to identify indirect benefits of IT-applications also the method by 
Parker and Benson, Information Economics, is used [PARKER 1988]. 

The methods Business Process Re-engineering, Business systems Planning, Net Present 
Value, Payback Period and Information Economics are described in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) 

In recent years many business processes have been automated, but the results have not been 
as satisfactory as expected. One of the reasons is that processes carried out by people have 
been replaced by the same processes carried out by computers. Processes are still based on 
the ideas of for instance 'Scientific 
Management' of Frederick W. 
Taylor. This means that today's 
processes have been designed and 
organized for the same as organi

How can IT support business processes 

zations as seventy years ago. Information Technology 
That's why it is argued that com- Capabilities 

Business Process 
Re-engineering 

panies should re-engineer business 
processes, because information 
technology has become available 
and can create new process design 
options. In the case of BW Seals 

How can businesses processes be transformed using IT 

there is the possibility to re- Figure 9 - Business Process Re-engineering 

engineer the business processes 
and see what improvements can be realized with information technology and in particular 
with Document Management or Product Data Management. But there was no concrete 
method to start a Business Process Re-engineering project available to me (all in fuzzy 
terms). 
However the '7 BP R principles' from Michael Hammer can serve as a guideline for re
engineering business processes [ROMNEY 1995]: 
CD Organize around processes and outcomes, not tasks; 
@ Centralize and disperse data; 
a> Capture data once, at its source; 
© Information producers process information; 
~ Output users perform the processes; 
® Integrate parallel activities; 
CV Empower workers. 
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4.2.2 Business Systems Planning (BSP) 

This method has been developed by the 'Big Blue' in 1984 [IBM 1984]. Relevancy of this 
method is proved by the fact that it is still mentioned eight years later by Theeuwes and 
Swinkels et al. [THEEUWES 1991], 
[SWINKELS 1992]. 
The basic thought is that by analyz
ing business processes, bottlenecks 
in information supply will be dis
covered. After setting priorities, 
during a planning process, one can 
start solving these bottlenecks. 
Solving means: developing IT
applications, most of the time. 
Especially this method is chosen to 
apply at BW Seals, because it fo
cuses on the business processes 
which corresponds to the new point 

organization-
objectives 

classes 
daiabases 

f----- Planning ------e-i------ Development ---

of view: focus on the organization Figure 10 - Top-down/Bottom-up approach of BSP 

(mentioned in a preceding section). source: [THEEUWES 1991] 

Moreover it has a top-down approach for defining the plan, therefore it corresponds with the 
business objectives. Implementation is done according to a bottom-up approach, therefore 

priorities 

preparation 
BSP-study 

interviews with 
managers 

information
architecture 

businessprocesses 

dataclasses 
and informationsystcms 

relations between processes/ 
dataclasses/informationsystems 

for development 
redesigning 

information-management 

recommendations 
en actionplan 

Figure 11 - Several stage in the process of BSP 

the implementation follows 
user requirements (see Figure 
10). 
In the planning process of BSP, 
the left side of Figure 10, there 
are several steps that are pre
sented in Figure 11. It starts 
with a preparation in which 
business objectives are studied 
and where management should 
be involved in order to ensure 
commitment. This is followed 
by a business analysis where all 
the necessary data is gathered. 
This data is combined into an 
Information Architecture for 
the 'As Is' -situation that serves 
as a reference model. The 

source: [THEEUWES 1991] business analysis and the In
formation Architecture should show the bottlenecks that are identified for improvement. 
After setting priorities, recommendations and an action-plan can be composed. 

Most important subject in this approach is the 'Information Architecture', defined by IBM 
as: The relating of the aspects: business processes to dataclasses. It enables the evaluation 
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of data sharing within the organization and it shows the information flow in the company 
(remember the title of this report !). 
Business Systems Planning is also described in an publication by Sebus [SEBUS 1981 ], 
however he describes four aspects: sy,1cmssuppon 

business processes, organization Business Processes 

departments, dataclasses and in-
formation systems. He states that 
business processes are carried out 
by organization departments that 
provide input for dataclasses. 
Dataclasses are stored in informa-
tion systems which are used by 
business processes. The four as-
pects are combined into the so 
called 'Information Cross', see 
Figure 12. This additional model / 
by Se bus will be used in combina- Data is distributed 

over systems. 

tion with BSP. 
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In this report the model of IBM Figure 12 - Information Cross by Sebus (1981). 
containing two aspects is defined 
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Business Processes 
arc performed by 
departments. 

/ 

Departments produce daU 
for dalaclasscs. 

as the 'Basic Information Architecture' and the model of Sebus, containing four aspects is 
defined as the 'Complete Information Architecture'. And those two models should pro
vide a lead for improvements by uncovering bottlenecks or perhaps it is better to say oppor-
tunities. 

4.2.3 Justification in IT-applications 

The Net Present Value (NPV) is generally accepted as the method to calculate the return of a 
project and can be defined as [HEREL 1996]: 
The sum of all the real1 positive- and negative operational cash flows over the lifetime of 
a project (complete lifetime or shorter period) discounted against the desired return of the 
project. 

Translated to a formula: 

NPV = -OCF(0) + OCF(l) + OCF(2) + ..... + OCF(n) 
(1 + i) I (1 + i)2 (1 + it 

Equation 1 - Net Present Value calculation 

N.B. NPV is the Net Present Value, OCF(0) is Operational Cash Flow in year 0 and i is the Discount rate. 

A single project for which the Net Present Value is positive should be accepted. If there are 
many projects available but limited resources it is better to select the project with the highest 
Internal Rate of Return ( and a positive NPV of course). This is the discount rate, i, which 
results in a Net Present Value of zero. Also the Payback Period can be derived from the 

12 Real means before truces and without inflation. 
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figures of the Net Present Value calculation. It is the year in which the Net Present Value 
becomes positive, for example: 

-OCF(0) + OCF(I) + OCF(2) + OCF(3) > O 
· (1 + i) I (1 + i) 2 (1 + i) J 

Equation 2 - Calculation of Payback Period 

In this example the payback period is 4 years. 

From Equation 2 can be derived that three factors are important for the calculation of the Net 
Present Value: 
- Real cash flows for each year (sum of all the positive cash flows and negative cash flows); 
- Lifetime of the IT-application; 
- Discount rate or desired return of the project. 
All are discussed in the following sections 

4.2.3.1 Cash flows for each year 

The yearly cash flow is composed of negative and positive cash flows. The ne~ative cash 
flows involve: 
- Total Investment Required for the system; 
- Ongoing Expenses, when the system is operational it is causing specific expenses that 

can be ascribed to the system. 
And the positive cash flows involve: 
- Economic Benefit, involving the generation of new revenues,; 
- Operating Cost Reduction, involving a reduction in the operational cost due to cost 

avoidance or cost savings; 

But it can be difficult to estimate the cash flows especially when Information Technology is 
involved, because often it is difficult to assign a monetary value to every benefit. Therefore a 
distinction is made between: 
- direct benefits or tangibles are obvious and therefore a monetary value can be assigned to 

them, e.g. a reduction in filing and maintenance hours or manual distribution hours due to 
PDM can be entitled as a direct benefit; 

- indirect benefits or intangibles are easily over looked because it is hard to assign a 
monetary value to them, e.g. the competitive advantage of a company or an improved 
quality of the product. 

If no monetary value can be assigned to a benefit it should not be omitted from the analysis 
but included in a qualitative analysis that lists all the benefits to which no monetary value 
can be assigned. Such a qualitative analysis can support the quantitative analysis in order to 
convince top management. 

During the eighties Parker & Benson developed a method: Information Economics, as an 
answer to the problems with justifying investments in Information Technology [PARKER 
1988]. The method is based on a simple Return On Investment calculation 13 and special 

13 A Simple ROI calculation according to Parker & Benson is summing the net cash flows (i.e . investment not 
included, before taxes and not discounted) over the lifetime of the project and divide it by the Total Investment 
Required. 
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techniques are used to determine the indirect benefits or intangibles. Not the simple ROI 
calculation is of interest, because the proposed Net Present Value is used because it is much 
comprehensive and takes more factors into account. 

But the techniques to determine the indirect benefits are of special interest and are discussed 
briefly: 

Value linking 
Used to evaluate financially combined effects of improving performance of a function and 
any consequential results from a separate function. It represents the ripple effect of a change 
(improvement) in a function or process. It is not time dependent. For example, an improved 
billing system focuses on costs and benefits for the information systems department. By 
improving the billing system, marketing and sales could identify revenue that would other
wise be lost because of incorrect billings. This additional revenue is identified and sized 
through value linking. 

Value acceleration 
Used to financially evaluate a possible time acceleration of benefits achieved by linking two 
departments or functions in a cause effect relationship. This technique addresses time
dependency issues, such as causing earlier achievement of benefits. The same improved 
billing system also completes billing processing one day sooner. The opportunity cost re
lated to this interest expense savings is a one-time accelerated benefit. This additional oppor
tunity for revenue is identified and sized through value acceleration. N.B. dot not focus on 
the primary functions but also on the supportive functions. 

Value restructuring 
Addresses the values associated with restructuring a job or department function. It measures 
the value of productivity increases resulting from organizational change. Like value linking 
and value acceleration, it supplements the cost displacement and cost avoidance techniques 
of traditional cost-benefit analysis. An example of value restructuring is the measurable 
increased productivity of a department or a function because of office automation. The 
productivity increase is achieved by moving the efforts of the department from lower value 
activities to higher value activities . 

. Innovation valuation 
Innovation creates new functions within the business domain. It changes the way the enter
prise conducts its business. Innovative information technology applications provide the 
vehicle to change business strategy, products and services, and business domain organiza
tion. As a result, innovation valuation techniques focus on organizational rather than techno
logical costs and risks. 

However, it is hard to speak of techniques because Parker and Benson do not provide any 
structured methods to handle these issues. Only examples of several situations are mentioned 
and it looks like that common sense is most important. 
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To support the quantitative analysis Parker and Benson provide nine evaluation criteria with 
regard to the project, involving: 

Business Domain values and risks Technology Domain values and risks 
- Strategic Match - Strategic Information System Architecture 
- Competitive Advantage - Definition Uncertainty 
- Management Information - Technical Uncertainty 
- Competitive Response - Information System Infrastructure Risk 
- Project or Organizational Risk 

Most of the time these values and risks are used for the evaluation of several projects by 
weighting the values and risks and assign scores (1-5) to those items for each project. In 
other words they are used for a portfolio assessment. However, it can also be used for a 
single project by using the criteria as input for a discussion and reach consensus about it. 

4.2.3.2 Lifetime of the IT-application 

In Equation 1 the 'n' represents the lifetime of the IT-application which should be deter
mined in order to solve the equation. In general two lifetime's can be distinguished: 
- Technical lifetime, from the start till the moment that the equipment can not be used 

anymore due to wear or because it is replaced by other equipment (N.B. the latter is only 
true if the equipment can not be sold or used for other purposes). 

- Economic lifetime, from the start till the year in which the sum of positive and negative 
cash flows, which are generated by the project, are heading towards zero (N.B. Invest
ment is not included). Not exactly zero because the remaining value of the investment 
should be taken into account. 

In general the technical lifetime will be longer than the economic lifetime especially when 
universal applicable equipment is used. Therefore the economic lifetime should be deter
mined, meaning that the future cash flows for the IT-application need to be estimated. 

4.2.3.3 Discount rate or desired return of the project 

In order to determine the discount rate three things are important [HEREL 1996]: 
1. Point of view from which the discount rate is approached and determined. The govern
ment, shareholders, company etc. all have their own point of view. For example for a com
pany (business) it is important that the project keeps the return on totals assets at the same 
level. But for shareholders it is important that the profit of the project is keeps the profit of a 
share to the same level. 
2. Is the real interest rate or the nominal interest rate taken into account. The difference 
between the two rates is that inflation is included in the nominal interest rate and not in the 
real interest rate. When the nominal interest rate is used the inflation rate should be included 
in the cash flows too. In case the real interest rate is used the inflation rate should not be 
included in the cash flows. The net result of both calculations is the same. 
3. Cultural differences. For instance American companies use high discount rates because 
they want a short payback period. Other reasons for their high discount rate involve: no 
distinction is made between the interest rates and a high investment risk is assumed. 

The discount rate for BW Seals is determined later on in section 7. 
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5. Modeling the 'As ls'-situation using BSP 

The most important parts of the BSP method are presented in this section 

5. 1 Preparation of BSP study and Business Analysis 

The preparation of the BSP-study has already been completed, because it involves the ac
tivities conducted during the Preliminary Assignment. And the business objectives have 
already been defined in section 3. l . 
The business analysis involves determining the four aspects of the Information Architecture 
and will be presented in the following sections. 

5.1.1 Business Processes 

The first step in determining the Information Architecture is determining the business proc
esses. A business process can be defined as: 

A task that adds value to an organization; 
M. Romney [ROMNEY 1995] 

A set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business process. Processes 
have two important characteristics: 
- They have customers; 
- They cross organizational boundaries. 
Davenport & Short [SHORT 1990] 

The first one is a very general definition so the second definition is more appropriate for use 
in this paper. Be aware that processes are not the same as traditional functional activities, 
therefore Davenport & Short express that they can cross organizational boundaries. 
As defined before (see Final Assignment) the focus of investigation will be at the Engineer
ing department and will include New Unit Orders only. But how to define the business 
processes at BW/IP Seals Division Roosendaal? 
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A tool for a structured approach in identifying the business process is a so called Work 
Break Down (WBS) schedule and helps in distinguishing several levels [MANTEL 1989]. 
At the highest level (level o) a number of business processes can be distinguished. In this 
investigation the business process 'Engineering Seals' is of interest, see Figure 13. Then 
some general business process can be defined in which the Engineering department is in
volved, the first level. For the investigation it is expected that a higher level of detail is 
needed, therefore the business processes at the second level are split up into a number of 
more detailed business process, this is the second level. 

Legend 

Prepare 
Propoam 

Business Process which is 
part of the Orderllow 

Vetting 
Ordon 

En11/neenn11 
Seals 

D Business Process which 
can be part of the Orderllow 

Figure 13 - WBS for the business process 'Engineering Seals' 

Adminislra-
1iv• Support 

ConlrOI 
Standardl 

D 

Oevelo!> 
Seals 

Supportive Business 
Process 

A flowchart of the business process can be used to verify if all the processes, which are part 
of the orderflow in the Engineering department, are included (the flowchart is referred to in 
appendix E). 

~ : At BW Seals business processes have been defined in relation to the ISO-certification and described in 
the so called 'Functieboek'. The business processes are described according a concept that is compara
ble to 'Resultaatgerichte Bedrijfsvoering (RGB)' as described by Mulder [MULDER 1994]. However, 
these business processes could not be used for this investigation because the list is incomplete and not in 
sufficient detail (to my opinion). 

5.1.2 Organization Departments 
The organization departments can be derived from the organization charts as available at 
BW/IP Seals Division. Figure 1 shows the organization chart for the complete BW Seals 
Division and Figure 2 shows the organization chart of the Engineering department in 
Roosendaal. All the organization departments of the Engineering department are included 
(focus) as well as the departments that are most likely to relate. 

5.1.3 Dataclasses 
Starting with a definition for dataclasses, as defined by the BSP-method: 
A data class is a logical grouping of data related to things or entities14 that are significant to 
the organization. such grouping permits a long-rang information architecture to be identified. 
The dataclasses should represent data that must be available for business activities and deci
sion making and should not represent a specific format (e.g. a report or a display). 

14 Entity: something of lasting interest to the company about which data can be stored. 
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For BW Seals these dataclasses were determined by interviews and by reviewing the busi
ness process, analyzing the information input and output of the business processes. The most 
important dataclasses that have been determined involve: 
- Seal type - Operating window ( seal type) 

- BM of standard Basic Seal - Standard Basic Seal part 
- Standard part - Adaptive part 

Detail drawing of order Assembly drawing of order 
- Proposal - BM of order 
A complete overview of the dataclasses is shown in appendix M 

5.1.4 Information systems 

According a definition of Bots et al. [BOTS 1990], an information system consists of the 
following elements: 
- Hardware; - Software; 
- People; - Procedures; 
- Data collections (e.g. a database or a 'Rolodex' address book). 
The hardware works according the software and people can extract information from the 
data collections according the procedures. It is expressed that software is not necessary 
because there are also non-computer based information systems. For example, a file cabinet 
(hardware) that contains drawings ( data collection) that can be extracted by somebody 
(people) if one knows the drawing number (procedure). 
All relevant information systems have already been determined in the Preliminary Assign
ment (seGtion 2.4.1). The most important information systems are: CARE, COPICS 
(Business System), PCBM, Seal Reference System, (Global) Engineering Manual, Micro
film archive, Job File Vault, AQS, EIP and EIS. A complete overview of the information is 
shown in appendix B. 

5.2 The 'Basic Information Architecture' 

5.2.1 Construction 

As explained in the introduction of this section the 'Basic Information Architecture' is con
structed by combining the aspects Business Processes and Dataclasses. A simple presenta
tion of this combination is a matrix that displays the relationship: 
- Dataclasses are used to carry out business processes; 

The relationship can have two forms: 
- Usage (U): The data class is used by the business process; 
- Create (C): The identified business process creates the data class meaning that it is the 

best source for ensuring data integrity. 
N.B. The relationships were discovered by doing interviews and by following the product 
along the orderflow. 
This matrix can be structured by grouping the 'creates' (C's) in the matrix along the diago
nal. This means that the axes should be re-arranged to reach this goal. If any C's are in the 
same row they should be put next to each other, because these dataclasses are created by one 
and the same business process. 
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The next step is creating process groups or in other words group the business process that 
logically relate to each other. In this case the process groups are grouped according their 
appearance in the orderflow and the organization department in which they are carried out. 
This results in the Basic Information Architecture I, which is presented in appendix F( 1 ). 
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Figure 14 - Basic Information Architecture III 

The matrix can also be used to show the information flows between the process groups. 
There are information flows when a data class is created by a business process and used by 
another business process ( of a different process group). This is shown in Basic Information 
Architecture II in appendix F(2). The shaded areas are the process groups and the arrows 
represent the information flows. A simplified presentation is shown in Basic Information 
Architecture III in Figure 14 or appendix F(3). 
Some of the process groups of the preceding matrix (BIA II) are grouped together because 
they are heavily related to each other resulting in the more simplified presentation. 

5.2.2 Outcome 

There are three important outcomes that follow from the Basic Information Architecture III 
(appendix F(3)): 
1. Four major process groups; 
2. Two major groups of product information; 
3. Information flows between the process groups. 
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Four major process groups 
Basic Information Architecture III shows that four major process groups can be distin
guished (starting in the upper left comer): 
1. One determines design information (e.g. Engineering Manual), 
2. the next uses this information to design the seals, 
3. followed by a process group that supports the planning and control of the design process, 
4. and a process group that supports the engineers with practical design tools in CAD. 

Each of the process groups needs an information system that supports it in conducting its 
activities. For the last two process groups there is already an information system available. 
For Engineering planning and control it is the logistic system COPICS and for Engineering 
design support it is LogoCad. 

Two major groups of product information 
The first group produces the necessary information about designs, it involves: client /Nde
pent product information. This is information about how to design a seal, material specifi
cations, fluid behavior etc. 
The second group produces information that is related to an order, it involves: client de
pendent product information. This is information that is used as a reference to find out if a 
job has been performed in the past, e.g. drawings, datasheet etc. 
Both kinds of product information need a different approach to make it better accessible. 
N.B. The last two process groups do not produce information that is as important as the first 
two process groups. 

Information flows between the process groups 
From the matrix it can be seen that there are several information flows. In order to guarantee 
that up-to-date information is available (and easily accessible) to the business processes 
involved it is important to control the information flows .. 
Most important flows are the flows of client independent- and client dependent product 
information. Therefore these flows deserve the most attention. 

5.3 The 'Complete Information Architecture' 

5.3.1 Construction 

By adding the aspects: Organization Departments and Information systems, to the 'Basic 
Information Architecture' (IBM) it results in the 'Complete Information Architecture' as 
presented by Sebus. 
Four different type of relationships are presented by this matrix: 
- Business processes are managed by or1'anization departments, indicated with a 'x'; 
- Or1'anization departments produce input for dataclasses, indicated with a 'x'; 
- Dataclasses are stored in information systems, indicated with an 'u' (use) and a 'c' 

(create) with the same meaning as before; 
- Information systems are used when a business processes is carried out, indicated with a 

'x'. 
N.B. The relationships were discovered by doing interviews and by following the product 
along the orderflow (a flowchart of the orderflow is referred to in appendix A). 
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The order of business processes and dataclasses is kept the same, because it lead to good 
results during the construction of the Basic Information Architecture. The other two axes are 
ordered by: 

Organization department: according to their place in the orderflow; 
- Information systems: more or less random. 

It results in the Complete Information Architecture I that is displayed in appendix G(l ). The 
structure that appeared in the Basic Information Architecture is lost. The reason for keeping 
the order the same is that it was agreed that this was a sensible order. Other efforts, shuffling 
the order in the different axes, did not lead to a better structure in the four quadrants of the 
Complete Information Architecture. It was only possible to come to a structure in one quad
rant at the time (see the lower left quadrant of Figure 15 or appendix G(2)). 
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Figure 15 - Complete Information Architecture II 

However, should there be a structure ? Originally the method is used to define a new Infor
mation Architecture only using the Basic Information Architecture of IBM. By grouping the 
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creates and forming process groups one is able to define information systems that support 
the business processes. Because of this structured approach one might expect some structure. 
In this case the idea is to use the Complete Information Architecture to model the 'As Is' -
situation that should provide leads to improve the 'As Is' -situation. If no plans have been 
used to develop information systems in the past it is very likely that there is no structure. 
Answering the question: No it is not necessary that there is a structure as there have been no 
(structured) plans in the past ! 

5.3.2 Outcome 

It was not possible to structure the X, C and U's in the matrix and it was also concluded that 
is was not necessary due to the fact that there has been no planning in the past for informa
tion systems at Engineering (Roosendaal). However, from the resulting 'chaos' in the matrix 
it can be concluded that there are opportunities for improvement. 

Two improvements can be directly derived from the Complete Information Architecture 
matrix: 
1. Reduce the number of information systems; 
2. Reduce duplication in (un-linked) storage of data. 

Reduce the number of information systems 
For the upper left comer in the matrix Sebus defined an ideal situation: Every business 
process (or even better process group = group of related business processes) uses its own 
information system that is especially developed to support the business process/process 
group. This should result in crosses (X-es) along the diagonal of the upper left comer of the 
matrix. The matrices in appendix G show a situation that is far away from this ideal situa
tion, it shows that every business process uses quite a number of information systems. 
Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that a reduction in the number of information systems 
is preferable, because it can help to improve the accessibility of product information. 

Reduce duplication in (unlinked) storage of data 
From the lower left comer in the matrix can be derived that a lot of dataclasses are used by a 
lot of other information systems. Usage by other information systems does not matter if the 
data that is not duplicated manually or in other words that there is a direct link between the 
copy and the master. Meaning: if the master is up-dated the copy will be up-dated as well 
automatically. However, in the current situation this is not the case. For instance an assem
bly drawing is stored in more than one archive. If the master changes the copies have to be 
up-dated manually because there is no direct link. Reducing the number of un-linked dupli
cations in storage of data will reduce the effort for maintenance of archives and computer 
based applications and will also result in consistent, more reliable information. 
N.B. reducing the number of information system will help in reducing the amount of un
linked duplication in storage of data. 

~: Opportunities will be discussed in more detail in section 6. 
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5.4 Remarks about the BSP-model 

Initially it was expected that the Complete Information Architecture would provide leads for 
improvement. However, this turned out to be very difficult. The Basic Information Architec
ture on the contrary was more useful than expected and therefore the accent moved from the 
Complete Information Architecture to the Basic Information Architecture. However, it was 
still hard to derive the opportunities directly from the models. Therefore it was agreed to use 
the models (especially the Complete Information Architecture) as a: 
- Reference model; 
- Tool for communication. 

In the preceding section the aspect Organization Departments is hardly mentioned due to the 
fact that it is not so important in this stage. However, it is stated that it is very important in a 
later stage. A PDM- or Document Management system will not work if responsibilities and 
procedures have not been defined properly. But for the time being the aspect Organization 
Departments is left out of consideration. 

5.5 How to continue ? 

Before defining opportunities on the basis of both the Basic- and Complete Information 
Architecture let's return to the goals set in the past. Initially (see: preliminary assignment) it 
was agreed that: The Total Engineering Lead-time, Administrative Functions and the 
Sales/customer Responsiveness should be improved, subsequently referred to as the 
'What?'. It also was agreed 
that this could be achieved Total Admini- Sales-
by: Improving accessibility 
of product information, Re
usability of designs and 
One-time-input, subse
quently referred to as the 
'How?'. By combining the 
'What?' and 'How?' a 
matrix is created which is 
called the 'Opportunity 
Matrix' and is presented in 
Figure 16. 

i 

How? 
Accessibility of 
Productinformation 

Re-usability of 
Designs 

i One-Time-Input 

Engineering i 
Lead-time 

Figure 16 - Opportunity matrix 
The marks in the matrix 

strative 
Functions 

Customer 
Responsiveness 

indicate that a 'What?' can be realized by a 'How?'. Now the question is: How should the 
Complete Information Architecture be re-engineered in order to achieve the improvements 
suggested in the Opportunity Matrix. This will be described in the following sections. 
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6. Defining opportunities and the 'To Be'-situation 

In this section the 'To Be' -situation for BW Seals is presented. The Basic- and Complete 
Information Architecture, presented in the preceding section, represent the 'As Is' -situation 
and should be re-engineered resulting in a 'To Be' -situation. Re-engineering concerns 
mainly the used information systems and the business processes performed at BW Seals. 
That means that business processes are conducted in a different way because they are sup
ported by new information systems. However, the same dataclasses as presented in the 
Basic- and Complete Information Architecture are stored in these new information systems. 
In other words re-engineering means looking for opportunities to conduct business processes 
in a more efficient and effective way. According the outcome that was shown on page 33 of 
the preceding section: 'Reduce the number of information systems ' and 'Reduce the duplica
tion in data', these opportunities should be offered by new information system(s). 

The opportunities, to improve the current situation at BW Seals, will be described according 
the opportunities that were shown in the Opportunity Matrix (marks in the matrix on page 
34). All three What's are analyzed in order to be able to determine how they can be im
proved by the How's. These opportunities can be formulated as functionality that is required 
from the new information system(s). On basis of the formulated System Functionality will be 
determined what kind of information system supports the required functionality, i.e. Docu
ment Management, Engineering Data Management or Product Data Management. 

A new System Architecture was introduced, which supports the required system functional
ity and serves as an Information Plan for the future. Finally it leads to the 'To Be' -situation 
for BW Seals represented by the New Complete Information Architecture. 

6. 1 Opportunities and system functionality 

This section gives a short overview of the discovered opportunities and the derived system 
functionality. A more comprehensive description is referred to in appendix 0. 

6.1.1 Opportunities 

This section will give a short description of the opportunities discovered at BW Seals. Every 
What of the Opportunity Matrix will be analyzed, after that will be described how the How 
can improve the What. 

6.1.1.1 Engineering Lead-time 

Along the orderflow an order passes many stations, due to limited capacity at every station 
waiting lines originate and hence waiting times [BERTRAND 1990]. Subsequently the order 
is processed at the station, resulting in processing time. As an order is completed it takes 
time before an order is sent to the next station (batch waiting time). At some places in the 
orderflow originates waiting time due to the fact that other people have to complete a task 
before processing can be resumed. 
Summarizing, the orderflow consists of: 
- processing time; waiting time (waiting for capacity); 
- batch waiting time; - time waiting for actions of other people. 
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Shortening the lead-time can be achieved by reducing the components of the lead-time 
mentioned above. Another way to shorten the lead-time is to reduce the number of stations 
in the orderflow, it will reduce the waiting time, processing time and batch waiting time at 
the same time. 
Described in the following sections is how a reduction in the lead-time can be achieved by 
improved accessibility of product information, re-usability of designs and one-time-input. 

Accessibility of product information 
This section describes how an improved accessibility achieves a reduction in the processing 
time, waiting time (for capacity), batch waiting time and time waiting for actions of other 
people. At the end of the section a reduction in the number of stations will be discussed, 
however reducing the number of stations has not so much to do with an improved accessi
bility of product information. 

Decrease in processing time and waiting time (for capacity) 
It is stated that the processing time and the waiting time are related according to the formula 
of Pollaczek [BERTRAND 1990], a decrease in the processing time results in a decrease in 
the waiting time (linear relationship). 
At the several stations people are searching for product information resulting in processing 
time. By providing better access to product information the processing time can be reduced 
and hence the waiting time according the formula of Pollaczek The accessibility of both 
client dependent information (drawings, datasheets, BM's), and client independent infor
mation (reports and manuals). The accessibility should be improved by: 
- Reducing the number of information systems in use providing a better overview where 

information is located, hence information is found more quickly. 
- Using digital archives instead enabling viewing and printing of information from an 

individual workplace. It eliminates the time spent on walking to the archive, picking the 
right drawing, copying and re-filing it. 

However improving accessibility does not only mean speeding up the searching process, it 
also important to find the right information. Therefore the right tools are needed. In order to 
determine the right tool it is necessary to distinguish between [HOLLANDER 1996]: 
- structured information: can be displayed a table such as a datasheet and the accessibility 
can be improved by storing it in a database and use queries to retrieve information; 
- unstructured information: no structure such as the contents of a report Full Text Retrieval 
(FTR), meaning that you can search for every word in the contents ( excluding noise words, 
such as: and, the, big, nice etc.). 

Decrease the batch waiting time 
Accessibility also means that information is passed on more quickly to the next station 
(speeding up the orderflow), hence avoiding batch waiting times. In other words a report or 
drawing is not waiting at somebody's desk before it is passed on to the next desk. This can 
be achieved by using Work Flow Management. 
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Decrease the waiting time for actions of other people 
This happens especially during two phases in the orderflow: 
Vetting: Engineering puts incoming orders on hold because additional information is re
quired from Sales. The engineering lead-time could be reduced by reducing the unwanted 
waiting time during vetting, solutions involve: 
- Incomplete datasheets, habits of sales engineers should be changed to prevent that incom

plete datasheets are sent to Order Engineering. An Electronic DataSheet (EDS), instead of 
a paper datasheet, can enforce sales engineers to fill in the datasheet completely. 

- Erroneous datasheets, this concerns errors in the technical seal selection. A better tool, such 
as a Product Configurator, should support the sales engineer in making the technical seal 
selection. Such a Product Configurator is discussed later in section 6.1.1.3. 

Customer Approval: The preliminary assembly drawing is sent by mail to the customer for 
approval. The time lead time for customer approval can be reduced from days to a few min
utes by sending drawings electronically instead of by mail. A recently developed standard: 
STEP, provides a standard format for electronic transmittal of drawings. 

Reduction in the number of stations 
This can be achieved by (can be derived from the 'seven BPRprinciples' of Hammer): 
- Eliminate a station by doing the task automatically; 
- Eliminate by grouping one or more consecutive tasks. 
As mentioned before a reduction in the number of stations reduces all the four components 

of the lead-time. The following actions in the orderflow can be eliminated: 
- Key in title-block of the drawing: Up-date title-block with information from the datasheet; 
- Load the approval BM: Create the BM in PDM and automatically transfer it to PRMS; 
- Load the final BM: Create the BM in PDM and automatically transfer it to PRMS; 
- Send the final drawings to Production/OMC: Enable viewing and printing at OMC; 
Grouping consecutive stations is not possible, because most actions are already carried out 
by one person, the engineer. The extra administrative actions are eliminated as described 
above. 

Re-usability of designs 
Re-using old designs means that on average less time is spent on processing an order, i.e. 
reduces the processing time and the waiting time (Pollaczek). At BW Seals re-usability of 
designs involves re-use of assembly drawings and detail drawings. 

Assembly drawing 
It shows the design, bill of material and the title-block. Re-using drawings is only possible 
when information about the drawing was stored. BW Seals stores title-block information in a 
database: Seal Reference System, in order to be able to re-use assembly drawings. However, 
the degree of re-use is not satisfying, i.e. is low. This is caused by the fact that: 
- The Seal Reference System (SRS) is user-unfriendly, that is the reason why a lot of engi

neers use a paper print out of the database. It results in long searching times, for that reason 
· engineers often to decide to start an assembly drawing from scratch; 
- The outcome of the search query is not specific enough, Seal Reference System returns a 

(long) list of drawings that match with the search criteria. 
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Problem one can be solved by developing a better user-interface for the Seal Reference 
System stimulating the use of the system. Problem two can be solved by enabling engineers 
to use more specific search criteria. For instance the opportunity to combine datasheet data 
with bill of material data. 

Detail drawing 
It involves the drawing of one of the parts on the assembly drawing. Again the re-usability 
depends on the information that was stored about these parts. 
Until now BW Seals only stored the S-number15 and the 
material code of parts into the Business System (and 
PCBM). However, searching on the S-number and the mate
rial code is not very effective. The Business System 
(COPICS) will return a long list of parts that correspond to 
the search criteria. To increase the degree of re-use of detail 
drawings B W Seals should develop a classification structure 
providing effective search criteria, such as: part group, part 
length, part weight, seal type, etc. 16

• The Standards depart
ment should be heavily involved in this process. Figure 17 

Group 

Item 

.---- ----<' · Character1stlc 

CategoryNalue Value 

shows a possible classification structure (represented as a Figure 17 - A Classification Structure 

Bachman-diagram showing 1 :n relationships) for the parts at 
BW Seals. It shows that groups and sub-groups of parts should be defined. Every sub-group 
has its own specific characteristics, e.g. length, diameter etc., and corresponding values. 
Based on a range of values for each characteristic, every sub-group can be divided into 
categories. Every category has a unique classification number and that should be connected 
to the existing and used BW Seals item-numbers. In order to improve re-use of detail draw
ings it should be able to include part characteristics and values in search queries. 

One-time-input 
One-time-input will have a small effect on the lead-time because most of it is handled by the 
Administration department parallel with the orderflow. However, there are two places in the 
orderflow where duplicate input contributes to the lead-time: 
- Engineers key in the title-block data (PCBM). This activity can be eliminated using an 

Electronic Datasheet (EDS) that is filled in by the sales engineers. The EDS should up
date automatically, if there is a change, the title-block on the drawing. Meaning that there 
should be a link between them. 

- The Administrative group manually transfers bills of material from PCBM to COP JCS 
(Business System). This activity can be eliminated by using only one Master Bill of Ma
terial in for instance the PDM system. Other copies, e.g. in COPICS, should be linked 
(live) to this master bill of material (Moreover the bill of material on the drawing should 
be linked to the master bill of material). 

15 Indicating the category, e.g. sleeve, O-ring, bushing etc., and the position (in the assembly) of the part. 
16 For some parts such search criteria are already available in EIP, which is therefore a good example. 
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6.1.1.2 Administrative/unctions 

The Administrative functions can be divided roughly into three categories: 
1. Providing information (especially drawings) to others, e.g. Sales- and Support centers; 
2. Searching for information in archives by engineering and others; 
3. Activities to relieve engineers: 

- Data entry and data transfer; 
- Archiving of order related documents (i.e. drawings); 
- Distribution of order related documents (i.e. drawings) in the approval and final 

stage. 

Administrative functions can be improved by eliminating simple, repetitive activities or 
reducing the time spent on these activities. 

Accessibility of product information 
Accessibility can be improved by using digital archive instead of analogue (paper) archives. 
It enables d.irect access to the required information (e.g. drawings) from an individual 
workplace. Such a digital archive: 
- Eliminates the activity of providing information to others because they have direct access 

to the information themselves; 
- Reduces the time spend on archiving, because it can be done automatically; 
- Reduces the time spend on manual distribution, because people will have direct access 

hence reducing the need for manual distribution. If distribution is required it should be 
done electronically (electronic mail). 

This contributes to an improvement of the efficiency of the Administrative group. 

One-time-input 
Reduces the data entry/transfer by the Administrative group: 
1. The Seal Reference System is manually up-dated by keying in information from the 

datasheet. If an Electronic Datasheet is used at B W Seals there is no need for the Admin
istrative group to key in this data again. The Seal Reference System will be up-dated 
automatically by storing the Electronic Datasheets in the database of the Seal Reference 
System. 

2. Bill of material data is created in PCBM by the Engineers and manually transferred from 
PCBM to the Business System by the Administrative group. Automatic transfer of the bill 
of material will eliminate the need to transfer the bill of material manually. 
In the future a bill of material should be created and managed by a PDM-system. In case 
the new PRMS-system requires a bill of material it will be transferred automatically from 
the PDM-system to the PRMS-system. Meaning that the link between PDM and PRMS 
eliminates the involvement of the Administrative group in the transfer process of the bill 
of material. 

Storing drawings in multiple locations can be entitled as multiple data input as well. Cur
rently assembly drawings are stored on eight locations and detail drawings on four locations, 
in Roosendaal. When drawings are stored electronically this in-effective storage can be 
eliminated and hence the related maintenance of these archives. 
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6.1.1.3 Sales Customer Responsiveness 

Sales/customer responsiveness is a measure that indicates how good (qualitative) and how 
quick (quantitative) Sales can make a quotation for a customer. A quotation consists of a 
commercial- and technical seal selection, especially the technical seal selection can cause 
problems resulting in a relatively low responsiveness. In order to improve the technical seal 
selection better technical information should be provided to the sales engineer. In other 
words the 'Accessibility of product information' should be improved. 
There are two alternatives to improve the accessibility this product information: 
1. Make this knowledge, currently mainly available as a hard copy, electronically available. 

For instance on a CD-ROM or in a network (shared database of documents). 
2. Develop a 'Product Configurator', an expert-system, that helps the sales-engineer in 

making technical seal selections. Than there is no need for them to browse through 
manuals anymore. In other words they have 'the engineering knowledge at their finger
tips'. 

The second solution is the most powerful one, but also the most expensive one. 

In addition there are also more general solutions to these problems that have nothing to do 
with 'Accessibility of product information' and PDM. It involves the following two solu
tions: 
1. Extensive training for sales engineers in making seal selections. For instance: product 

training or seal calculations (to judge whether a selected seal fits into the stuffing box). 
2. Increase the influence in their (personal) 'product catalog', because this is what they use 

in making seal selections. However, they should use the Engineering Manual because this 
is the only document that contains up-to-date information about seals. The problem is that 
the Engineering Manual contains a lot of information that is not of interest for the sales
engmeers. 
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6.1.2 System functionality 

System functionality is formulated on basis of the opportunities presented in the preceding 
section. The following list represents the required System Functionality for an information 
system at B W Seals that achieves the defined opportunities. 

Required System Functionality for BW Seals: 
1. Immediate viewing (and editing if authorized) access to all up-to-date assembly-, detail

and stuffing box drawings from individual workplaces. Good searching tools should be 
available to find such structured information; 

2. Remote printing facilities for printing drawings; 

3. Immediate viewing (and editing) access to up-to-date design related information from 
individual workplaces. Good searching tools should be available to find such unstruc
~ information should be available, e.g. Full Text Retrieval ; 

4. One-time-input of order data: Electronic Datasheet (EDS); 

5. Create one master bill of material without involvement of the Administrative Group; 

6. Tool to re-use job drawings (assembly drawings); 

7. Status control of electronic documents in process; 

8. Revision control of job drawings; 

9. One time storage of data; 

10. Concurrent vetting; 

11. Immediate access to all job related information using document structures; 

12. Tool to re-use detail designs(detail drawings); 

13. Revision control of standard- and basic seal parts; 

14. Electronic transmittal of drawings to customers (STEP compliant file formats); 

15. Automatically route the job-file through the required process steps: Work Flow Man
agement (WFM); 

16. Sales Support System to assist sales engineers in making technical seal proposals and to 
determine the product structure of the proposed seals: Product Configurator. 

'Logical' requirements: 
- Concurrent access to information/electronic documents 
- Authorization to view or edit electronic documents 

The sixteen system functions represent a Full Scale implementation of the information sys
tem. To increase the chance of a successful implementation BW Seals should start with a 
small pilot implementation, called First Step implementation. It involves the first ten system 
functions and 22 seats 17 in Roosendaal and Dortmund (more information is referred to in 
appendix 0). 

17 A seat means that you have access to the PDM system, i.e. a PC with required software etc. 
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6.2 Can PDM help in achieving the opportunities 

From the beginning there was the idea that PDM could help to improve the way things are 
done at BW Seals. In order to find out if this was true, business processes were studied and 
the Information Architecture (' As Is ' -situation) was derived. This lead to the conclusion that 
business processes at B W Seals can be improved by an information system that offers the 
functionality that was presented in the preceding section. 
In this section is presented what kind of system gives the best support of the required system 
functionality. This is done with the help of the framework/matrix as presented in the paper 
' DM, EDM, PDM ... :What's in a name' [HELMS0l 1996]. An adapted form of this matrix 
is presented here: 

PDM functionality (in general)* OM EDM PDM First Step Full Scale 
Structure Management 
- Classification - X X - X (12) 
- Document Structure Management X X X - X (11) 
- Product Structure Management (PSM) - X X X (5) X (5) 
- Configuration Management (CM) - - X - -
Retrieval Management 
- Searching X X X X (6) X (6, 12) 
-Viewing X X X X (1,3) X (1,3) 

Release Management 
- Authorization X X X X X 
- Sign off X X X X X 
- Status control X X X X (7) X (7) 

Change Management 
- Change process - X X - X (13) 
- Engineering Change Order (ECO) - X X - X (13) 
- Mark-up & Redlining X X X - X (14) 
- Version control X X X X (8) X (8) 
- History management - X X X (8) X (8, 13) 
Work Flow Management 
- Document routing X X X - X (15) 
- Process modeling - - X - X (15) 
- Process management - - X - X 
- Planning - - X - X 
- Communication X X X - -
Data exchange 
- Transportation X X X X X 
- Translation - - X X (1,3) X (1,3) 

Integration 
- Applications X X X X X 
- CAD/CAM/CAE systems - X X X (1,4,5) X(1,4,5) 
- Title-block integration - X X X (4) X (4) 
- MRP - PPS systems - - X X (5) X (5) 

[* Functionality derived from : Kok A. de, Mandemaker D. et al., 'PDM Selection Guide' , May 1995] 

The first column shows all the functionality that is supported by Product Data Management 
(PDM), this is also displayed in the fourth column with a cross in every row. The crosses in 
the second and the third column show the functionality that is supported, in general, by 
Document Management (OM) and Engineering Data Management (EDM) respectively. The 
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fifth and the sixth column show what functionality should be supported in the First Step- and 
Full Scale implementation respectively. This is indicated by crosses and between the brack
ets is shown to what BW Seals System Functionality it is related. 

Why is the System Functionality of BW Seals defined in other terms than the functionality 
mentioned in the first column? 
This is done on purpose because the terms in the first column are very general. The System 
Functionality for BW Seals is defined in terms that are understandable for BW Seals, mean
ing that they are directly related to the situation at BW Seals. 

Comparing the required functionality for the First Step- and Full Scale implementation with 
the functionality offered by DM, EDM and PDM it can be concluded that: 
- The First Step implementation can be entitled as an EDM system; 
- The Full Scale implementation can be entitled as a PDM system. 
In other words BW Seals is looking for a PDM system that offers the defined System Func
tionality. 

6.3 New System Architecture that enables System Functionality 

Thus so far it has been concluded that BW Seals has a need for a PDM system that offers the 
defined System Functionality. The composition of information systems and dataclasses 
(lower left quadrant in the Complete Information Architecture), which enable the availability 
of is called the System Architecture as described by Maes, Oosterhaven and Truijens 
[OOSTERHA VEN 1990]. 
In this section the 'As Is' System Architecture as well as the 'To Be' System Architecture 
will be presented. The transformation from the 'As Is' to the 'To Be' architecture will be 
discussed briefly, a more comprehensive description is referred to in appendix P. 

6.3.1 'As Is' System Architecture 

The 'As Is' System Architecture is shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19 showing icons that 
represent the information systems, the text underneath the icons represents the dataclasses 
(the same as mentioned in the Complete Information Architecture). 
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Figure 18 - Archives and reports in the 'As Is' Syste.m Architecture at BW Seals 
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Figure 19 - PC applications in the 'As Is' System Architecture at BW Seals 

At the top of Figure 18 the archives at BW Seals are shown, each represented by a file cabi
net icon, in which the drawings and job files are stored. Under the archives some important 
engineering reports/documents are shown that should be accessible by almost all of the 
employees (especially: job engineers, application engineers and sales engineers). In Figure 
19 the digital information systems are shown, each represented by a PC-icon. All the shown 
archives (drawings as well as reports) are located in Roosendaal and consist of paper. One of 
the biggest disadvantages of paper archives is the fact that it is hard to access especially for 
employees in another location for instance Manchester or Milan. That is the reason that for 
instance drawing archives are kept at several locations in the world, it is an attempt to im
prove the accessibility. Moreover it is hard to find anything in the archives, because there is 
only one search argument available: the sorting order. For drawings this sorting order is the 
drawing number, searching on other criteria is not possible. However, searching on other 
criteria is important if you want to be able to re-use designs. To overcome the (searching) 
problem all kinds of reference systems have been built, such as: EIP, EIS, SRS, Complaints, 
CARE (a part of it) and AQS, that serve as a reference system (database application). 
The systems that contain the references, digital systems, and the original documents, ana
logue systems, are not (physically) linked. In other words a reference system is used and the 
outcome is for instance a drawing number. If the engineer wants to have a look at the draw
ing he has to walk to the archive, pick the drawing copy it and re-file it. 
A data model, Figure 7 of appendix P, shows the lack of these links in the current system 
architecture. Due to such missing links data is keyed in multiple times. 
Summarizing: BW Seals needs a system that enables: an improved accessibility of informa
tion, re-usability of designs and one-time-input. 

The current situation, lots of information systems without required links, can be ascribed to 
the fact that no Information Plans have been made for the Engineering department. Such a 
plan should describe which information systems should be developed for the coming years, 
in other words a planned System Architecture. Due to the fact that such a plan is missing all 
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kind of information systems have been developed in the past to fulfill instant needs, result
ing in an evolutionary System Architecture (the current architecture). 
The next section shows how a PDM system can create some order in this jungle of informa
tion systems, resulting in better support of the of the business processes for especially Engi
neering, but also other departments. 

6.3.2 'To Be' System Architecture 

As mentioned before a very important point is the accessibility of product information. This 
can be achieved by producing and storing it electronically 18 and making it available to eve
rybody through a network. Advantage: It makes paper archives and their maintenance as 
well as manual distribution of information superfluous. Looking at Figure 19 it means that 
all the archives and reports will be combined into one electronic archive, except for the Seal 
Application Guide, Engineering Manual and the API/DIN/ISO standards manuals. For the 
last three documents still have to be decided whether it is desirable to make them electroni
cally available. 
The combined archive is shown Figure 20, it represents the 'To Be' System Architecture for 
BW Seals, as the 'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal & Reports Archive'. Scanning all the 
existing documents (make them electronically) is expensive, to spread the cost it was pro
posed to scan documents on demand. This is represented by the two icons to the left of the 
'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal & Reports Archive'-icon. 

'Electronic BWnP Job, PropoHI & 

'LogoCad' 

D 

'PRMS (COPICS)' 

'API / DIN / ISO' 

Qa 

PDM user~nterface 

□ BW/IPPOM-

F==1~~~ 
~~~~ 

Database Nes 

Figure 20 - 'To Be' System Architecture for BW Seals 
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'Seal Application Gulde' 
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The functionality to search for information, that is offered by the systems such as: EIP, EIS, 
SRS, Complaints, CARE (part of it) and AQS, is replaced by the functionality of the BW/IP 
PDM system. 
Other information systems that are replaced by the PDM-system are: 
- HRS, for the hour registration of order engineers; 
- PCBM, for creating and partly generating the bill of material; 
- InfoSys, contains electronic Material Code list (database). 

18 Section 6.5 provides a 'tool' that supports the decision: Convert paper documents to digital documents or 
not? 
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Defining opportunities and thb~ 'To Be'-situation 

The remaining information systems do have such specific functions that they can not be 
replaced by the PDM-system. However, the data produced or used by these systems will be 
managed by the PDM-system. This requires at least interfacing of these systems with the 
PDM-system. Most important systems are: 
- Logistic system, PRMS (replacing COPICS), uses the item information and the biH of 

material information managed by the PDM system; 
- Cad-system, LogoCad, uses datasheet information, bill of material information and 

uses/produces drawings managed by the PDM-system. 
The required interfacing or integration is presented in a data model, Figure 14 of appendix P. 
Summarizing: Figure 20 shows the PDM-system as the center of the new System Architec
ture. This System Architecture should offer the System Functionality as defined in section 
6.1.2 enabling the ultimate goals of: improved accessibility to productinformation, re
usability of designs and one-time-input. The resulting 'To Be' System Architecture can 
serve as an Information Plan for the future, it represents a desirable situation for BW Seals. 

6.4 Complete Information Architecture for the 'To Be'-situation 

The Complete Information Architecture for the 'As Is' -situation was presented in section 
5.3. In section 5.3.2 it was stated that two improvements, directly derived from the Complete 
Information Architecture involve: 
- Reduce the number of information systems; 
- Reduce duplication in (unlinked) storage of data. 
Finally in section 5.4 it was stated that the Complete Information Architecture can be used 
as a reference model. So after all the proposed changes, presented in the preceding sections, 
the Complete Information Architecture for the 'To Be' -situation is presented in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 - Complete Information Architecture for the 'To Be' situation 
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Attention: The architecture is transposed, i.e. mirrored and rotated by -90°. 
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N.B. In Appendix I the original orientation of the matrix is displayed, i.e. not transposed 
By comparing it to the Complete Information Architecture for the 'As Is' situation it can be 
concluded that both the number of information systems and the duplication in storage of data 
is reduced. It is stated that the proposed changes do not regard the organization departments, 
therefore there are no changes in the right side of the Complete Information Architecture. 

6.5 Documents: Paper or Digital ? 

During the process of determining the 'To Be' -situation the question raised which docu
ments should be managed electronically instead of on paper. Thinking about this problem 
lead to four criteria that are of importance. Later on a tool ( or model) was constructed with 
this four criteria that will be presented in this section. 
Document Management (DM), Engineering Data Management (EDM) and Product Data 
Management (PDM) all have to do with managing information and making the information 
better accessible. In most cases the information involved regards documents which are cur
rently managed on paper, that means stored on paper and distributed physically. The acces
sibility of these documents can be improved by making them electronically available and by 
providing users with proper tools to search for the documents. 
Making documents electronically available means consequently an investment in hardware, 
software and conversion cost (of the paper documents to electronic documents). The ques
tion is whether it counterbalances to the benefits, such as: less filing cost, less searching 
cost, less searching time etc. 
This section will present a tool that helps to find those documents in an organization that are 
qualified to be managed electronically instead of to be managed on paper. The tool is the 
result of the investigation carried out by the author at BW Seals Roosendaal. At BW Seals it 
was the question which documents should be made electronically available and which not. 
Summarizing it can be concluded that it depends on the following criteria: 
I. Inquiry frequency of the information, how many times (per day/week/month/year) is 

the information consulted; 
2. Up-date frequency of the information, how many times (per day/week/month/year) is 

the information up-dated; 
3. Level of sharing information, how many users have to share the information; 
4. Geographical spread of locations/users, how many geographically spread loca

tions/users should have access to the information. 
As an example argument two extreme situations will be described: 
* Personal photo album: 

- It regards a document that is not consulted very often, i.e. the inquiry frequency is low; 
- The stored pictures never change and new pictures are added once or twice a year after 

events such as holidays and trips, i.e. the up-date frequency is very low. 
- Most of the time it is consulted by the album holder or close relatives and friends at 

the place where the holder resides, i.e. the level of sharing information is low as well 
as the geographical spread of the users low. 

The rating for every criterion is low, this is an indication that making this information elec
tronically available will be not very beneficial. Keeping one paper hard copy is the best 
solution. 
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* Newspaper: 
- Lots of people read the news paper every day, i.e. the inquiry frequency is high; 
- Old news papers never change but 

every day a new newspaper is pub
lished because news ages very quickly, 
i.e. up-date frequency is high; 
Everybody all over the world wants to 
be able to read the same news, i.e. the 
level of sharing is high and the geo
graphical spread is high. 
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The rating for every criterion is high is an 
indication that making this information 
electronically available can be beneficial. 
Making news on-line available (for instance 
on the InterNet) can be beneficial, because it 
saves distribution cost and printing cost. 
When every criterion is rated with LOW or 
HIGH it is possible to construct a simple 
decision matrix. This matrix is presented in Figure 22 - Decision matrix 

Figure 22. In the upper-right comer it shows the situation where all the criteria are rated 
HIGH, as in the newspaper example. In this situation documents should be (electronically) 
available on-line. In the lower- left comer it shows the situation where all the criteria are 
rated LOW, as in the photo album example. In this situation documents should be kept on 
paper and at one place. 

It is stated that this tool ( or model) is not finished yet, because: 
- Solutions for the other situations, that lie in between these two extreme situations, have 

not been defined yet; 
- The criteria are not validated yet, i.e. when should a rating be high or low. Validation is 

necessary in order to use the model properly, validation is described Sander [SANDER 
1990]. 

Reason for presenting this model is that is does contribute to the understanding of the prob
lem. And even though the model is not perfect it is possible get an idea if it is beneficial to 
use systems such as DM or PDM. Moreover it can support the decision to start an investiga
tion regarding the feasibility and profitability of such a system. 
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7. Justifying the investment in PDM 

All engineering groups in Temecula (US), Roosendaal (NL) and Dortmund (G) believe that 
PDM can help in controlling the extensive amount of product information and the related 
information flows. This belief is supported by the outcome of section 6.2, the comparison of 
PDM functionality with the BW Seals System Functionality. However, top-management has 
to approve the investment in such a PDM system. But top-management is very critical in 
evaluating proposals regarding an investment, meaning high returns and short payback 
periods. In order to get approval, a proposal for an investment should be supported by a 
cost/benefit analysis. This also applies for the investment in a PDM system, therefore a 
cost/benefit analysis will be presented in this section for such a PDM system that is compre
hensive for the Eastern Hemisphere. The benefits should show the improvement in the: 
- Engineering Lead-time; 
- Administrative functions (reduced labor cost); 
- Sales Customer Responsiveness. 
Because these goals were set in the beginning of the project. 
The presented cost/benefit analysis involves a quantitative analysis, amongst others it in
volves a Net Present Value and Payback Period calculation, as well as a qualitative analysis. 
The latter is also important because a monetary value can llill be assigned to all benefits. In 
case the quantitative calculations are not completely satisfying the qualitative benefits can be 
a decisive factor. 
It is stated that the quantitative analysis, regarding the Net Present Value, presented in this 
section is not finished yet. It results from the fact that input from vendors concerning hard
ware-, software and implementation cost, is needed because of the variations in these cost 
per vendor/PDM system. 

7. 1 Quantitative analysis 

The quantitative part of the cost/benefit analysis consists of a calculation of the: 
- Net Present Value and Discounted Payback Period; 
- Reduction in Engineering Lead-time; 
- Increased productivity of Engineers. 
These calculations will be presented in the following sections. It is stated that the calcula
tions do not pretend to be exact, because this is impossible. The calculations are the best 
possible estimate and are input for discussions, meaning that they still can be adapted when 
other people think differently about it. 

7.1.1 Net Present Value and Discounted Payback Period 

The Net Present Value (NPV) is generally accepted as the method to calculate the return of a 
project and was presented in section 4. It was stated that three factors are important and need 
to be determined: 
- Cash flow for each year (sum of all the positive cash flows and negative cash flows); 
- Lifetime of the PDM system; 
- Discount rate or desired return of the project. 
All factors are described in this section. 
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7.1.1.1 Determining the cash flows 

All cash flows are described and/or determined in this section. For a good estimate of the 
cash flows it should be known how many people (i.e. the number of seats) are involved. It 
was decided to make an analysis for the First Step implementation, as defined in section 
6.1.2, which involves 22 seats in Roosendaal and Dortmund (more information regarding the 
seats is referred to in appendix P). Consequently it regards the first ten System Functions. 

Negative cash flows 

Total Investment Required 
It involves the cost that are related to the investment in a PDM system, such as: Develop-
ment effort, 
Hardware, Soft- Total Investment Required - Worksheet 

ware, User Train
ing etc. As men
tioned in the intro
duction to this 
section it is hard to 
provide figures for 
this part, because 
these cost vary 
significantly per 
vendor and B W 
Seals has not 
selected a pre
ferred vendor yet. 
For example: The 
basic software cost 
for PDM vary 
from fl. 2.500,= to 
fl. 100.000,= or 

A. Development Effort 
1. Incremental systems, programming and testing 
2. Incremental staff support (data administration) 

Sub-total 
B. New Hardware 

1. PC's, server, monitors, memory, communications, etc. 
2. Other hardware, e.g. scanners and print units 

Sub-total 
C. New (purchased) Software 

Basic cost 
1. PDM software 
2. Other software (e.g. Viewers or Windows 3.xx/95) 
Licenses 
2. PDM licenses 
3. Other licenses (e.g. Viewers or Windows 3.xx/95) 

Sub-total 
D. Training 

1. Users 
2. System controllers 
3. Consultant (takes care of training) 
4. Other people 

Sub-total 
E. Other 

1. For example conversion cost of the drawing archives 
Sub-total 

Total invesment cost 

even more and the # = number 

# of days fl. xxx/day 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 

# of seats fl. xxx/seat 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 

#of people fl. xxx/day 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 

cost for an extra Figure 23 - Worksheet regarding the Total Investment Required 

seat ( extra soft-

estimated cost 
0.00 
0.00 

estimated cost 
0.00 
0.00 

estimated cost 

0.00 
0.00 

estimated cost 
0.00 
0.00 

estimated cost 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

estimated cost 
0.00 

ware for one (concurrent) user) varies from fl. 1.500,= to fl.10.000,= or even more. Meaning 
that the cost for a basis PDM package and 10 extra seats can vary from fl . 17.500 to fl. 
200.000,=. 
At this moment there is a list with three preferred PDM software packages 19 and respectively 
three preferred vendors. A business consultant from M.I.S. has been asked to help in the 
selection of the preferred vendor (this was agreed at the start of the project). The preferred 
vendor should be asked to make an estimate of the Total Investment Required for 22 seats. 
Such an estimate enables BW Seals to carry out a Net Present Value calculation. Figure 23 
shows a worksheet for the Total Investment Required that should be filled in by the vendor. 
Together with other worksheets presented in this section it is possible to carry out the Net 
Present Value Calculation that is necessary to convince top-management. 

19 A M.I.S. business consultant composed a list with preferred PDM software on basis of a questionnaire and 
the analysis as presented in this report (new report expected by the mid of August 1996). 
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On2oin2 Expenses 
Once the system is implemented it will generate all kinds of cost that need to be identified 
too. It involves cost, such as: software Ongoing Expenses - Worksheet 
maintenance, incremental disk storage, in
cremental communications, etc. An estima
tion of the ongoing expenses for the 22 seats 
should be provided by the vendor or an 
independent business consultant with experi
ence in PDM implementations. To enable 
B W Seals to carry out a NPV calculation in 
the future a worksheet is presented in which 
the figures from the vendor/consultant can be 
filled in later on (see Figure 24). 

A. App11cat1on sonware maintenance esumacea cost 
ueveIopment eTTon in aays u.uu 
(see Net Investment Required - Worksheet) 
Ratio of maintenance to development 0.00 
(based on experience. e.g. 1 to 10 
Resulting annual maintenance days 0.00 
Daily maintenance rate (fl. xxx/day) 0.00 
TOTAL application software maintenance 0.00 

Its, ,ncremen..,, alSK scorage requIrea esumatea cost 
c.xira Megat:1ytes per year u.uu 
Price per Megabyte 0.00 
TOT AL storage cost 0.00 

.... Incremenca1 communicauons esumatea cost 

Positive cash flows 
The positive cash flows involve the benefits 
that can be obtained by PDM. As mentioned 
in section 4 it can be difficult to identify 
benefits when Information Technology is 
involved. Parker and Benson [PARKER 

, u, AL comm. cost (Imes. messages, etc.) 

u. 1rtew so,.ware re-Ieases 

c. 1naraware up-graaes 

II", :.::iupp11es 

IU, vu,er 

1 ocaI vngomg t:xpenses 

1988] defined four techniques to determine # number 

the indirect benefits2°: Value Linking, Value Figure 24- Worksheet regarding Ongoing Expenses 

Accelerating, Value Restructuring and Value 
Innovation .. It was stated that it is hard to speak of techniques because examples are pre
sented instead of structured methods. In order to determine indirect benefits at BW Seals the 
orderflow (sales to production) was studied, the primary functions, as well as the organiza
tion scheme to take the supportive functions into account. 

Economic Benefit 
It regards new generated revenues by the PDM system. Only one new generated revenue is 
expected at BW Seals, which is a possible increase in sales. The PDM system itself is not a 
selling tool but it can lead to a reduction in cost (for design)and lead-time which can result in 
an increase in sales due to a (temporary) competitive advantage for BW Seals. 
But it is difficult to estimate because the profits depend heavily on the actions of the com
petitors. However, an estimation is made assuming that a temporary advantage can be es
tablished. 
Section 3 .1 mentions that Sales wants to achieve an annual growth of 8% in worldwide sales 
for 1996-1999. From section 2.4.3 it is known that during 1995 the average engineering 
capacity was sufficient to handle the 1500 orders. During peak days the engineering capacity 
was not sufficient, which resulted in an increase in lead-time and a (unacceptable) delivery 
performance of 70% or even less. Consequently an annual growth of 8% can not be met 
with the current capacity. However, PDM enables an increase in the productivity of engi-

20 In the following sections no distinction is made between direct- and indirect benefits, because for the inves
tigator every benefit is a direct benefit because he was able to find it and therefore it was not hidden. 
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neers, which means an enlargement of the engineering capacity. Hence PDM contributes to 
achieve an annual growth of 8%. 
If this is true, part of the profits due to an increase in sales can be ascribed to PDM. However 
the New Unit orders do not generate much profits, it is the spare parts that are true profit 
generators. In other words an increase in sales of New Unit orders will generate profits in the 
future . The new generated revenues of PDM can be calculated if the average profit per year 
per seal is known. But this calculation contains confidential information about profit mar
gins of spare parts. Therefore it is not published in this paper, but described in words. 
For 1995 the profit generated by spare parts is known at BW Seals, the number of seals that 
generate this profit is unknown and is estimated (number of assembly drawings in the ar
chive minus a percentage regarding seal that are not operational anymore). When part of the 
8% annual growth in sales can be ascribed to PDM it is estimated that it generates a benefit 
of fl.25.000 ,= /year for as long the seals are operational. If an increase in sales is achieved 
during two consecutive years it results in a return of approximately fl. 50.000,= /year, from 
year two till as long the seals are operational. 

~: When the prices remain at the same level the reduced engineering effort due to PDM 
could be interpreted as an increased profit margin. However, the decreased engineering 
effort is interpreted as a cost reduction instead of an increase in profit margin and is 
included in the Operating Cost Reduction that is presented later on. 

Operating Cost Reduction 
The use of a PDM system changes the way business processes are carried out at BW Seals, 
resulting in a change in the operational cost. In the case of BW Seals it means a decrease in 
the cost of used equipment, supplies and labor for controlling product information and the 
related information flows. In other words benefits are obtained by cost avoidance and cost 
savings. 
Benefits are obtained by a reduction in the labor cost regarding activities carried out by the 
engineers and the administrative group in Roosendaal and Dortmund, such as: filing, archiv
ing, data-entry, searching for information, providing information to others etc. In the future 
these activities are replaced (completely or partly) by the functionality of the PDM system. 
Other benefits are obtained by a reduction in the cost for equipment and supplies due to the 
PDM system, involving: microfilm costs, transparents, service & maintenance of copiers etc. 
More information on the activities, supplies, service, maintenance and the respective calcu
lations is referred to in appendix N. 

The figures of the ' First assessment for a cost/benefit analysis' have been used for the calcu
lation of the reduction in labor cost and cost for equipment and supplies. 
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The labor cost reductions for Roosendaal and Dortmund are presented in Table 3. It shows 
the benefits in hours and guilders for each System Function of the First Step PDM system. 
Additionally it shows the benefits that can be expected from a Second Step PDM system. It 
regards the same system functionality as the First Step PDM system, but in the Second Step 
everyone in the Eastern Hemisphere has access to the PDM system. The benefits for each 
System Function are composed by summing the savings in labor cost of individual activities 
that are supported or replaced by the System Function. 

Table 3 - Labor cost reduction for Roosendaal and Dortmund 

System Functions* Roosendaal in fl./year Dortmund in fl ./year 
First Step Second Step First Step Second Step 

I .+2. Immediate viewing access to drawings and 76.500 108.500 31.000 112.000 
remote printing facilities 
3. Immediate viewing of design related informa- - 8.250 - 4.000 
tion 
4. One-time-input of order data 7.500 35.500 - 4.500 
5. One master bill of material (Prod. Struct. Man.) 8.250 16.500 - -
6. Tool to re-use job drawings 6.000 12.000 - 15.000 
7.+8. Revision Control and Status Control - - - -
9. One-time-storage of data 7.750 31.000 6.000 32.000 
10. Concurrent Vetting - - - -
Total 106.000 211.750 37.000 167.500 

* Same number as in section 6.1.2 

The estimates for the Dortmund situation are derived from the Roosendaal situation by 
comparing Dortmund to Roosendaal. This leads to the conclusion that specific actions are 
not performed in Dortmund, less time is spent on the activity or more time is spent on the 
activity. It results in a rough estimate based on impressions (and figures) as a result of sev
eral visits to Dortmund. N.B. In the comparison it was assumed that salaries in Germany are 
15% higher. 

The reduction in cost for supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment for 
Roosendaal and Dortmund is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 -Reduction in cost for supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment in Roosendaal 
and Dortmund 

Supplies, Service and Maintenance Roosendaa/ ( fl.lyear) Dortmund ( fl./year) 

Microfilm costs (Swets) 29.000 1.300 
Telephone & fax (incl. ISDN) costs 21 .850 12.500 
Supplies (paper, polyester film , etc.) 5.700 2.500 
Equipment for printing drawings 
- service & maintenance 0 0 
- plotter (depreciation) 0 0 
- printing costs (ticks) 0 0 

Scrap (in production due to errors in draw.) 12.000 ' 12.000 

Total 68.550 28.300 

In this case no distinction is made between a First Step and a Second Step implementation, 
because the reduction in cost for supplies, maintenance and service regarding equipment 
does not depends on the number of seats. It depends on the change over from the analogue 
archives to one ( distributed) digital archive for Roosendaal and Dortmund. 
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Summarizing the following Operating Cost Reduction can be obtained from PDM in the 
Eastern Hemisphere (N.B. rounded figures not suggesting: 

Table 5 - PDM Operating Cost Reduction Eastern Hemisphere 

Roosendaal Dortmund Eastern Hemisphere 
Total Total Total Total Total Total 

(fl./year) ($/year)* (fl./year) ($/year)* (fl./year) ($/year)* 

First Step PDM 175.000 105.000 65.000 40.000 240.000 145.000 
Second Step PDM 280.000 170.000 195.000 120.000 475.000 290.000 
• At 3 August, 1996 the exchange rate of the dollar m Amsterdam 1s fl. 1,65 

These numbers can not be compared with numbers presented in section 2.6.2 regarding a 
'First assessment of a Cost/Benefit Analysis', due to the following differences: 
- it takes PDM functionality into account instead of Document Management functionality; 
- it takes a defined number of 22 seats into account instead of an un-defined number of 

seats; 
- it takes all the reduced labor into account instead of only over-time hours, because it 
represents the opportunity better. These differences make a comparison to the first analysis 
impossible. 

7.1.1.2 Determining the Discount rate 

In this section the discount rate for BW Seals is determined on basis of the factors men
tioned in section 4.2.3.3. Van Herel proposes a discount rate that is ascertained from a busi
ness point of view in contrast with American literature which propose a discount rate that is 
ascertained from a shareholder's point of view [HEREL 1996]. From a business point of 
view the discount rate is based on the idea that a company wants to maintain his return on 
total assets. Meaning that a discount rate is used that is at least the real interest rate (paid for 
long term loans) plus a percentage for entrepreneurial risk. For the real interest rate a per
centage of 5% is used and for entrepreneurial risk a percentage of 4%21 is used, resulting in a 
total discount rate of 9%. These figures are rough estimates but a better precision is not 
necessary due to the precision in the estimates of the cash flows. 
Another option is to use the Return On Net Assets rate, which has been achieved by BW 
Seals in previous years, as discount rate. And the highest rate should be chosen, because BW 
Seals is an American company and it was mentioned that they use higher discount rates. 

7.1.1.3 Determining the lifetime of the PDM system 

In order to be able to calculate the Net Present Value the lifetime of the PDM system should 
be estimated. The technical lifetime of the hardware and PDM-software is years and years, 
once it is working. The economic lifetime will probably shorter therefore the cash flows for 
the coming year were estimated in order to be able to estimate the economic lifetime. How
ever, not all the cash flows could be determined because some information was missing. 
Therefore following sections describe/estimate which factors have an impact on the cash 
flows. At the end an indication of the economic lifetime is presented. 

21 Derived from the difference in return between a stock investment and an investment in government bonds 
(no risk). 
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On2oin2 Expenses 
During the implementation ( estimated at one year) the ongoing expenses are high due to 
starting up problems. After a while these problems disappear and the ongoing expenses 
reach their 'normal level'. However in time the (individual components of the) ongoing 
expenses will change for the following reasons: 
- It is likely to assume that the real wage for maintenance will rise, resulting in higher 

maintenance cost. 
- Communication cost will rise due to the fact that the system will be used more frequently 

because people discover the opportunities of the system. It is not expected that communi
cation becomes more expensive due to the fact that PTT, British Telecom etc. lost their 
exclusive rights in the telecom business. 

- The number of orders increases every year meaning that every year more disk storage is 
required to store drawings etc .. But the price per megabyte disk storage decreases very 
fast, so the net result will be zero. 

Figure 25 shows that it results in a gradually increase of the ongoing expenses. However, in 
year 4 it shows an abrupt increase in the ongoing expenses. This is caused by the fact that a 
company is forced to upgrade the software and the hardware: 
- New releases of PDM software are needed to stay compatible with other software, be

cause new releases for the Word Processors, CAD-software, MRP-software, Operating 
System (e.g. Windows 3.11 to Windows 95), etc., become available. N.B. It is assumed 
that the amount of PDM functionality remains the same otherwise new benefit calcula
tions should be carried out. 

- New releases in PDM software can require an up-date in hardware in order to keep . th~ 
performance (especially response time) of the PDM system at the same level. 

Economic Benefit + Operatin2 Cost Reduction (positive cash flow) 
In the beginning, during the implementation, the benefits are low or zero. The first benefits 
are achieved by the reductions in cost for supplies, service and maintenance of equipment, 
e.g. no microfilming and paper storage anymore. As soon as PDM functionality becomes 
available the benefits will substantially increase due to the savings in labor cost, e.g. reduced 
filing and archiving, reduced searching, reduced time spent on providing information to 
others etc. However, without PDM the actual situation would improve too, amongst others 
by the 'learning curve' [HEREL 1996] that results in an increased productivity. Therefore 
the relative benefit between the situation with and without PDM is lower. Other factors that 
reduce the benefit obtained by reduced labor cost involve: 
- One-time-input is achieved anyway due to the use of an Electronic DataSheet (EDS); 
- A new version of the PCBM program overcomes the problem of manual transfer of the 

bill of material from PCBM to PRMS/COPICS; 
- Already 25-35% of the total amount of drawings is available in digital format (N.B. but al 

stored on microfilm or transparent too). It is also known that 45% of all the drawings that 
were requested by Sales- and Support centers from May 1 till June 14 (1996) are avail
able in digital format (N.B. all drawings were sent on paper). And these percentages will 
grow steadily because mostly all reports are produced digitally right now. With the cur
rent network structure it is already possible to handle and send drawings and reports that 
are available in digital format. This means that also without PDM the labor cost for han
dling, filing, archiving and manual distribution are reduced. 

The revenues from the spares, due to an increase in sales of new unit orders, will go on as 
long the seal is operational (even up to 20-30 years). But the increase in sales, in other words 
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the competitive advantage, comes to an end after 2/3 years because competitors invest in 
new techniques too. The described effects on the cash flows are shown in Figure 25. The 
Total Investment Required is not included in this figure, other wise it is not possible to 
determine the economic lifetime. For the economic lifetime only the operational cash flows 
are of interest. 

-----;;::::;-~eficixpenses '--- ongoing 

0 2 

Figure 25 - Estimation of the cash flow curves 

3 

Year 

4 5 6 

Due to the fact that the Ongoing Expenses increase and the Economic Benefits + Operational 
Cost Reduction decrease the system has a limited lifetime: the economic lifetime (from the 
start till both curves almost cross each other). Figure 25 shows that the economic lifetime is 
approximately six years, however this figure was not based on real figures because they were 
not available. But an economic lifetime of approximately five - six years seems reasonable. 

7.1.1.4 Calculation of the Net Present Value and Payback Period 

The calculation can not be carried out at this moment because only the figures for the posi
tive cash flow are available. In the next sections is described what calculations should be 
performed by BW Seals when all the figures are available. 

Net Present Value 
When the cash flows for each year of the economic lifetime (6 years) are determined they 
should be filled into Equation 1 (section 4) using a discount rate of 11 % (section 7.1.1.2). 
Resulting in the following equation: 

( 
AT l R . d) OCF(l) OCF(2) OCF(3) OCF(4) OCF(5) 

- 1Vet nvestment equzre +---+---+---+---+---
(1,11)1 (1,11) 2 (1,11)3 (1,11)4 (1,11) 5 

When the Net Present Value is positive the project should be evaluated positively. However 
also other factors should be included in the Go/No Go decision regarding an investment in 
PDM. These factors and the Go/No Go decision are presented in section 8.1. 
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Payback Period 
The payback period can be easily derived from the figures of the Net Present Value. It is the 
year in which the Net Present Value becomes positive, for example: 

. OCF(l) OCF(2) OCF(3) 
-(Net Investment Required)+ 

1 
+ 

2 
+ 

3 
> 0 

(1,11) (1,11) (1,11) 
This equation shows that the payback period is four years (the year of the implementation 
plus three more years). In the case of BW Seals the shareholders demand a payback period 
of 1-3 years. 

7.1.2 Improvement in Engineering Lead-time 

Due to PDM business processes will be carried out in a different way or will even be elimi
nated. These changes have an effect on especially the Engineering Lead-time that is com
posed of the phases: Vetting, Make Approval drawing, Customer Approval, Make Final 
drawings and Industrial Engineering. The Engineering Lead-time was determined already 
(section 2.4.3) and is presented in Table 6. Only the productivity increase of engineers in 
Roosendaal is considered because no figures are available for Dortmund. 

Table 6 - The Engineering Lead-time 

Phase in Engineering Lead-time (New Unit orders / Mar'94- Average Lead-time 
Feb '95) [calendar days] 

Sales 8 
Vetting 11 
Make Approval drawing (assembly) 22 
Customer Approval 14 
Make Final drawings (assembly & detail) 9 
Industrial Engineering 4 

Total Engineering Lead-time 68 

In this table the lead-time for Sales is included, because a PDM system also has an impact 
on this lead-time (The figure for the Sales lead-time was provided by the Order Engineering 
supervisor and represents the lead time during 1995). 
A reduction in the Sales and Engineering lead-time is estimated for the First Step and Full 
Scale implementation, both defined in section 6.1.2 (N.B. Full Scale~ Second Step). The 
reduction is estimated by judging changes in the several activities that are carried out along 
the orderflow (based on the orderflow diagram in appendix A). Appendix K shows a table 
with the phases in the orderflow (column one) and the activities (column three) that are 
carried out in each phase. The fourth and fifth column show if the PDM system, First Step or 
Full Scale, has an effect on the lead-time. The last column shows the numbers(s) of the 
System Function(s) that enables the reduction in lead-time. For each phase the reductions 
will be discussed briefly (more information is referred to in appendix K). 

Sales: A Product Configurator [HELMS0 1 1996] supports the sales engineers in making the 
technical seal selection. If a sales engineer enters parameters such as application fluid, rpm 
of the pump, shaft size of the pump etc., a Product Configurator is able to select a seal 
(proposal for selection) including a calculation to see if the seal fits into the stuffing box of 
the pump. It speeds up the seal selection process and reduces the number of erroneous seal 
selections. 
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It shows that the a First Step PDM implementation leads to an estimated reduction in the 
average Engineering lead-time (including Sales) of six calendar days, which is a 9% reduc
tion. The Full Scale PDM implementation leads to an estimated reduction in the average 
Engineering Lead-time (including Sales) of 32 calendar days, which is a 50% reduction (9½ 
weeks to 5 weeks). 

7.1.3 Increased productivity of engineers 

The productivity of the order engineers is of interest, because an increase in their productiv
ity leads to an increase in the number of seals (New Unit orders) that is designed. Other 
engineers work in more supportive functions therefore an increase in their productivity does 
not result in an increase number of designed seals. N.B. designing New Unit order seals is 
their core business. Only the productivity increase of engineers in Roosendaal is considered 
because no figures are available for Dortmund. 
De Ron gives an overview of methods to measure the productivity [RON 1993]. In 1955, 
Davis came with a very simple definition: productivity is the change in product obtained for 
the resources expended. Kendrick and Creamer (1965) have given a basic form to the defi
nition of productivity; they gave it in three ways: 
1. Total productivity is the ratio of real gross output to a combination of all corresponding 

inputs, such as labor cost, raw material cost, capital cost etc., and can translated into the 
following equation: 

p = R, 
1 

C1 +Cc +C, +C,, 
P1 = total productivity, Ri = total output, C1 = labor cost, C0 = capital cost, Cr= raw material cost and sup

plies and C0 = Overhead cost; 

2. Total factor productivity is the ratio of the real product originating in the economy, 
industry or firm to the sum of associated labor and capital inputs; 

3. Partial productivity is the ratio of gross or net output to one class of input. 

For the order engineers the partial productivity, regarding labor, is calculated, because 
especially the reduction in labor cost is known. This will be more or less the same as the 
total productivity when the capital cost, raw material cost and overhead cost are relatively 
small compared to the labor cost. However, it is not known if this is true. 
The situation in 1995 is used as a reference period and represents a productivity of 100%. In 
1995 ten order engineers designed 1500 New Unit orders with a specific value x. They need 
10* 1800= 18.000 hours to produce the output against an hourly wage y . With Full Scale 
PDM there are still ten order engineers that produce 1500 New Unit orders but they spent 
less time on it but against the same hourly wage y. The reduction in labor hours in the new 
situation with PDM is derived from appendix N. The total reduction is composed of: 
- a reduction in labor for searching, picking drawings and copying:± 550 hours; 
- a reduction in labor due to one-time-input of datasheet data:± 375 hours; 
- a reduction in labor because making a transparent copy of the drawing for the Adminis-

trative group is not necessary anymore:± 125 hours; 
- a reduction in labor due to an increased re-use of 2,5 percent:± 300 hours. 
Resulting in a total reduction of approximately 1350 hours. The increase in the partial pro
ductivity can be calculated by this equation: 
1500* X 1500* X 1 1 
----=------- ⇒ = ⇒ 100%=108% 
18.000 * Y (18.000 -1350) * Y 18.000 (18.000 - 1350) 
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In other words it results in a 8% increase in productivity for the ten order engineers when 
Full Scale PDM is in use. For First Step PDM the increase is 4% because 5 out of ten have 
PDM at their disposal, however when only 5 engineers are taken into account the increase is 
8% as well. 
The productivity will increase when the order engineers knows the ins and outs of the PDM 
system, because the re-use of drawings increases, the time spent for searching drawings 
decreases and better design information is found resulting in quicker design decisions. If 
15% re-use is possible and the time for searching is decreased with another 400 hours it 
results in an increase in productivity of approximately 20% (3250 hours decrease in labor). 

The gain in productivity is not comparable to the spectacular gains in productivity that are 
mentioned in publications about PDM, reporting about gains in productivity of 100% or 
more. This can be caused to a different interpretation of the productivity or a very optimistic 
approach. 

7.2 Qualitative analysis 

Except for benefits to which a monetary value can be assigned: quantitative benefits; there 
are also benefits to which no monetary value can be assigned: qualitative benefits. Al
though no monetary value can be assigned they should not be forgotten, because these 
benefits are obtained too. When the quantitative analysis is not convincing the qualitative 
can be decisive, if both does not convince management effort should be put in trying to 
assign monetary values to the qualitative benefits. The following qualitative benefits are 
recognized for the PDM implementation at BW Seals: 
- Access to drawings and documents of the Eastern Hemisphere as well as the Western 

Hemisphere using one system. 
- Better overview of all the information that is available around the world. 
- Increased reliability in processing information, reduced change of loosing or mis-filing 

information. 
- Increased integration of the existing systems, such as LogoCad, PRMS and archives. 
- Drawings, job-files etc. are available all over the world within minutes. 
- Technical Bulletins, Service Reports, Engineering Manuals etc. are available all over the 

world within minutes. 
- Drawings, job-files etc. are always up-to-date and people can rely on that. 
- Technical Bulletins, Service Reports, Engineering Manuals etc. are always up-to-date 

and people can rely on that. 
- Everybody in the same function has access to the same information, resulting in more 

consistency in designs and quotations. 
- Selecting a mechanical seal together with the customer, with a Product Configurator. 
- Reduction in stock, due to an increased re-use of drawings. 
- Information quality is improved. ISO 9000 demands complete, transparent document 

control. This is enabled by PDM because all documents that are created or changed dur
ing the process are easily tracked and identified. 

- Labor quality is improved because simple, repetitive actions ( employees consider them as 
a burden) are reduced or eliminated. 
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8. Recommendations 

8.1 Go or No Go for the PDM investment 

First of all the quantitative analysis should be completed by determining the Total Invest
ment Required, Ongoing Expenses and the resulting cash flows and calculating the Net 
Present Value and the Payback Period. After that the quantitative benefits as well as the 
qualitative benefits should be discussed with the PDM group members and reach consensus 
about this figures. This also means consensus about the used discount rate, economic life
time, estimated cash flows etc. To increase acceptance rate of these figures people from 
Roosendaal and Dortmund should participate in the discussions. 
When consensus has been reached the Go/No Go decision should be based on the following 
aspects: 
- Net Present Value, a positive Net Present Value means that the return of the project is 

bigger than the minimum required return ( discount rate), i.e. a positive advice; 
Payback Period, BW Seals demands a short payback period however it should be con
sidered in combination with the Net Present Value and the economic lifetime. Otherwise 
profitable projects with high initial cost and a return that is spread over many years will 
be rejected; 
Reduction in the Sales/Engineering lead-time of 9% in the First Step and up to 45% in 
the Full Scale implementation; 
Increased productivity of the order engineers of 8% to 20% in the First Step as well as 
the Full Scale implementation; 
Qualitative benefits as listed in section 7 .2; 
Nine evaluation criteria as described by Parker and Benson [PARK.ER 1988] that influ
ence the investment, positively or negatively: 
- Strategic Match: Focuses on the degree to which an information technology project 

supports or aligns with the strategic goals of the company. 
- Competitive Advantage: Focuses on the degree to which an information technology 

project contributes to a competitive advantage, e.g. cost leadership or differentiation. 
- Management Information: Focuses on the degree to which an information technology 

project provides management information on the core activities. 
- Competitive Response: Measures the degree to which failure to do the system will 

cause competitive damage to the enterprise. 
- Project or Organizational Risk: Focuses on the degree to which the organization is 

capable of carrying out the changes required by the project. 
- Strategic System Architecture: : Focuses on the degree to which an information tech

nology project fits into the current System Architecture. 
- Definitional Uncertainty: Focuses on the degree to which the Requirements and 

Specifications are firm and approved and the investigated area is straightforward. 
- Technical Uncertainty: Assesses the readiness of the technology domain ( e.g. skills, 

hardware- and software dependencies and application software) to undertake the proj
ect. 

- Infrastructure Risk: Assesses the degree of non-project investments to accommodate 
this project. 
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For use of these criteria the help of a consultant is advised or at least studying the book of 
Parker and Benson [PARKER 1988]. 
Assigning weights and scores to all the aspects of this single project makes no sense because 
there are no other projects to which it can be compared, i.e. the score has no absolute value. 
However, it offers a list with all relevant, business-wise aspects that can be the input for the 
Go/No Go decision. Only by discussing these aspects and reaching consensus it is possible 
to come to the decision: Go or No Go. 

8.2 Managing the implementation (change process) 

A lot of management consultants put forward that change processes are difficult to manage, 
because the feople in the organization have a natural resistance towards changes. However, 
Tom Peters2 states that people need changes in their life as well as they need stability, i.e. 
status quo [PETERS 1994]. To support his statement Peters uses the following questions: 
Did you go to the same restaurant as last Friday? Did you go to the same destination as last 
year during your summer vacation ? This are two examples that show that people do not 
have a natural resistance to changes, on the contrary they love it! It should be mentioned that 
in these cases people are in control of the changes and change of their own free will. Moreo
ver the size of the 'project' is very small and hence the impact of the decision is not that big. 

Managing a PDM implementation much more difficult because the size of the project is 
much bigger as well as the impact on the people's (work) life. This section will provide 
some tips for BW Seals to come to a successful implementation: 
Managing the project: 
- The size of the project requires good project man

agement and amongst others it means that a proper 
project organization is used. It is proposed to in- Steering Committee 

stall a steering committee and several work 
groups, Figure 26. The steering committee is in- Workgroup 1 Workgroup 2 Workgroup 3 
volved with planning, budgeting etc. in other 
words managing the complete project. People that Figure 26 - Example of project organization 

should be part of the steering committee are people 
from the involved departments, such as Engineering, Sales, M.I.S and perhaps an external 
consultant from the company that supplies the PDM system. The work groups are in
volved in the actual implementation of the PDM system. Each work group of consists of a 
team leader, users and people who carry out the 'real' implementation of the PDM system 
(e.g. consultants or M.I.S. dept. of BW Seals). The number of work groups as well as the 
composition of work groups can change in time. 
Preferably the committee and the work groups are mixed groups of people from Roosen
daal and Dortmund, to ensure that the system fits to the Roosendaal as well as the Dort
mund situation. 

- As mentioned in section 6.1 .2, to increase the change of success it is better to start with a 
pilot implementation. The advantages of starting with pilot project involve: 
- It involves a relatively small implementation which is manageable; 

22 Tom Peters is one of the two authors, Peters and Waterman, that wrote the book 'Excellent Enterprises', 
which is a well known book in the management world. 
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- The cost are relatively low meaning that the financial risk is relatively low; 
- Offers the opportunity to show what PDM is all about and to realize benefits in a 

relatively short time. This will help in convincing management and skeptical (future) 
users. 

If the pilot, First Step, is successful the next step should be the Full Scale implementa
tion. It is a big step to go from 22 seats to 80-100 or even more seats, but it is important 
that it does not take too long to come from First Step to Full Scale. Because the invest
ment is made at the start of the Full Scale implementation if it takes too long before this 
implementation is completed it takes too long before the project becomes beneficial. 
In order to ensure that the First Step can be transformed to a Full Scale implementation 
the system that was implemented in pilot should be ( derived from Bemelmans 
[BEMELMANS 1993]): 
- Extendible, possibility to extend the functionality of the system (standard, tailoring or 

customizing) or to extend equipment such as servers, printers etc.; 
- Adaptable, possibility to make adaptations to the current functionality according sug

gestions of the users ( customizing); 
- Expandable (up-scaleable), possibility to expand the number of users/seats of the 

system which depends on hardware as well as software; 
- Compatible, possibility to exchange equipment or software against low conversion 

cost. 

Managing the people: 
- Like Peters says people do not have a natural resistance to changes, so create the right 

conditions and make the people feel that they need to change and are in control of these 
changes. For the PDM project it means that users should be informed regularly, espe
cially about the beqefits, and that they should be involved when it concerns their work 
(N.B. Included in a work group). 
As stated before a pilot project (First Step PDM) increases the chance of a successful 
implementation, but this is affected by the people that participate in the pilot. It is rec
ommended to assimilate the younger people in the pilot group, because younger people 
are more flexible, willingly and talented to work with the new software (and hardware). 
Later on, in the Full Scale implementation, they can help their colleagues that have diffi
culties working with the PDM system. 
The implementation of PDM requires changes in the business processes and hence in the 
working procedures. Writing the new procedures down in a book will be not sufficient to 
ensure that everybody will work according the new procedures. Extra attention from 
management will be required to ensure that the new working procedures will be used. 
Managers should pay close attention to the PDM users and encourage them to use the 
PDM system by explaining and showing them the benefits (N.B. This means that they 
should be convinced themselves). This way to manage people is called: Hands on man
agement. One of the procedures that should change involves the habit of engineers to 
print drawings in order to check them. They should change from working with hard cop
ies drawings to working with digital copies of drawings and managers/supervisors should 
encourage them. 
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8.3 PDM is not the cure for everything 

PDM helps BW Seals in controlling their productinformation and controlling the related 
information flows. However PDM does not solve all the problems at BW Seals: 

Classification structure at BW Seals: BW Seals want to increase the re-usability of its 
drawings because it increases the efficiency due to the fact that it prevents from 're
inventing the wheel'. A searching tool on basis of the classification is a powerful tool to find 
existing 'look-a-like' drawings. PDM supports classification meaning that the classification 
structure in use by a company is implemented into the PDM system. In other words if no 
classification structure is available PDM will not support classification. At BW Seals there is 
no proper classification available, therefore a proper classification should be developed first 
in order to benefit from the classification that is supported by PDM. 

Workload Control at BW Seals: The standard deviation of the lead-time ('94/'95) was 
very high resulting in an un-reliable delivery performance, e.g. sometimes less than sixty 
percent. The Engineering manager stated that workload control is difficult because it de
pends on the number of inquiries. In other words the customer dictates the delivery time and 
sales engineers can not change anything about it because it is 'a market driven factor in a 
competitive industry'. However workload control can help in reducing the lead-time and the 
variations in the lead time. This can be achieved by for instance reserving a percentage of the 
total capacity for urgent orders, like the special counter in a supermarket for people with less 
than eight products. Similar to this solution is reserving capacity for orders that have a high 
engineering time on average and orders that have a low engineering time on average. An
other solution is using priority rules which means that orders with the earliest delivery date 
or the shortest expected engineering time have a higher priority, i.e. put in front of the wait
ing line. But not all efforts should come from Engineering, also Sales should start with 
taking the backlog into account and promising feasible delivery dates to the customer. 

Standards at BW Seals: Standards are very important and at BW Seals the Standards de
partment records all the different design options in the Engineering Manual. The sales engi
neers should use it to make technical seal selections, meaning the right seal-type for a spe
cific application. Order engineers need dimensional information from the Engineering Man
ual in order to be able to make the drawing. When all standards are available and easily 
accessible, sales engineers and order engineers are stimulated to use these standards and the 
rate of re-using drawings will probably increase. 
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Appendix A - The orderflow at BW Seals, Roosendaal (1) 
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Appendix A - The orderflow at BW Seals, Roosendaal (2) 
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Appendix A - The orderflow at BW Seals, Roosendaal (3) 
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Appendix A - The orderflow at BW Seals, Roosendaal (4) 
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An arrow points from an information system towards an action or a process when the 
specific information is needed. When the arrow points from an action or process to
wards an information system it means that the outcome of an action or process is trans:
ferred to this information system. 
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Appendix B - Defined information systems 

The defined information systems at BW Seals involve: 
- Engineering Information System (EIS), contains all kinds of reports about fluids, special 

applications, materials etc. It is a computer database and is mainly used by Application 
Engineering. 
Engineering Information of Parts (EIP), contains information about parts as: gaskets, 
driver collars, auxiliary devices and lock pins, and should assist order-engineers to find 
part numbers what means that part has been used before. It is a computer database and 
mainly used by Order-engineers. 
(Global) Engineering Manual, handbook (paper form) that describes of which parts seal 
types are constructed. It contains information about the preferable configuration, operat
ing window, application, options etc. Seals should be designed according to the instruc
tions in the Engineering Manual. 
Technical Bulletins, through this bulletin (paper form) employees (specific list) are in
formed periodically about new operating windows for seals, new standards for seals, new 
products, engineering practices etc. It can be regarded as additions and changes to the 
Engineering Manual. However it is distributed via the Technical Bulletin because it easier 
and faster than an update of the Engineering Manual and it also reaches employees that 
are not Engineering Manual holders. 
Microfilm archive, all detail drawings of parts are microfilmed and stored into this ar
chive. 
Seal Reference System, the MS Datasheet of every order is entered into this database and 
contains information about the operating window, OEM, stuffing box, customer, ultimate 
user etc. And drawings can be retrieved using these information, e.g. is there already a 
seal for a specific operating window and stuffing box (duplicate) ? 
Instruction and Installation Sheets, database that contains standard reports with installa
tion and operating instructions for seal types. The reports are available in different lan
guages and can be adapted for specific orders if necessary. 
Material Selection guide, handbook that contains information about the materials of the 
different seal parts. It tells what materials can be used in combination with specific fluids, 
the temperature range they in which they operate in and what material is preferable, an 
alternative, should be used with caution or is not recommended. 
Material code list, this list contains standard codes for materials that are used. There is 
also another list: X-codes, that contains codes for non-standard materials. Besides codes 
and common terms (for materials) it also provides information about spec.'s, composi
tion, hardness and application. 
S-number list, the parts are divided into categories, type of part and its position in a seal, 
and every category has its own S-number. The S-number list gives an overview of all the 
used S-numbers at BW Seals. 
Seal Application guide, BW Seals reports containing information about all kinds of appli
cation matters. This information is similar with the information in the Technical Bulletin. 
Actually it is distributed in paper form but there are developments towards an electronic 
system. 

- PCBM, application that contains bill of material relationships and was developed to 
automatically display the bill of material data (only for basic seal parts) on the assembly 
drawing . The other parts, non basic seal parts (e.g. shaft-sleeve and flange), have to be 
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entered manually. After the complete bill of material is finished by the engineer it is 
stored (index is order number) and loaded into the Business System. 

- Norms, engineers should design and engineer in accordance with guidelines (norms) from 
institutes like API, ANSI, DIN, ISO etc. But also in accordance with guidelines from 
companies like Shell, Exxon etc., that have their own guidelines Therefore engineers are 
informed about these norms through fax, E-mail, meetings and Technical Bulletins. 

- CARE, it stands for Consultation, Analysis, Recommendation and Education and is a 
database application to support the sales-engineers. It contains information about quota
tions, orders (imported from Seal Reference System), prices, customers and reports 
(imported from EIS). 

- Stuffing box database, file cabinet that contains the stuffing box drawings of pumps. 
There are attempts to develop an electronic stuffing box database that contains the draw
ings that are consulted frequently (80%-20% rule). 

- COP/CS - Business System, an MRP-based (make-to-stock) logistical system that is 
adapted to the situation, engineer-to-order, of BW Seals Roosendaal. 

- Job File Vault (in Dutch: 'Kluis'), file cabinets in which order information is stored in an 
order folder. The order folder contains: assembly drawings (approval and final), Instruc
tion and Installation sheet, Mechanical Seal datasheet and other information like faxes 
and memo's. 

- CALMAT, program that supports engineers in making technical calculations for seals. The 
program is able to carry out calculations involving: frictional heat, heat flow from pump 
to stuffing box, balance shift, viscous heat etc. 

- Application Quotation System (AQS), all seal - and system-quotations and system orders 
of Application Engineering are stored into this database. It enables the engineers to search 
for information about quotations and orders handled in the past. 

- Hours Registration System (HRS), system where all the order-engineers register per day 
the time spent on an order or another activity. 

- Customer Complaints, it contains information about Returned Seal Reports, with this 
system it is possible to search for 'old' reports. However, the reports themselves can not 
be found in this system, they are stored in a file cabinet. 

- File cabinets, cabinets where assembly- and detail drawings are stored. Some of these 
drawings are stored in several cabinets, but in a different order e.g. by order number and 
drawing number. The Standards department maintains its own archive where it stores de
tail drawings of standard parts by seal type and size. N.B. other departments do have file 
cabinets in which they store reports. 

- CAD database, database that contains digital copies of assembly- and detail drawings. It 
also contains applications that support the engineers in making drawings. These applica
tions offer the possibility to draw basic seals by giving in some parameters. With these 
parameters the applications is able to draw a complete basic for the engineer. 

- CASA, a commercial package_ that is generally used by the Research & Development 
department. It is used to make 'finite elements' calculations. 

- MS Datasheet, This sheet is used by the sales engineers to fill in all the order specifica
tions. It contains information such as: customer data, operating conditions, seal type, seal 
size, material code, sealing fluid etc. 

- Standards Archive, the Standards department has an archive that contains drawings of all 
standard parts. These drawings are sorted by seal type and seal size. N.B. all drawings are 
also stored in the Microfilm Archive. 
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Appendix D - Defined Business Processes 

Develop new products: Business process carried out at Research and Development and it 
involves the development of new seal types or new sealing applications for existing seal 
types, i.e. improving current seal types Testing seals is a related business process that also 
performs tests for the development of new products. 
Testing seals: Business process carried out at Research and Development and involves 
testing of seals and materials for Research and Development, Customer Support and Appli
cation Engineering. Customer Support requests for tests on returned seals or returned seal 
parts. Application Engineering requests for tests regarding existing seal types, e.g. to check 
if the seal also functions properly under unusual operating conditions ( e.g. outside the usual 
rangaj. · 
Develop & maintain standards: Business process carried out at the Standards department. 
It involves the development of standards for seal types, parts (standard and off-standard) seal 
sizes, sealing applications, materials etc. Another important task is to make these standards 
known to everybody in the organization realized by up-dating and extending the Engineering 
Manual. Right now the Standards department in Roosendaal and Temecula are very busy to 
set up a Global Engineering Manual. 
Give Technical Advice: Business process carried out at mainly Application Engineering. It 
involves technical advice to local engineers, sales engineers and service engineers in the 
Eastern Hemisphere concerning all kinds of questions about seal types, materials, operating 
conditions etc. In fact they function as a PDM system for all the engineers in the Eastern 
Hemisphere. Answers are based on experience but also on information that can be found in 
the Engineering Manual, Technical Bulletins, Seal Application Guide, Material Selection 
Guide and so on. 
Support distributors: Business process carried out at Customer Support. Besides their own 
sales force B W Seals has a network of distributors that sell their products. These distributors 
need to be trained and later on they need technical support in making technical seal selec
tions. Customer Support provides them with all the information they need. 
Handle complaints: Business process carried out at Customer Support regarding handling 
complaints of installed seals. If the service engineer is not able to solve the problem of the 
customer the problem is investigated by Customer Support, for instance by testing the dam
aged seal or seal parts. Finally Customer Support writes a Returned Seal Report with a 
proposal for a solution. 
Offering new seals: Business process carried out at Sales (inside as well as in the field. It 
involves finding new customers, maintain the relation with existing customers, make a 
quotation etc. Most important products are complete seals (New Unit orders), spare kits, 
systems, spare parts and basic seals. N.B. It was stated that in this report the focus is on New 
Unit orders. 
Based on an inquiry of the customer sales engineers make a quotation involving a commer
cial seal selection and a technical seal selection (New Unit orders). The commercial part 
concerns prices, delivery dates, service and so on. The technical seal selection regards the 
selection of a seal type, seal size and material based on the application fluid, operating 
conditions and stuffing box (does it fit?). The technical seal selection is registered on a 
standard sheet, Mechanical Seal Datasheet, and sent to OMC for Vetting. 
Vet quotation: Business process carried out at Application Engineering. If a customer re
quests a sealing solution (at Sales) for an application that is outside the operating conditions 
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of the existing seal types the inquiry is passed on to Application Engineering. This means 
that Application Engineering receives an Inquiry Datasheet and order design specifications. 
Vetting of the quotation means that the supervisor of Application Engineering checks if 
Sales send all the required information, otherwise Sales is requested to send the additional 
information. If the quotation is approved it is entered into AQS (planning system for Appli
cation Engineering) and given to the application engineers. 
Make design recommendations: Business process carried out at Application Engineering. 
The vetted quotation is passed on to the application engineers by the supervisor. The appli
cation engineers make a proposal for the best possible solution for the sealing problem of the 
customer, resulting in a solution that deviates from the 'regular' solutions. If application 
engineers are not sure about their proposal there is the possibility to test the proposed seal 
after discussing it with the customer. When the proposal is finished it is sent to the sales 
engineer who discusses the proposal with the customer. 
Make proposal drawing: Business process carried out at Application Engineering. It re
gards making an assembly sketch for the proposed seal in LogoCad. N.B. There is no bill of 
material on this drawing. This sketch is part of the proposal that is discussed with customer. 
Check proposal: Business process carried out at Application Engineering. When the pro
posal is finished it is checked by one of the application engineers and/or their supervisor 
before is sent to the customer. 
Vet MS Datasheet: Business process carried out at several departments. Vetting means that 
a New Unit order is checked to see if no mistakes are made. Quality Assurance/Control 
checks the New Unit order only if a quality certificate is requested. Pricing checks the New 
Unit order to see if the price is right. Order Engineering checks the New Unit order to see if 
the right seal type, seal size and material are selected. At order engineering there are two 
vetting coordinators ( each is the direct supervisor of an engineering group) who spend 40 % 
of their time on vetting orders. When the order is approved by all members of the vetting 
committee it is booked into the Business System (COPICS/PRMS) and OMC sends the 
order to the Order Engineering supervisor. 
Search for duplicate order: Business process carried out by the vetting coordinators at 
Order Engineering. It is part of the vetting process and regards a check to find out if a simi
lar order has been handled in the past. By checking the Seal Reference System the vetting 
coordinators try to find out if an assembly drawing is available. If an assembly drawing is 
found they put a copy into to the job-file. 
Make approval drawing+ HS: Business process carried out at Order Engineering. Once 
the New Unit order is checked by the vetting coordinators it is passed on to the order engi
neers. The order engineer makes a design for the seal as selected by the sales engineer. 
However, all standards parts are determined by the selected seal type, but the order engineer 
has some freedom in designing the adaptive parts such as: sleeve, flange etc. The order 
engineer makes a preliminary assembly drawing of the design, a parts list (BM) and an 
Instruction and Installation Sheet (IIS). The preliminary drawing is checked by one of the 
other order engineers before it is sent to the customer by the Administrative group. 
Customer approval: Business process carried out by the Administrative group or perhaps it 
is better to say that it is carried out by the customer. Once the preliminary drawing is fin
ished by the engineer it is archived by the Administrative group and sent to the customer for 
approval. When the order is checked by the customer it is sent back to B W Seals. If the 
drawing is approved the order engineer can start with the final drawings, otherwise the order 
engineer adapts the assembly drawing and is sent to the customer for re-approval. 
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Make final drawing+ 11S: Business process carried out at Order Engineering. If the New 
Unit order is approved by the customer the order engineer makes detail drawings of the 
adaptive parts (non standard parts). The outcome of this process is the final assembly draw
ing, final parts list (BM), detail drawings of the parts and the Instruction and Installation 
Sheet (US). 
Design standard parts for production: Business process carried out at Standards. Some
times an order engineer is not able to make the detail drawing for a part because the standard 
is not available. In this case the Standards department creates a standard and the correspond
ing detail drawing of the part. 
Check final drawings: Business process carried out at Order Engineering. When an order 
engineer finishes the detail drawings and the final assembly drawing these drawings are 
checked by one of the other order engineers or the supervisor (vetting coordinator). If the 
drawings are approved the order goes for final. 
Prepare order for production: Business process carried out by Industrial Engineering and 
it involves making CNC programs and routings for production on basis of the drawings 
made by the engineers. When the CNC programs are finished or almost finished the order is 
passed on to OMC who makes the planning for production. 
Enter order & order control data: Business process carried out by the Administrative 
group to relieve the order engineers from these administrative tasks. It involves creating the 
order lines and entering ( and up-dating) the status of the order into the system. 
Distribute work per group: Business process carried out by the Order Engineering supervi
sor. When the order is checked by all the members of the vetting committee it is booked into 
the Business System and the order goes to Order Engineering. The Order Engineering su
pervisor determines which engineering group should handle the order on basis of the back
log inf9rmation group for each group. 
Distribute work per engineer: Business process carried out at Order Engineering. The 
supervisor of the engineering group receives the vetted New Unit orders from the Order 
Engineering supervisor and determines which order engineer should handle the order and 
enters this information into the Business System. 
Give Eng. CAD-support: Business process carried out at CAD-support. It involves devel
oping applications for LogoCad to support the engineers in making drawings. For example, 
by giving in parameters an applications is able to draw the standard parts of the basic seal or 
a stuffing box. 
Give Eng. general support: Business process carried out at CAD-support. Besides CAD 
programs also other programs are developed to support the engineers. Other programs that 
are developed and maintained involve: EIP, AQS, CALMAT, PCBM etc. 
Archive order data & send drawings + 11S: Business process carried out by the Adminis
trative group. After the planning is made by the supervisors the Administrative group creates 
a job folder that contains all the relevant information of the order. At the start it involves the 
MS Datasheet, Order Confirmation Sheet and additional information or specifications. Later 
on in the order process other people add information to this file, e.g. drawings, bills of ma
terial, memo's. When an order is completed the Administrative group takes care of filing the 
job-files, detail drawings and the assembly drawings. Besides of filing information they also 
distribute the drawings and Instruction and Installation Sheets, internally (managers, sales, 
IE etc.) and externally (customer), when an order goes for approval or final. 
Archive proposals & send drawings: Business process carried out by the sec,retary of 
Engineering. It involves filing the sketches and proposals of the application engineers. Be-
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sides filing the drawings she also distributes the proposals (including the sketches) internally 
(managers, Sales etc.) and externally (customer). 
Provide drawings on request: Business process carried out by the Administrative group. 
For all kinds of reasons (mainly) Sales- and Support centers from all over the world request 
for drawings in Roosendaal. The Administrative group picks the requested drawing from the 
archive, makes a copy of it and sends or faxes the hard copies of the drawings to the re
quester. People ask for these drawings in order to be sure that they are working with an up
to-date version of the drawing. Another category that asks for drawings is OMC/Production, 
these requests are handled by the employee in the Printroom who searches (all day) for detail 
drawings on microfilm makes a copy of it and sends to the requester (N.B. OMC is in the 
same building). 
Maintain drawing & microfilm archive: Business process carried out by the Administra
tive group. All the archives must be maintained in order to keep the drawings up-to-date. 
Drawings change on request of the customer or due to an internal Engineering Change Re
quest. When there is a change in an assembly drawing the newest revision is stored on trans
parent in the file cabinets. If it regards a change in a detail drawing the newest revision is 
stored on microfilm in the microfilm archive. The microfilm archive is maintained by the 
employee of the Printroom. Besides a microfilm archive in the Printroom there are copies at 
Order Engineering, Quality Assurance and the bank. Microfilms are not made by BW Seals 
but by an outside company. 
Maintain BM structure: Business process carried out by the Administrative group. The bill 
of material is created by the engineers in PCBM, the Administrative group takes care of 
transferring the preliminary (approval) and final bill of material from PCBM to the Business 
System (COPICS/PRMS). In other words they maintain the (engineering) bill of material in 
the mainframe. They are also able to carry out a void replace procedure on request which 
means that one part is changed by another part and up-dating all the bills of material that 
contain the changed part: 
Revise assembly drawings: Business process carried out by the Administrative group. It 
involves the revision of old assembly drawings on request as indicated. This drawing is 
checked by the supervisor of one of the engineering groups and than filed into the archive 
and send to all the people mentioned on the drawing. 
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Appendix E - Business processes in relation to the orderflow 
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Total cost of the actual system for hand/Ing, consulting and entry of engineering documents 
(pef yea,) 

Wage o1 ildmnistralion / Iv: 
Wage ol engineers 1hr: 

Tabla 4 
Sul>-Depa,tmenls 

Al activities in NLu. 
Duplicates ol drawings aftef 
flnj<.hinn iob 
Retrieval for service cenle<s, 
sales & CUll0mel' (Ill. Ind.) 

Retrieval for """"' !heir iob 
Retrieval for veruno 
Retrieval lo< P<oduclion 
Data-enlrv IBM, datasheet etc.I 
Retrieval for te"""""""' supp. 
Revision ol dr-s and ECN's 
Koep lllthives ui>-lo-date 
Keeo mk:rolilm atdwe uo lo date 
Prepa,e Ofdef related docurnenls 
IOf distribution (IDD<DVal & finafl 
Print and distribute englneeting 
manuals, techn. buletins etc. 
Total 

Total sub-department 

33 
40 

AdnNniwalion 
Handle Consul 

0 0 

17,424 0 

0 0 
0 0 

10,032 0 
0 0 
0 0 

12,672 0 
49,388 0 

0 0 
17,424 0 

0 0 

106,920 0 
178,200 

-Entry H- Consul! t:nlry 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 44,352 0 0 

71 ,280 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 15,048 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

71 ,280 59,400 0 0 
59,400 

Reduction In NLG. per year through Document Control {Imaging) 

Tabla 5 
:;ul>-Depa,lmenls Administration nintroorn 
Al KIMlies in NW. Handle '""" .... IEnlry Handle Consul IEn/ly 

Duplicales ol drawings aftef 0 0 0 0 0 0 
flnj&hlnn iob 
Retrieval for service cenlets, 13,939 0 0 0 0 0 
sales & a,s- (tel. Ind.) 
Retrieval lo< Cloina lheir lob 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Retrieval lor......,,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Retrieval for"""""""' 9,029 0 0 24,394 0 0 
Data-entry (BM, datasheet etc.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Retrieval IOf tunn. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision ol draw,ngs and ECN's 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Keeo ardwes up-lo-date 39,494 0 0 0 0 0 
Koeo microfilm ardm UP lo date 0 0 0 14,296 0 0 
Prepa,e Ofdef related doc:ur-,ts 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lo< distribulion lumoval & finall 

Prinl and distribute engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 
manuals, techn. bulelins etc. 

Total 62,462 0 0 38,689 0 0 
Total sub-department 62,462 38,669 

Order Enginffrlnf/ Appliulion t:11{/it>eerlng 
Handle Consul lt:nlry Handle ....,,,su, Enlry 

5,320 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 18,000 0 0 5,000 0 
0 57,800 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 14,400 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 38,200 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

5,320 73,800 14,400 0 43,200 0 
93,320 43,200 

Order Ell{linoerin!I Application Engineering 
Handle e,onsu,r Entry Hatldle Ulllsul Ent,y 

5,320 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 9,800 0 0 3,000 0 
0 28,800 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5,730 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

5,320 38,400 0 0 8,730 0 
43,720 8,730 

- --- --- -· ·-- --·- - --· 

Local Engineering Customer :support 
Handle ...... su1 Entry Handle ...... su1 Enlry 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 3,520 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 3,520 0 
4,800 3,520 

Local EnginHrinQ '""-S,,ppod 
Hatldle ,....,,,su, Enlry Handle Ulllsu# 'Entry 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 2,112 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 2,112 0 
4,800 2,112 

Slat><lards 

Handle '-""SUI Entry Total 
0 0 0 5,320 

0 0 0 17,424 

0 0 0 24,520 
0 0 0 57.800 
0 0 0 54,384 
0 0 0 85,880 
0 0 0 38,200 
0 0 0 12.672 

12,540 0 0 66,708 
0 0 0 15,048 
0 0 0 17,424 

23,100 0 0 23,100 

35,640 0 0 418,080 
35,640 418,080 

(check) 

Standards 

Handle Consul Entry Total 

0 0 0 5,320 

0 0 0 13,939 

0 0 0 14,712 
0 0 0 28,800 
0 0 0 33,422 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 5,730 
0 0 0 0 

9,405 0 0 53,6119 
0 0 0 14,296 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

9,405 0 0 169,919 
9,405 169,919 
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Reducl/on In percentages of Document Control (Imaging) 

Table l 
S..Depa,tmenls Admillislralion .............. 
A.I ICfiviljes ., /louts Handle Consu• CIWY ,_,.,.. 

'"""""" 
Oupicates ol drawings aftef 
Ir.,;......., lob 

RelrieYal lor HMCe cenlefl, 80 
sales & cu,..,,_ (tel. Ind.) 

Retrieval 1or """"' "8lr lob 

RelrteYal lor -
Retrieval lor DIDIIUCalln 90 55 
Dala-lBM, ~etc.I 0 
Relrieval lor ........ 
Revision of .,._I - ECN'I 0 
KND ..- up-ll>-dale 80 
K..., microfilm archive uo lo date 15 
Pr-• order relalad documenll 0 lor dis~, __ & lnall 

Prinl - diolrilJule enu--,ing 
.......-,laehn. buletinlllc. 

Special cases: 
Some cella p,a- I Tl, Ilia..,._ lhal no beneM ol lloc:unwll Conlrol 

can be ■xpeded. - In - cases benefila can be expec:led lrom 
W<nflow ___,. (WFM) & Ptoduct Date Mat,agemenl (PDM). 

,.,..,.., Enginee(lng 

IEll/ly H- Consuf Ell/ly 

100 

80 
50 

0 

Applica/ion Enginee(lng Loca/cn __,.,., UJslomer:>UDOOII Sia-• H- '"""""" Ell/ly Handle u,nSU, IEnby HMldle Consu# Ell/ly H- (.;OIISU. 
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Total cost of the actual system for hand/Ing, consulting and entry of engineering documents 
(per year) 

Wage ol arlminisllalion I hr: 
Wage ol engineers /Iv: 

Table 4 
I Sut,-Oepartmenl• 
Al iC/NilM!s in NlG. 
Ouplicales ol drawings after 
fini<hinq iob 
Rellieval for ..,.ice cenler1, 
sales & cu110met net incl.I 
Ret,ieval for Min.a lheir iob 
Rellieval 1or veninn 
Relrieval lor oroduction 
Oata-enlrY (BM, datalheel elc.) 

Rellieval for leleohonlcal ~=-
Revision ol draww,s and ECN's 
Keep archives up-lo-dale 
Keep microlilm archive uo IO dale 
Prepare ordef relaled documenll 
lor disltibution (aporoval & final) 
Print and disllibule engineering 
IJlirlUills, IIIChn. -tinselC. 
Total 
Total sub-department 

33 
◄0 

Admin/Jlralion 
Handle Conwll 

0 0 

17,◄2◄ 0 

0 0 
0 0 

10,032 0 
0 0 
0 0 

12,672 0 
◄9, 368 0 

0 0 
17 ,◄2◄ 0 

0 0 

10020 0 
171,200 

IPrinlloom 

IEnt,y Handle IU>nJUI Ent,y 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 ◄◄ ,352 0 0 

71 ,280 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 15,0◄1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

71,280 59,◄00 0 0 
59,◄00 

Reduction In NLG. per year through Document Control (Imaging) 

Table 5 
Sub-Oepatltnenls Admlnislralion "Printloom 
Al iC/NiueJ in NlG. Handle conw11 Ent,y Hilfld/rJ Conwl Ent,y 

Ouplicales ol drawing• after 0 0 0 0 0 0 
linishino iob 
Rellieval for ..,.ice centers. 13,939 0 0 0 0 0 
sales & CUIIOmel (let. ind.) 
Rellieval lor ""'= lheir iob 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rellieval for venina 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rellieval for oroduction 9,029 0 0 24 ,39◄ 0 0 
Dali-'"""" IBM, datalheel elc.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rellieval for leteooonic.ar ~•~- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision ol dr.......,, and ECN's 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Keep archives up-lo-dale 39,◄9◄ 0 0 0 0 0 
Keeo micro61rn archive uo 10 dale 0 0 0 14,296 0 0 
Prepare order retaled documenls 0 0 0 0 0 0 
for di1t1ibulion (aaoroval & llinall 

Print and dillribule ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
manual$, lechn. bulelins 81C. 

Total 82,482 0 0 38,889 0 0 
Total sub-department 62,482 38,619 

uroer E ngJllfffltl!I Application engineering 

H- '--""'SUI IEnt,y Handle Conwl Ent,y 

5,320 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 18,000 0 0 5,000 0 
0 57,eoo 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 l ◄,400 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 38,200 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

5.320 73,800 l ◄ ,◄00 0 ◄3,200 0 
93,320 ◄3,200 

,......., EIIQinHting Applulion Engineering 

HI/Idle Cat,JUII Ent,y Handle conJUI Ent,y 

5,320 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 9,600 0 0 3,000 0 
0 21,800 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5,730 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

5,320 38,400 0 0 8,730 0 
43,720 8,730 

local Engineering ICuJ/omer Supporl S/Mldan1• 
H- Conwl t:nlly Handle !Consul Ent,y Handle l<-OIISUI 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 3,520 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

◄ ,800 0 0 0 0 0 12,540 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 23,100 0 

◄.800 0 0 0 3,520 0 35,640 0 
◄.800 3,520 35,640 

local CuJ/omer SUppott S/Mldan1s 
Handle L<>IISUI Ent,y Handle consul Ent,y Handle Consul 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 2,112 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 0 0 9,405 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4,800 0 0 0 2,112 0 9.405 0 
4,800 2,112 9,405 

IEnt,y Total 
0 5,320 

0 17,◄24 

0 24,520 
0 57.600 
0 5◄ , 38◄ 
0 85,680 
0 38,200 
0 12,672 
0 66,708 
0 15,0◄8 

0 17,◄2◄ 

0 23,100 

0 ◄ 18,080 

◄ 18 ,080 

(check) 

Ent,y Total 
0 5,320 

0 13,939 

0 l ◄ ,712 

0 28,800 
0 33,422 
0 0 
0 5,730 
0 0 
0 53,699 
0 l ◄ , 296 
0 0 

0 0 

0 189,919 
169,919 
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rMf,p _____________ A...;..;pp_e_nd_ic_es 

Appendix H - Cost/Benefit Tables (4) 

Actual equipment and material costs and expected benefits 
(per year) 

Table 6 
Equipment (incl. services) & material 

Microfilm costs (Swets) 
Telephone & fax /incl. ISDN) costs 
Supplies (paper, ooivester film, etc.) 
Equipment for printing drawings 
• service & maintenance 
• plotter (depriciation) 
• orintina costs /ticksl 

Scrap (in production due to errors in draw.) 
;Total 

(Off-site storage not included) 

Overtime costs In actual situation 
(per year) 

Table 7 

Overtime 
• Order Engineering 
• Application Engineering 

Total 

Overtime hours are mainly engineering hours. 

Cost (NLG. ,yr) 
29,000 
43,700 
55,484 

21 .516 
17,000 
15,000 
12,000 

193,700 

Amount 

1925 
335 

2260 

The overtime addition is 48% (on average), resulting 
in an hourly overtime wage of (NLG.): 59 

Benefit (NLG./'p) 

29,000 
21 ,850 
22,194 

0 
0 

8,260 
12,000 
91,304 

/hours/Vear 
(hours/year) 

R.W. Helms/ 12 August, 1996 / GR_REPOR.DOC 

CO.st (NLG. lyrJ Benefit (NLG.,yrJ 

113,575 71,567 
19,765 15,989 

133,340 87,556 
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Appendix I - Complete Information Architecture 'To Be'-situation 

Revise assembly drawings 
Maintain BM structure 
Maintain drawing archive (electronic) 

1.!{' ; ,i:j f)(, ?~ .x, Design standard parts for production 
Give eng. general support 

1!X- ·""- "'-"' ' · Xii Give eng. CAD-support 
,,x· ::!X,, X~ Prepare order for production 

')(- ;!)£, ~ Archive orderdata & sent drawings + IIS 
I.IX ,x ii;:.x,• ttx · Check final drawings 

i,,x,; •X 1,.,,: ;)G ~i)Q: Make final drawing + IIS 
Customer approval 

'X•- ,">A r, ~ t!A X: Make approv. drawing + IIS 
X Distribute work per engineer 

Distribute work per group 
Enter order & ordercontrol data 

liQI! \X: Search for duplicate order l--+---+--+,-,,X:,-1,--1-+,x,"".+.:l..+S.I Vet MS Datasheet 
_X, X JC;- • Handle complaints 

l-+-1-4=-.,X~'\"-;;.!I-+~.;..,.~ , Support distributors 

'X . X' Give Technical Advice 
Archive proposal doc's & sent drawings 
Check proposal 

l')(;: Make proposal drawing 
X: Make design recommendations 

X 

X ,.,x 'X X 

x· 

FtJII rx 
X' 

)( 

)(,I 

lvlC ':lG Offering new seals . !lt! 
~-axi Vet quotation 

l---l-=l--+-11X.~'°llllC:;;;.i--1M:.,..,,., 1 ~;;;D.:.:ev.::.e::.;l.:.:o.l!.p""&;;:.:.m:..a.:.m,;:.t::.:a.:.m_st,-a-n""d-ar-d:-s-----t-+liM=F"'+-t-+---t-+-t-+--t-+--t-t-+-t-; 

u 
u 

u 
u 
u 

u 
u 
u 
u 

u 

~~ ""' f 'X, ~XI Testing seals 
;'?C;. Ji!Xl 1.11; ~~ lllli Develop new products 

u 
u 

N 
o!I 

C: .. 
g E 

"'" 81 :s ti) 

Business Processes 

U £! Standard (External) 
U U U 110 Seal type 

l!C{ Operating window (seal type) 
u U U :.a BM of standard Basic Seal 

U U U U U .C. Standard Basic Seal carts 
U U U U U iei Off-Standard Basic Seal parts 
U U U U U \C. Standard parts 
U U U U U im Adaptive parts 

U U ,w $-number 
U U U 1;c Material code 

U 1"- Fluid material compatibility 
u ~ Order soecification (MS datasheetl 

Quotation specification (enquirv sheet) 
Proposal 
Customer complaint 
Field resutt 

u .c · u Test resutt 
u C, u Fluid (characteristics) 

Material (characteristics) 
hC' U U Assembly drawing quotation 

u u , .. C u u u Assembly drawing order 
U ,C u u Detail drawing 

u u BM of quotation 
u u BM of Order 

Order description (order1ine) 
Order status 
Order planning 
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Appendix J - Operating Cost Reductions due to PDM 

Activities: 
- engineers spent less time on searching for drawings and reports; 

engineers spent less time on designing due to re-use of old designs; 
engineers spent less time on picking drawings from the archive, copying it and filing it 
back into the archive; 
engineers spent no time anymore on printing drawings that need to be distributed by 
the Administrative group; 
engineers do not spent time anymore on keying datasheet data for the title-block in 
PCBM; 

- administrative group spends less time on manual distribution of manuals and reports; 
- administrative group spends less time on maintenance of the microfilm archive, file 

cabinets and Job File Archive; 
- administrative group spends less time on gathering order documents for distribution; 
- administrative group spends less time on distributing order documents internally ( e.g. 

drawings for approval or final); 
- administrative group spends less time on retrieval of drawings, job-files and BM's for 

Sales- and Support centers; 
- administrative group spends less time on retrieval of detail drawings for 

OMC/Production; 
- administrative group spends less time on revision of old drawings; 
- administrative group spends no time anymore on keying datasheet data into the Seal 

Reference System; 
- administrative group spends no time anymore on transferring BM data from PCBM to 

PRMS/COPICS (at BW Seals it is called 'loading (preliminary) BM'). 

- Cost of supplies. maintenance and service reiardini equipment: 
- microfilm costs are eliminated, because the analogue archives are replaced by an 

electronic archive; 
- cost for supplies such as paper, transparents, thermal paper etc. are reduced, because 

drawings are stored electronically; 
- service, maintenance and tick cost of printing equipment is reduced, because drawings 

are distributed and stored electronically; 
- cost of sending faxes are reduced (using telephone lines is regarded as a service), 

because drawings are not sent by fax anymore; 
- scrap in production due to drawing errors is reduced, because drawings are always up

to-date (scrap is included in this list because the material is regarded as a supply for 
production). 
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Appendix K - Impact of System Functions on Eng. Lead-time (1) 
Phases in Engineering 
Lead-time (New Unit 
orders) 

Sales 

Vetting 

Approval 

Customer Approval 

Final 

Industrial Engineering 

-/+ 
+ 

small effect 
effect 

Act. 
no. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Activities Lead-time Lead-time 
improvement improvement 
by 'First Start' by Full Scale 
implementation implementatio 

n 

Make technical and - + 
commercial seal 
selection 

Check if datasheet - + 
is complete 
Search for dupli- + + 
cate order 
Check if selected - + 
seal fits into the 
stuffing box 

Search for refer- + ++ 
ence assembly 
drawings 
Make assembly -/+ -/+ 
drawing 
Load preliminary + ++ 
BM into 
COPICS/PRMS 

Collect order - + 
related documents 
Make copies of + + 
documents for 
distribution 
Internal distribu- - + 
tion of documents 
External distribu- - + 
tion of documents 

Search for refer- - + 
ence detail draw-
ings 
Adapt assembly - -
drawing (ifneces-
sary) 
Make detail draw- -/+ -/+ 
ings 
Load final BM into + ++ 
COPICS/PRMS 
Collect order - + 
related documents 
Make copies of + ++ 
documents for 
distribution 
Internal distribu- - + 
tion of documents 
External distribu- - + 
tion of documents 

CNC progr./routing - -
++ = big effect 
N.B. effect means a reduction in lead-time. 
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Appendix K - Impact of System Functions on Eng. Lead-time (2) 

Description of the reduction in lead-time for each activity mentioned in the table on the 
preceding page (For System Functions see section). 
Sales 
Act. 1. System function 16 is the only function which affects the Sales lead-time. It in

volves a so called Product Configurator and is only available in the Full Scale im
plementation. A Product Configurator is an expert system and "it is based on a 
knowledge base that guides the salesman through possible choices, via a question
and-answer dialog, and checks all rules in the knowledge base" [HELMS 1996]. By 
giving parameters such as application fluid, rpm of the pump, shaft size of the 
pump etc., a Product Configurator is able to supports the engineer in making the 
technical selections. Using a Product Configurator will result in a faster seal selec
tion but also in less errors in the seal selection, meaning that also the Vetting phase 
profits of this actions. A reduction of 50-60% reduction in the Sales lead-time is 
expected. 

Vetting 
Act. 2. As mentioned above a Product Configurator reduces the errors in the seal selection 

and therefore it is possible to reduce almost the complete lead-time for this activity. 
It only accounts for the Full Scale implementation because it regards system func
tion 16 that is only available in the Full Scale implementation. 

Act. 3. The process of searching for duplicate drawings is improved by system functions 1 
and 6. It involves immediate viewing of the drawings and a tool to re-use job 
drawings. The tool to re-use job drawings is a new version of the Seal Reference 
System. By giving in parameters, from the datasheet and the BM, it is able to find 
drawing numbers of look-a-like drawings. These drawings can be viewed immedi
ately, hence saving time for picking drawings from the archive, copying them etc. 
The functions are available for the 2 vetting coordinators in the First Start, therefore 
the effect in the Full Scale implementation remains the same (number of vetting co
ordinators remains the same). 

Act. 4 A Product Configurator is able to make calculations to determine if the seal fits into 
the stuffing box, therefore it possible to reduce almost the complete lead-time for 
this activity. It only accounts for the Full Scale implementation because it regards 
system function 16 that is only available in the Full Scale implementation. 

The reduction in the lead-time for the First Step implementation is estimated at 10-20% and 
the reduction in the Full Scale implementation at 70-80%. 
Make Approval drawing 
Act. 5. The process of searching for reference drawings is improved by system functions 1 

and 6. It involves immediate viewing of the drawings and a tool to re-use job 
drawings. The tool to re-use job drawings is a new version of the Seal Reference 
System. By giving in parameters, from the datasheet and the BM, it is able to find 
drawings numbers of look-a-like drawings. These drawings can be viewed imme
diately hence saving time for picking a drawing from the archive, copying it etc. 
The functions are available for 5 order engineers in the First Start and for 10 order 
engineers in the full scale implementation, therefore the effect in the Full Scale 
implementation is bigger. 
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Act. 6. The drawing process is influenced by system function 3 and 6. It involves a tool to 
re-use job drawings and a tool that provides immediate access to design information 
in Technical Bulletins, Engineering Manual etc. Increased re-use will lower the av
erage time that is spent on making a drawing. The immediate access to design in
formation reduces the time to make design decisions. The functions are available 
for 5 order engineers in the First Start and for l O order engineers in the full scale 
implementation, however it is not expected that the effect in the Full Scale imple
mentation is much bigger. 

Act. 7. It involves loading/transferring the BM from PCBM into COPICS/PRMS. Due to 
system function 5 involvement of the Administrative group is not necessary any
more, meaning that the complete activity can be eliminated. In the First Start 5 or
der engineers work with the PDM, meaning that for the remaining 5 order engineers 
the BM is still transferred manually by the Administrative group. In the Full Scale 
implementation all order engineers work with the PDM system meaning that the 
complete activity is eliminated, therefore the effect in the Full Scale implementa
tion is bigger. 

In the First Step implementation a reduction of l 0-20% in the lead-time is expected and in 
the Full Scale implementation a reduction of 30-40% is expected. 
Customer Approval 
Act. 8 Before an order is sent to the customer all the order documents have to be collected 

by the Administrative group. System function 11, regarding document structures, 
improves this activity. With document structures the Administrative group has di
rect access to all the related order documents hence saving time for searching and 
walking. It only accounts for the Full Scale implementation because it regards sys
tem function 11 that is only available in the Full Scale implementation. 

Act. 9 The order documents are distributed according to a distribution list. Meaning that 
drawings are distributed internally and externally (to the customer) in different for
mats (e.g. Al/A2/A3/A4) and on different paper (plain paper or transparent). Sys
tem function 2, regarding remote printing facilities, affects this activity. The Oce 
9800 makes it possible to print the drawings in the right format from an individual 
workplace, hence saving a lot of searching time and waiting time (at the current 
printer). This functions is available in the First Step implementation and regards the 
drawings of all the order engineers also includes the drawings of order engineers 
that do not work with PDM (N.B. PDM still manages their drawings). Therefore a 
bigger effect is not expected in the Full Scale implementation. 

Act. 10. After the engineer finishes the approval assembly drawing several people, internally 
at BW Seals, receive a paper copy of this drawing. System function 15, regarding 
Work Flow Management, affects this activity. Work flow management offers the 
possibility to send the drawing electronically according a distribution list and noti
fies the receiver that an assembly drawing arrived at their digital desktop. It only 
accounts for the Full Scale implementation because it regards system function 15 
that is only available in the Full Scale implementation. 

Act. 11. The customer receives a copy of the approval assembly drawing too, this means that 
the drawing is sent by mail to the customer who has to check the drawing and to 
send it back (see also appendix O section 1.1.2.3). System function 14, regarding 
electronic transmittal to customers, affects this activity. Because the time that a 
drawings is on its way to the customer and back to BW Seals can be reduced from 
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days (depends on the location) to minutes by sending it electronically. It only ac
counts for the Full Scale implementation because it regards system function 14 that 
is only available in the Full Scale implementation. 

Especially activity 11 affects the lead-time of this phase. The reduction in the First Step 
implementation is estimated at 0-10% and the reduction in the lead-time for the Full Scale 
implementation is estimated at 50-60%. 
Make Final drawings 
Act. 12. It involves searching for detail drawings that are suitable for re-use. In the current 

situation it is very difficult to find look-a-like detail drawings. However a good 
classification tool could make a difference (system function 12), enabling order 
engineers to find similar drawings. In the current situation it is almost impossible 
and therefore time consuming (sometimes do not even search for similar drawings 
due to the high searching time). With a classification tool the searching time can be 
reduced considerably and when really similar detail drawings are found the average 
design time is reduced too. It only accounts for the Full Scale implementation be
cause it regards system function 12 that is only available in the Full Scale imple
mentation. 

Act. 13. This activity is not affected by the system functionality of the PDM system. 

Act. 14. Is similar to Act. 6. with the same argumentation. 

Act. 15. Is the same as Act. 7. with the same argumentation. 

Act. 16, 17, 18 and 19 are the same as respectively Act. 8, 9, 10 and 11 with the same argu
mentation. 
The reduction in the First Step implementation is estimated at 10-20% and the reduction in 
the lead-time for the Full Scale implementation is estimated at 30-40%. 
Industrial engineering 
act. 20 Not affected by a PDM system, a good CAD/CAM integration would help in reduc

ing the lead-time of this phase. 

The estimates, that were mentioned until now, result in the following lead-time reduction 
(rounded figures, because estimates are involved): 

Phases in Engineering Lead-time (New Unit Reduction First Reduction Full 
orders) Step Scale 

[ calendar days [ calendar days] 

Sales - 4 

Vetting I 8 
Make Approval drawing (assembly) 3 7 
Customer Approval I 7 
Make Final drawings (assembly & detail) I 3 
Industrial Engineering - -
Reduction in lead-time 6 29 
Reduction due to Work Flow Management 0* 3 
Reduced Engineering lead-time 58 32 

*Work Flow Management is not included in the First Step implementation 
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Special attention should be paid to System function 15, regarding Work Flow Manage
ment, because it affects all the activities in the orderflow. It speeds up the transportation of 
documents in the orderflow and also speeds up the decision making in the orderflow. The 
system function is only available in the Full Scale implementation and it is estimated that an 
extra reduction of 10% can be expected. 
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Appendix L - Phases in the orderflow 

Sales 
An inquiry of a customer is handled by the sales-engineers (most contact with customers is 
through sales-engineers). The sales-engineer prepares a technical quotation (operating con
ditions, seal-type, material, ... ) as well as a commercial quotation (delivery time and price). 
In making a seal selection sales-engineers are supported by the Consultation Analysis Rec
ommendation Education (CARE) information system and the Application Engineering 
Group when required. When the quotation is accepted by the customer and becomes an order 
it is sent to Order & Material Coordination (OMC), in this example OMC in Roosendaal. 

Vetting 
The order arrives at OMC as a Mechanical Seal Datasheet and is initiated in the Business 
System. Then it is 'vetted' (reviewed) by several departments (Vetting Committee) before it 
is entered as an order. Mostly an order should be approved by Quality Assurance and Order 
Engineering. Vetting (reviewing an order) is done serially but it is possible to do it parallel. 
However several copies of the order should then be spread in the organization and it be
comes difficult to control these documents. 
An order engineer coordinator checks if all necessary information is available on the MS 
datasheet (stuffing box, material, fluid, selected seal type, ... ). If the information is incom
plete or incorrect the sales-engineer is contacted and the order is put on hold. 
The order is vetted by Quality Assurance to ascertain of a quality certificate requested by the 
customer. If an order is approved by all members of the Vetting Committee the order is 
entered into the Business System (COPICS). 

Approval Drawing 
Then the order is passed to Order Engineering (OE). It is registered in the Business System 
that the order is at OE and a planning will be attached to the order. After administration of 
the order in the Business System it is passed to the engineer. 
The engineer makes an assembly drawing conforming to the information on the MS Da
tasheet. He can re-use former designs by adapting an 'old' drawing if a suitable drawing is 
available. After finishing the assembly drawing it is checked by an order engineer coordina
tor. During this stage a preliminary bill of material (BM) is loaded into the database so 
purchase can order parts that are not available or have a long delivery time. However, there 
is a possibility that there are modifications to the design. In this case the wrong parts and/or 
materials can be ordered. 

Customer Approval 
The assembly drawing is sent to the customer for approval, with a copy to the sales engineer. 
Modifications, if necessary, are handled by the order engineer who adapts the design, some
times in cooperation with the sales engineer. After re-approval the drawing is sent back to 
Order Engineering to finish the design. 

Final Drawing 
Finishing the design means that detail drawings are made for the non-standard parts, most of 
the time a shaft-sleeve and a flange are required and displayed on the assembly drawing. 
With these detail drawings Production is able to manufacture the parts. The bill of material 
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is also finished and part numbers are created for the shaft-sleeve and the flange (most of the 
time these parts are custom made, because reuse is almost impossible). Now the bill of 
material is final and all parts can be ordered or allocated. The order is passed on to OMC for 
the next stage. 

Industrial Engineering 
OMC passes the order on to Industrial Engineering (Dutch: 'Werkvoorbereiding') who 
makes routings for the orders. If Order Engineering should give information about drawings 
that were used as a reference for the assembly and detail drawings, time could be saved for 
retrieving 'look-a- like' routings at Industrial Engineering. Industrial Engineering (IE) also 
provides production with CNC-programs for lathes and milling machines. Not for all ma
chines, because a number of machines are programmed at the shop floor. When IE finishes 
their job the order is passed back to OMC. At this time the programs are not yet available 
but a CNC-program number is attached to the corresponding part of the seal. By the time 
Production starts to manufacture the parts the programs will be available. 

Production & Shipping 
OMC prepares the order for the shop floor, in other words planning and providing manufac
turing and assembly with respectively non-standard detail- and assembly-drawings. They 
also determine the priority of the shop-order, which is visualized by a certain color repre
senting the week in which the order should be ready for shipping to the customer 
(transportation is handled by companies like DHL). 
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Appendix M - Dataclasses for BW Seals 

Complete list of all the dataclasses that are recognized for BW Seals: 

- Standard (External) - Seal type 
- Operating window ( seal type) - BM of standard Basic Seal 
- Standard Basic Seal part - Off-Standard Basic Seal part 
- Standard part - Adaptive part 
- S-number ( a positional identification) - Material code 
- Fluid material compatibility - Order specification (MS Datasheet) 
- Quotation specification (Inquiry Datasheet) - Proposal 
- Customer complaint - Field result 
- Test result - Fluid (characteristics) 
- Material (characteristics) - Assembly drawing quotation 
- Assembly drawing order - Detail drawing 
- BM of quotation - BM of Order 
- Order description ( order line) - Order status 
- Order planning - ECR, ECO and ECN (incl. void's) 
- Seal related calculation - Instruction & installation detail 
- Stuffing box - Available CAD-application 
- Available PC-application 
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Appendix N - Details on Operating Cost Reduction 

Introduction 
In this appendix the Operating Cost Reduction Calculation is shown in detail. It involves the 
calculations of the Quantitative Benefits regarding: 
- Reduction in labor (hours) cost and equipment cost in Roosendaal and Dortmund; 
- Reduction in Engineering Lead-time in Roosendaal. 
The calculations involve figures for the 'First start', regarding 22 seats, as well as figures for 
a Full Scale implementation. 

Reduction in labor cost in Roosendaal 
These calculations are based for about ninety percent on the figures of the cost/benefit 
analysis that has been presented as the 'First assessment for a cost/benefit analysis'. Just as 
in the previous analysis the benefits will be split in benefits that come from a reduction in 
labor hours and benefits that come from a reduction in equipment. 

The benefits are described for every system function and the related seats as mentioned in 
the 'First Start'. First the benefits for the Roosendaal seats will be described, from this 
figures the benefits for the Dortmund situation will derived. 

N.B. - Relations to the administrative functions are indicated for exmple as [ 'Retrieval for 
doing their job l 

- All presented figures go for 1995. 
- All described benefits refer to the benefits in one year and will be achieved in the 

years after the implementation is finished. 
- Hourly rate administrative personnel, fl. 33,=, hourly rate engineers fl. 40,=. 
- All figures still need to be corrected for the conversion rate of the archive (amount 

of paper drawing vs. amount of electronic drawings) 
- All figures still need to be corrected for the learning curve. 

Calculations/estimations: 

- Immediate viewing (and editing) access to all up-to-date assembly- and detail drawings 
from the seats. 

- Remote printing facilities for printing assembly- and detail drawings. 
Both system functions are closely related, because immediate access is only of interest if it 
is also possible to make a hard copy. For instance if a customer has a problem with a seal 
the service engineer wants to take a drawing of the involved seal to the customer, meaning 
that he needs a hard copy. 
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1 seat at Inside Sales (Rsd) and 1 seat at Support Center (Man): 
They will have direct viewing and printing access to drawings, meaning access within 
approximately one minute, and there is no need to ask for hard copies of drawings at the 
Administration department in Roosendaal [ 'Retrieval for service center, sales & 
customerl 
Expected benefit: 
'First start ' implementation: 2 seats is just a small percentage of the total amount of seats 
at Sales- and Support Centers. Therefore the amount of work at the Administration 
department will not decrease significantly due to the direct access of these two seats. 
Full scale implementation: Results in a reduction of 90-95% in the hours (total is 500 
hours) of the Administration department spent on providing drawings to the Sales- and 
Support Centers. Resulting in a reduction of 450 hours or fl. 15.000,=. 

For both implementations there is an improvement in the accessibility of drawings, 
measured in time, of more than 1000% (for the involved seats). In the current situation it 
takes at least a day to send a drawing to a Sales- or Support Center (N.B. it involves remote 
locations, such as: Spain or Saudi Arabia) in the 'To-Be'-situation this can be reduced to 1-
2 minutes. 

1 seat at OMC (Rsd) and 1 seat at Service (Rsd): 
They will have direct viewing and printing access to drawings and there is no need 
anymore to ask for hard copies of drawings at the Printroom in Roosendaal [ 'Retrieval for 
production l Currently a list with drawing numbers is send to the Printroom. The original 
drawings are retrieved and copied by the employee in the Printroom. In the future they 
send a print request using the PDM-system and a printer will print the requested drawings 
automatically (possible if Oce 9800 is installed) 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: It is assumed that those two seats account for all the requests 
at OMC and Service in Roosendaal. Resulting in a reduction of 90-95% of the hours (total 
is 300+1250 hours) in the Printroom spent on providing OMC and Service with drawings. 
Resulting in a reduction of 1400 hours or fl. 45.000,=. 
Full scale implementation: It is assumed that those two seats account for all the requests at 
OMC and Service in Roosendaal, meaning that the benefit is also 1400 hours or fl. 
45.000,=. 

5 seats at Order Engineering 
Direct access to drawings in combination with a good tool to search for similar drawings, a 
system function that is also mentioned later, results in a reduction in time spent on 
searching for drawings, retrieving them and copying them [ 'Retrieval for doing their job']. 
Drawings are needed as reference material when they make the assembly and/or the detail 
drawing, perhaps the drawings can be re-used as well; 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Results in a 80-85% reduction in hours (total of 10 seats is 
700 hours) for the five seats, i.e. 280 hours or fl. 11.000,=. 
Full scale implementation: Involves 10 seats and hence it results in a reduction of 580 
hours or fl . 22.000,= 
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2 seats at Vetting 
Direct access to drawings in combination with a good tool to search for similar drawings, a 
system function that is also mentioned later, results in a reduction in time spent on 
searching for drawings, retrieving them and copying them. Drawings are needed as 
reference material to judge if duplicate is involved and to check if the selected seal fits into 
the stuffing box of the pump [ 'Retriaval for vetting l 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Results in a 80-85% reduction in hours (total is 150 hours) for 
the two seats involved, i.e. 125 hours or fl. 4.000,=. 
Full scale implementation: The same as the 'First start' implementation, because there are 
only two vetting coordinators at Engineering in Roosendaal. 

2 seats at Application Engineering (regarding seals) 
Direct access to drawings in combination with a good tool to search for similar drawings, a 
system function that is also mentioned later, results in a reduction in time spent on 
searching for drawings, retrieving them and copying them. There are especially two 
occasions in which Application Engineers need to retrieve drawings: 
1. As reference material when they make a proposal, perhaps the drawing can be re-used as 

well [ 'Retrieval for doing their job 1 ; 
2. As reference material while giving technical support using the telephone [ 'Retrieval for 

telephone support']. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Results in a reduction of 80-85% in hours (total 3 seats is 475 
+ 125 hours) for the two (out of three) seats involved, i.e. 320 hours or fl. 13.000,=. 
Full scale implementation: In this case 3 seats are involved, resulting in a total reduction of 
480 hours or fl. 19.000,=. 

1 seat at Local Engineering (Rsd) 
The Local Engineering Coordinator retrieves drawings from the local engineers, prints the 
drawings and files the drawings [ 'Retrieval for doing their job 1- In the 'To Be' -situation 
there is an electronic archive so there is no need to print and file the drawings anymore. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Resulting in a reduction of 70-75% in hours (total is 125 
hours), i.e. 90 hours or fl. 3.500,=. 
Full scale implementation: The same as the 'First start' implementation, because there is 
only one Local Engineering coordinator at Engineering in Roosendaal. 

1 seat at CAD-support 
CAD-support retrieves drawings from the archive but in a very small amount and therefore 
this amount is not quantified. 
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1 seat at Administration 
Despite direct access to drawings of all seats the service of providing drawings to other 
people can not be eliminated right from the start. Due to the fact that not everybody will 
have direct access right from the start. In order to be able to make a hard copy the 
Administration department should have a seat. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: There is no direct benefit from the fact that the Administration 
department has direct access to the drawings. 
Full scale implementation: The same as the 'First start' implementation. 

- Immediate viewing (and editing) access to up-to-date design related information 
It involves information such as: Technical Bulletins, Test Reports etc., in other words an 
extended version of the current EIS. 
All seats will have access to this information or part of this information (regulated by 
authorization) except for Administration. 
Benefits are: 
- Better and more complete support of engineers (and others) with technical 

information compared to the current situation. 

- No need to distribute all the reports physically, electronic distribution is faster 
and cheaper (reduction in labor hours) NB. only in case of a full scale 
implementation. N.B. Was not included in the first assessment. 

Table 1 
Report Distribution Hours spent on a Hours spent on Money spent on 

rate/ year single distribution distributions /year distributions/year* 

Service Report 65 0.5 32.5 fl. 1.100,= 
Technical Bulletins 12 6 72 fl. 2.400,= 
Test Reports 12 0.5 6 fl. 200,= 
Returned Seal Reports 265 0.25 66.25 fl. 2.200,= 
Engineering Manual 8 8 64 fl. 2.100,= 
Material code list 2 6 12 fl. 400,= 

Total fl. 8.400,= 
• Hourly rate offl. 33,= (adm1mstrat1ve personnel) 

Total number is rounded to 250 resulting in a fl. 8.250,= benefit. 

- By using Full Text Retrieval to search for information EIS is filled almost 
automatically, there is no need anymore to key in keywords or to write 
summaries. 

Currently the system is not up-dated anymore so no benefits can be achieved. 
Independently from PDM they are looking for a better system, however it is stated that its 
functions can be performed by PDM as well if Full Text Retrieval is included. 
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- One-time-input of order data: Electronic Data Sheet (EDS) 
This only affects the seats at Sales, Order Engineering, Application Engineering and 
Administration. Currently data sheet data is keyed in by sales engineers ('analogue' data 
sheet), order engineers (PCBM/title block), application engineers (AQS) and 
Administration (Seal Reference System). 

1 seat at Inside Sales 
No expected benefit: Sales engineers are the ones that key in the datasheet data for the first 
and single time. 

1 seat at Administration 
[ 'Data-entry (BM, datasheet) ']. 

Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Only one (inside) sales engineer fills in the data sheet 
electronically, meaning that all the other come in as paper sheets. In order to avoid that 
order engineers as well as Administration personnel keys in the data the Administration 
personnel will create the electronic datasheet. At first there is no benefit at the 
Administration department. 
Full scale implementation: All data sheets come in as electronic data sheet resulting in a 
reduction of 95-100% in the total amount of hours (total is 500 hours). This means a labor 
saving of 475 hours or fl. 15.500,=. 

5 seats at Order Engineering 
Order engineers key in data sheet data into PCBM, this data is displayed in the title block 
of the drawing. In the 'To Be' -situation this data, keyed in by the sales engineers, will be 
derived automatically from the electronic data sheet and will be displayed in the title-block 
of the drawing [ 'Data-entry (BM, datasheet) 1-
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: It involves only 5 seats and it is assumed that these engineers 
key in half of the total amount of data. Reduction of 95-100% in the total amount of hours 
(½*1500orders*15min./60min.) spent on keying in data. In other words a labor saving of 
190 hours or fl. 7.500,=. 
Full scale implementation: Than it involves 10 seats and hence 375 hours or fl. 15.000,=. 

2 seats at Application Engineering 
Application engineers fill in the data sheet data in their AQS system that serves as a 
reference system for proposals. N.B. Was not included in the first assessment. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Only one sales engineer fills in a electronic data sheet 
meaning that the other data sheets come in as paper sheets. This means that in the 'First 
start' the application engineers still have to key in the data themselves and no benefit can 
be expected. 
Full scale implementation: At this time all data sheets will come in as electronic data sheet. 
This means a reduction of 95-100% in the total amount of hours 
(500proposals*15min./60min.). Resulting in a benefit of 125 hours or fl. 5.000,= 
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- Create one master bill of material hence without involvement of the Administrative 
Group 
The bill of material is partly generated and partly created by the order engineers in PCBM. 
Later on this bill of material is transferred to the COPICS (PRMS) system and the new 
parts on the bill of material are created in the database of COPICS(PRMS). Disadvantages: 
- 2 bill of materials cause inconsistency; 
- Labor cost for transferring BM and creating new parts. 
This disadvantages can be eliminated by a direct link between the COPICS/PRMS system 
and the PDM-system. Preferably the PDM-system contains the master bill of material 
[ 'Data-entry (BM, datasheet) ']. 

Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: Right from the start this link should be available, however 
only 5 ( out of 10) order engineers can benefit from it. It results in a reduction of 95-100% 
in the total amount of hours (1/2* 1500order*2(approval & final)* 1 0min./60min.) spent on 
transferring and creation, i.e. benefit of 250 hours or fl. 8.250 ,= 
Full scale implementation: Now 10 seats at Order Engineering are involved, benefit of 500 
hours or fl. 16.500,=. 

- Tool to re-use job drawings 
This can be a very powerful function if a query can be composed in which data sheet data 
and bill of material data can be combined ( extended Seal Reference System). It offers the 
possibility to search for similar designs (assembly drawings) and to re-use these designs in 
order to decrease the engineering effort for that job. N.B. Was not included in the first 
assessment. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: 
In the current situation the average effort for a job is 12 hours (10eng.*1800hrs./1500jobs). 
Assume that it will be possible to re-use 2,5 percent more jobs than in the current situation 
and that in case ofre-use it will take 4 hours for design instead of 12 hours. This will result 
in a benefit of 150 hours (1/2*1500jobs* 0,025*8hrs.) for the five seats at order 
engineering or fl. 6.000,=. 
Full scale implementation: It will regard 10 seats at Order Engineering, i.e. 300 hours or fl. 
12.000. 

N.B. This figure can be easily adapted if people are convinced that the re-use ratio will be 
more or less than 2,5 percent ! ! 

- Revision control of job drawings 
- Status control of electronic documents in process 

From these two functions no spectacular benefits can be expected. However, it is necessary 
that these two functions are included because the 'analogue' procedures need to be 
replaced by digital procedures. Otherwise it is not possible to fully benefit from the 
potential of digital drawings. • 
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- One time storage of data 
Direct access to the drawings for all the seats is possible due to the fact that all the 
drawings are stored electronically, in other words the drawings are stored once. This results 
in several advantages: 
1. No need that the Administration department: files completed orders into the archive, up
dates the archive, maintains the archive etc., resulting in a reduction of hours for the 
Administration department [ 'Keep archives up-to-date']. 
Electronic drawings files in combination with a printer that is integrated in the network, for 
instance an Oce 9800, enables printing of drawings directly on A2 paper (plain paper, 
transparent etc.) 
2. Engineers print approval and final assembly drawings on thermal paper and make a copy 
of it on transparent paper [ 'Duplicate of drawing after finishing job']. This transparent 
copy is passed on to the Administrative group who make the required copies for 
distribution to the customer, sales etc. [ 'Prepare order related documents for 
distribution']. In the new situation Administration looks in the PDM-system for the file 
and make the required copies on the printer from behind their own screen. This means a 
reduction in labor hours for engineers as well as for personnel of Administration. 
Expected benefit: 
'First start' implementation: 
1. It is expressed that not the complete archive is converted at once, but gradually by 
scanning on demand. In other words the benefits increase every year. The reduction in 
hours is estimated at only 5-10 % for the first year. Increasing the next years with 10-20% 
each year and stabilizing as soon as a large part of the archive is converted. 
Reduction First Step: 60 hours or fl. 2.000,=. As the complete archive is converted the 
reduction is 1200 hours or fl. 39.500,=. 
2. A reduction of 95-100% of the handling hours (total is 10 seats is 125 hours) by 
engineers (5 seats) is expected, resulting in 60 hours or fl. 2.500,=. And a reduction of 40-
50% in the handling hours (total is 500 hours) of the Administrative group. However, only 
five out of ten engineers use the system so the saving in hours is divided by two, resulting 
in 100 hours ((5/10)*500*0.4) or fl. 3.250,=. 

Full scale implementation: 
1. In a full scale implementation it is likely that the conversion rate is higher and real 
benefits while be obtained earlier. It is assumes that during a couple of years an average 
benefit of 20.000 will be obtained. 
2. Now all engineers have access to the PDM-system and therefore the benefits are doubled 
to respectively 120 hours and fl. 4.500,= and 200 hours and fl. 6.500. 

- Concurrent vetting 
Concurrent vetting means that the several departments, especially Order Engineering and 
Quality Assurance, vet the electronic data sheet at the same time. However, this concurrent 
vetting does not result in a reduction of labor hours but in a reduction of the lead-time for 
vetting, discussed later in this section. 
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A complete overview of the reduction in labor hours and labor cost in Roosendaal, for every 
system function, is provided by Table 2. 

Table 2 
System Function Benefit in hours/years Benefit in florins/year 

First start Full scale First start Full scale 

Immediate viewing access to drawings and 2.215 3.125 76.500 108.500 
remote printing facilities 
Immediate viewing of design related information . 250 . 8.250 
One-time-input of order data 190 975 7.500 35.500 
One master bill of material (Prod. Struct. Man.) 250 500 8.250 16.500 
Tool to re-use job drawings 150 300 6.000 12.000 
Revision Control and Status Control . . . . 
One-time-storage of data 220 920 7.750 31.000 
Concurrent Vetting . . . . 

Total 3.025 6.070 106.000 211.750 

Reduction in labor cost in Dortmund 
No labor hours of Dortmund are available, meaning that the labor cost for Dortmund will be 
estimated by comparing Dortmund to Roosendaal. It results in a rough estimate based on 
impressions (and some figures) as a result of several visits to Dortmund (N.B. Table 6 shows 
some figures regarding the comparison Roosendaal and Dortmund). 

The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2. 

Table 3 
System Function Roosendaal in fl./year Dortmund in fl./year 

First start Full scale First start Full scale 

Immediate viewing access to drawings and 76.500 108.500 31.000 112.000 
remote printing facilities 
Immediate viewing of design related information . 8.250 . 4.000 

One-time-input of order data 7.500 35.500 . 4.500 
One master bill of material (Prod. Struct. Man.) 8.250 16.500 . . 

Tool to re-use job drawings 6.000 12.000 . 15.000 

Revision Control and Status Control . . . . 

One-time-storage of data 7.750 31.000 6.000 32.000 

Concurrent Vetting . . . . 

Total 106.000 211.750 37.000 167.500 

Nm.e,: Salaries m Germany are 10-20% higher than m the Netherlands, the reason why some of the Roosendaal 
figures are multiplied by I, 15 ! 
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Reduction in equipment cost in Roosendaal 
There are some changes in the estimation of the reduction in equipment cost, due to better 
insight in the situation. The changes regard the following two issues: 
- Reduction in supplies (paper, polyester film, etc.): Initially an estimate was given of the 

reduction in supplies. Later on it was realized that the reduction in supplies in minimally. 
A PDM system is not meant to reduce paper cost, but handling cost. In the case of BW/IP 
it means for instance that drawings are not distributed around the world anymore, because 
everybody can access the drawings himself. However, prints will be made anyway, not in 
Roosendaal but at the remote sites hence reducing a lot of handling time. The only paper 
cost that will disappear are the hard copies in the archive, because it will be replaced by 
an electronic archive. This results in a reduction of transparent cost and microfilm cost. 
Microfilm cost have been determined already. Transparent cost equal: 
1500 orders/year, for every order 1 final assembly (A2) and an average of 3 detail 
drawings (A3) are archived. A2 transparent cost: fl. 1,52, and A3 transparent cost: fl. 
0,76. Results in a total reduction of: (1500* 1,52) + (3* 1500*0,76)= fl .5.700,=. 

- Reduction in printing costs: As before PDM will not reduce the number of prints but the 
handling of paper. Therefore the reduction in printing cost is adapted to fl. 0,=. 

Table 4 provides an overview of the new benefits due to a reduction in the equipment cost. 

Table 4 
Equipment (incl. services) & Cost (NLG. /yr) Benefit (NLG./yr) New Benefits (NLG.lyr) 
material 

Microfilm costs (Swets) 29.000 29.000 29.000 
Telephone & fax (incl. ISDN) 43.700 21.850 21.850 
costs 
Supplies (paper, polyester film, 55.484 22.194 5.700 
etc.) 
Equipment for printing drawings 
- service & maintenance 21.516 0 0 
- plotter (depreciation) 17.000 0 0 
- printing costs (ticks) 15.000 6.260 0 

Scrap (in production due to errors 12.000 12.000 12.000 
in draw.) 
Total 193.700 91.304 68 .550 

These benefits regard the situation where the same equipment is used. Extra benefits can be 
obtained by purchasing an Oce 9800 (incl. scanner) printing/copying machine. It replaces the 
'old' equipment: copier in the Printroom (Oce 7500), thermal plotter at Engineering (Oce 
G9845) and the microfilm copier in the Printroom (Oce 3200). Purchasing new equipment, 
that can be used with PDM, results in an extra cost reduction of: fl. 25.000,= (service and 
material cost). N.B. The calculation regarding the reductions in labor hours take into 
account the availability of an Oce 9800 ( or a machine with equivalent functionality). 
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Reduction of equipment cost in Dortmund 
Almost no figures of Dortmund were available, meaning that the cost for Dortmund will be 
estimated by comparing Dortmund to Roosendaal. It results in a rough estimate based on 
impressions (and some figures) as a result of several visits to Dortmund. For Dortmund only 
figures about the cost for microfilming and the telephone budget were known. The other cost 
are estimated by comparing Roosendaal and Dortmund (N.B. Table 6 shows some figures 
regarding the comparison Roosendaal and Dortmund). The results are presented in table 5. 

Table 5 
Equipment (incl. services) & Benefits Roosendaa/ Benefits Dortmund 
material jl./year 

Microfilm costs (Swets) 29.000 1.300 
Telephone & fax (incl. ISDN) 21 .850 12.500 
costs 
Supplies (paper, polyester film, 5.700 2.500 
etc.) 
Equipment for printing drawings 
- service & maintenance 0 0 
- plotter (depreciation) 0 0 
- printing costs (ticks) 0 0 

Scrap (in production due to errors 12.000 12.000 
in draw.) 
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Figures regarding the comparison Dortmund and Roosendaal 

First two general remarks: 
1. The orderflow in Roosendaal and Dortmund is nearly the same; 
2. The engineered product is similar. 
This could be expected because they are both making seals. The following table gives an 
overview of other differences and similarities. 

Table 6 

Roosendaal Dortmund 
Personnel (Engineering I Konstruktion + Entwicklung) 

1 Printroom (copying drawings) 1 Copyshop ( copying drawings) 
10 Order Engineers 10 Order Engineers (7 Zeichner + 3 Ingeniore) 
3 Application Engineers (seals) 3 Application Engineers (seals) 
2 Application Engineers (systems) 1 Application Engineer (systems) 
3 Administrative support None (OMC or Engineers handle it) 
3 Customer Support 1 Customer Support 
1 Local Engineer Coordinator None 
2 Vetting Coordinators 2 Vetting Coordinators 
1 CAD Support M.I.S + Standards, but not full-time 

New Unit orders per year 
1500 New Unit order 45 GasPac orders ( consumes 50% of their 

capacity) 
230 other New Unit orders 

Average engineering time spent on an New Unit order 

12 hours GasPac: 170 hours 
Other: 90 hours 

Average value of an New Unit order 
fl. 15.000,= GasPac: fl. 155.000,= 

Other: fl. 18.000,= 
Average number of seals per order 

2½ GasPac 2 
Other 4 

Documents in the archives 

85.000 details in microfilm archive (four 71.500 details, assemblies and BM's in 
duplicate archives !) microfilm archive ( one archive!) 
35.000 assemblies in file cabinets 
35.000 job files (xx years) 44.000 job files (4 years) 

2.800 Operation manuals 
Prints of drawings per year 

165.000 (A3/A2/Al) 70.000 (A4/A3/A2/Al/A0) N.B. not sure if 
everything is included but they do make lesser 
prints. 
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Appendix O - Details on Opportunities and System Functionality 

1. From the 'As Is' to the 'To Be' situation: Opportunities and System 
Functionality 

The desire to change the 'As Is' -situation at B W Seals gave rise to this project. Before the start it 
was stated already WHAT should be improved and HOW it should be improved, see the Oppor
tunity Matrix in Figure 1. 
The outcome of the project 1 

should be a number of . How ? 
proposed changes that 
suggest a 'To Be' -situation 
for B W Seals. The 'As Is' 
situation has already been 
described in the prelimi
nary assignment, later on 
this resulted in the 'Com
plete Information Architec
ture'-matrix. This matrix 
should provide some leads 

I Accessibility of 
I Productinformation 
I 

I 

rRe~l.lSability of . 
!Designs 

Total 
Engineering 

I Lead-time 

for improvements, finally Figure 1 - Opportunity Matrix 

resulting in a 'To Be' -

Admini- Sales-
strative Customer 

Functions · Responsiveness 

situation. However, this Informtion Architecture matrix turned out to be not so useful in showing 
leads for improvements at BW Seals, as expected. But constructing the matrix increased the 
understanding of the organization and the order flow. With this understanding and the matrix as a 
reference model it is possible to describe opportunities (HOW) that will lead to the objectives 
(WHAT). These opportunities will be described, in words, in the following sections. 

At the end of this chapter the opportunities are translated to System Functionality for an informa
tion system at BW Seals. In the next chapter the System Architecture (information systems and 
data classes) will be described that enables this System Functionality. The result is that the cur
rent System Architecture should be adapted leading to a new System Architecture. And hence to 
a new Complete Information Architecture. 

1. 1 Total Engineering Lead-time 

First the 'As Is ' situation will be described in detail, meaning what determines the lead-time. This 
is followed by improvements in terms of Accessibility of Productinformation, re-usability of 
Designs and One-Time-Input. At the end of this section an extra paragraph is added regarding 
concurrently performing tasks, meaning parallel processing instead of serial processing. It is 
added because it can help in reducing the lead-time and is not included the solutions mentioned 
above. 
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1.1.1 'As Is' situation regarding the Total Engineering Lead-time 

During the description of the results of the Preliminary Assignment it was shown that the order 
flow is split up in several phases. The phases which are part of the Total Engineering Lead-time 
are: Vetting, Approval Drawing, Customer Approval and Final Drawing (phase 1 till 4). The 
lead-times for each phase have been presented in the chapter regarding the results of the prelimi
nary assignment. In case you want to improve the lead-time you need to know what causes the 
lead-time. 
In general lead-time consists of two parts: waiting time and processing time. 
Processing time is the time it takes to produce one piece, but it also includes changing times for 
equipment. 
Waiting time can occur in several ways: 
- Waiting for capacity (in Dutch: ' lokettijden'), several orders arrive at a station to be processed 

but due to limited capacity a waiting-line originates1
; 

- Waiting for one piece till the rest of the batch is completed (in Dutch: 'perronwachttijden'), 
orders at a station are passed on to the next station when the batch is completed or after a spe
cific time, for instance once a week (timely batch); 

- Waiting for actions of other people, e.g. wait for complete order specifications (from sales) or 
wait for an assembly drawing to return from the customer. 

Waiting for capacity 
In this situation it is important to understand the relationship between the utilization-rate ( of 
capacity), processing time and the waiting time. This is reflected in the so called: Formula of 
Pollaczek2

• This formula tells that there is a linear relationship between the waiting time and the 
processing-time. Between the waiting time and the utilization rate the relationship is inversely 
proportiona,1. In other words, the waiting time and hence the lead-time can be reduced by reduc
ing the processing-time or enlarging the capacity (decrease in utilization-rate). According to the 
Engineering Manager in Roosendaal enlarging the capacity is not an option and hence this leaves 
reducing the processing time as the only option. 

It is expressed that it does not solve the large standard deviations, meaning a poor delivery per
formance, as shown in the chapter: 'Results of the Preliminary Assignment' . A solution to this 
problem can be something such as: Workload Control or Priority Rules (such as Shortest Process
ing Time first (SPT)). 

Waiting for a batch to be completed 
At BW Seals it involves a so called timely batch. Example, an order comes in at Sales and the 
sales-engineer fills in the datasheet. At the end of the week he sends the datasheet to Logistics 
(OMC) together with other datasheets (a batch). This means that datasheet that was filled in at the 
beginning of the week has been waiting before it was sent to OMC at the end of the week. This 
type of waiting time is called batch waiting time. These batch waiting times occur almost at every 
station in the order flow at BW Seals The flowchart in the appendix, representing the order flow 
at BW Seals Roosendaal (mainly Engineering), shows that an order passes a lot of stations. 

1 Bertrand J.W.M. et al, ' Produktiebeheersing en material management' , Stenfert Kroese, 1990, page l l. 
2 Bertrand J. W.M. et al, ' Produktiebeheersing en material management' , Stenfert Kroese, 1990, page 176 - formula 
(8.1). 
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Therefore it is plausible that the lead-time can be reduced by either reducing the number of sta
tions in the order flow or by reducing batch waiting times by speeding-up the order flow. 

Waiting for actions of other people 
In this case you are dependent of other people, they have to perform an action before you can 
continue. Two examples at BW Seals are: 
- An order arrives at Order Engineering for vetting and during vetting they find out that addi

tional information is needed. A request for additional information is sent to the sales-engineer, 
from this moment the order is waiting till the information is received from the sales-engineer 
(Vetting phase). 

- When the assembly drawing is finished it is approved by the customer, till the drawing is re
turned you are waiting for the drawing before the job can be continued (Customer Approval 
phase). 

In both situations it is important to speed-up communication lines. 

1.1.2 Accessibility of productinformation 

As stated above there are three possibilities to reduce the lead-time: 
1. Decrease the processing time and hence the waiting-time (for capacity); 
2. Decrease the batch waiting time or even eliminate these waiting times; 
3. Decrease the time you have to wait for actions of other people or even eliminate these waiting-

times if possible. 
The opportunity of Work Load Control is not discussed here because it has nothing to do with 
DM, EDM or PDM. But it is an option because there is a relation between the work load and the 
waiting time. 

1.1.2.1 Decrease the processing-time and hence the waiting-time 

It mainly involves the phases Approval Drawing and Final Drawing. When you take a look at the 
defined dataclasses (in the 'Complete Information Architecture' -matrix) it can be distinguished 
roughly into two classes: 
- Job related dataclasses: They contain information about jobs handled in the past it involves 

jobs handled by order-engineering as well as orders handled by Customer Support, Applica
tion Engineering or the Test-lab. They all want to be able to retrieve information about a job 
they handled in the past. Involves dataclasses: Assembly drawing of order, Orderspecification, 
BM of order, Quotation specification, Drawing of quotation, BM of quotation, Customer 
complaint, Instruction & Installation details, Proposal, Detail drawing, Test result and Field 
result. 

- Design related dataclasses: They contain information about how to design/engineer a me
chanical seal. Involves dataclasses: Fluid, Material, Fluid/material compatibility, Standard, 
Stuffingbox, Seal type, Operating window, Standard parts, Adaptive parts, Standard basic seal 
parts, Off-standard basic seal parts, Test result, Field result, S-number, Material code, Seal 
related calculations, BM of standard basic seal, Customer complaint, ECR, ECO and ECN's, 
standard, available CAD-applications and available PC-applications. 

Note: Test results, field results and customer complaint appear in both classes because they are a 
job itself (for R&D, Service/Repair and Customer Support respectively) but design information 
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as well (for instance for Application Engineering ). Dataclasses that are not mentioned in one of 
the two classes, are used for Planning and Logistic purposes. 

Both classes fall into the definition of productinformation (see document 'DM, EDM, PDM: 
What's in a name .. .' by R.W. Helms). Question is whether the engineering lead-time can be 
decreased by making 'job related productinformation' and/or 'design related productinformation' 
better accessible? Or more precisely can the processing time be decreased and hence the waiting 
time and the lead-time? 

Designing Orders (1) 

~ - _ - , _ _ ord_e~~-pe-~ L,,----J _ cification 

Old 
jobfiles 

F1_ Stufflng-e::r-~-_bo•~ 

F1 ~ 
L:_J ~ 

r,,,,::,,s:::;;:::---, ~ ~-----, 

~~--, To Customer, Sales, 
Logistics, Ind. Eng., & 

Managers 

Figure 3 - Adapted ISAC-scheme representing the number of informationsystems consulted-

Improving the accessibility of job related productinformation and hence the processing time 
(at Engineering): 
During vetting, designing and drawing orders the order-engineers need information about jobs 
carried out in the past. Main reason is to 
see whether similar jobs have been car- ~L_e_g_en_d __________________ ----, 
ried out in the past in order to re-use 
assembly drawing (N.B. Re-use of detail 
drawings will be discussed in one of the 
following sections, because it is slightly 
different). If an order- or application 
engineer wants to search for a similar job 
in the current situation he needs to con-

• 
CJ 
CJ 

Business Process 

Dataciass 

Form to pass 
on information 

Flow of information 

~ 
LJ 

sult one or more informationsystems. Figure 2 - Legend for ISAC-scheme 
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This is shown in Figure 3, which is an alternative presentation for the upper-left quadrant of the 
'Complete Information Architecture' -matrix. However it only includes the business processes 
' Make approval drawing+ IIS ' and 'Customer Approval'. It shows that an order-engineer needs 
to consult several dataclasses, stored in several informationsystems, in order to be able to conduct 
the business processes. To understand the scheme one should start reading in the upper-left cor
ner. A solid line means that information(= data class) flows top-down, if it flows in the opposite 
direction this is indicated by an arrow. The horizontal dashed lines at the top and the bottom are 
the boundary of the Engineering department, the other dashed lines show that a data class is 
stored into an informationsystem (see also legend in Figure 2). 
But let's return to the search for similar jobs. If an order-engineer searches for a similar job he is 
searching for a similar assembly drawing. To find a similar job he consults the Seal Reference 
System. The output of the Seal Reference System is: a number of drawing numbers or job num
bers. With these numbers the engineer walks to the archive, searches for the right drawings, 
copies the drawings and files the original drawings back into the archive. 

N.B. If somebody of Application Engineering is searching for a similar job they search for a 
similar proposal. In case Customer Support is searching for similar jobs they search for a similar 
Returned Seal Report. However, they have to consult other information systems and archives. 

The disadvantage of this system (' As Is' -situation) is that engineers have to consult one or more 
information systems (such AQS or SRS) to find a reference number of a document/drawing that 

~ 

Multiple 'ga/e way.1· ' to archives Multiple archives 

Drawing Copy 
machine 

~ 1~~ 
Engineer 

To Be' 
One 'ga1ewuy ' lo electronic archive Eleclronic archive 

Engineer 

Figure 4 - Improve accessibility by immediate viewing (and editing) access 

is stored in a hard copy archive (see Figure 4). The accessibility of the job related information 
can be improved by reducing the number of separate information systems to find a reference 
number and to convert the several hard copy archives to one electronic archive3

. In the 'To Be' -
situation engineers will have immediate viewing (and editing) access to this job related informa
tion, stored in the electronic archive, from their own workplace. The processing time and hence 

3 Physically it is not necessary to implement as one archive, but to the users it should look like one big archive . 
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the lead-time is reduced by: Reduced searching times for information because there is no need 
anymore to walk to the archives, copy the document/drawing and file the document/drawing back 
into the archive. 

N.B. The system should offer the possibility to make a print of the drawing. That means that 
local Sales- and Support centers should have printing facilities at their disposal too. 

Improve the accessibility of design related productinformation and hence the processing-time 
(at Engineering): 
Almost everybody at BW Seals needs seal design/configuration information about seals when 
they do their job. It concerns information available in the Engineering Manual, Technical Bulle
tins, Material Selection Guide, Product Data Sheets etc. This is also shown in the adapted 'Basic 
Information Architecture' -matrix (Appendix ). It shows that design related productinformation, 
primarily created by R&D and Standards, is used by all -the other departments. This results in the 
information flows from the business processes: 'Develop new products', 'Testing seals' and 
'Develop and maintain standards', to all the other business processes. This means that this infor
mation should be easy accessible to the people who need this information. In other words ensure 
that information flows from the business processes that create the information to the business 
processes that use the information. 
Due to the fact that design related productinformation is stored as a hard copy (i.e. paper), it takes 
time to search and find the right information. Therefore some applications have been developed 
in the past to provide engineers with the right design related productinformation, for instance: 
- Support the engineers in drawing basic seals (a CAD-application); 

- Support the engineers in generating bills of material (a CAD-application). 
It regards productinformation that is originally stored in the Engineering Manual, that is trans
fered to an ' intelligent' CAD application to support the engineer in drawing basic seals (for in
stance). 

Besides the Engineering Manual there are more documents that contain valuable design related 
productinformation as mentioned in the beginning of this section. It is not feasible to store all this 
information into an ' expert' -system, because of the high cost. A better solution is to make this 
information electronically available as discussed in the preceding section. 
Currently at BW Seals there are information systems CARE, EIS and Complaints) that contain 
information about documents, such as: Returned Seal Reports or Technical Bulletins. By using 
keywords (manually attached to the document by the author) it is possible to retrieve a reference 
number of the document and the location where the document is stored. It it also a disadvantage 
that information about documents is stored in more than one information system ( e.g. EIS and 
CARE) and that the documents itself are stored in hard copy archives. The problem with hard 
copy archives is that they are hard to access from a remote location , e.g. a local sales office 
searches for a report using CARE and finds out that it is filed in Roosendaal. If you try to solve 
this problem by keeping a duplicate hard copy archive at the remote location you. introduce two 
new problems: inconsistency of information and duplicate maintenance efforts. 
The accessibility of design related productinformation can be improved by making the reports 
electronically available, e.g. at CD-ROM or in a network. And use one interface to all informa
tion instead of separate interfaces for separate documents (CARE, EIS and Complaints). In other 
words in the 'To Be' -situation engineers should have immediate viewing (and editing) access to 
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all design related productinformation from their own workplace. The processing time and hence 
the lead-time is reduced by: Reduced searching times for information, that means there is no need 
anymore to walk to the archives, copy the document/drawing and file the document/drawing back 
into the archive. 

A special group of people that should have immediate access to design related productinforma
tion are the sales-engineers. They need this information to make a technical seal selection. More 
about this subject is presented in the section regarding Sales/Customer Responsiveness. 

1.1.2.2 Decrease the batch waiting time 

At first sight there seems to be no connection between batch waiting times and improving acces
sibility of productinformation. However, if job related information is earlier accessible by the 
next station in the order flow one could speak of an improved accessibility (use a little bit of 
imagination). Despite the weak connection it is mentioned here because it should not be over
looked, due to immediate accessibility batch transport becomes single transport. 
As said before, an order passes a lot of stations in the order flow at B W Seals Roosendaal. And 
there are two possibilities to avoid these batch waiting times: 
1. Reducing the number of stations in the order flow; 
2. Speeding up the order flow (from station to station). 

Reducing the number of stations in the order flow, re-designing the organization, should always 
be a goal of management because it shortens the lead-time and reduces the cost. There are several 
possibilities to eliminate stations: 
- Eliminate a station by doing the task automatically. 

Example at BW Seals: 
- Eliminate the need of transferring ( and checking) bill of material data from PCBM to 

COPICS (mainframe) by automatically transferring the data or by directly creating the bill 
of material in the COPICS system. 

- Eliminate a station by grouping two or more consecutive stations. 
Example at BW Seals: 
- Currently an engineer makes the drawing and a member of the administrative group sends 

the drawing to the customer. If electronic transmittal of drawings becomes possible the 
engineer can (easily) sent the drawing to the customer by himself. 

By speeding up the order flow it is also possible to reduce the batch waiting even if no stations 
are eliminated. By sending each individual drawing or document immediately to the next station 
as soon as the task (regarding this drawing or document) is completed, it is possible to reduce the 
batch waiting time. However, in a paper based system it is not very efficient because it is time 
consuming to distribute each document individually. But in an electronic environment it possible 
and even very easy to pass on each individual drawing or document as soon as the task, regarding 
this drawing or document, is completed. A tool that supports such an electronic environment is 
Work Flow Management and can be described as: A tool to control structured, repetitive proc
esses according to pre-defined procedures in order to control the information flow within the 
company. 
Example: If a sales-engineer fills in a datasheet he sends it electronically, but more important 
immediately, to OMC for further processing instead of sending a batch (couple of datasheets) 
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once or twice a week. With work flow management it is even possible to program such actions 
meaning that the datasheet is automatically sent to OMC as soon the sales-engineer filled in the 
datasheet. 

A combination of both methods gives the best result, therefore it is recommendable to start with 
eliminating stations and then to speed up the order flow between the remaining stations. 

1.1.2.3 Decrease the time you have to wait/or actions of other people 

It mainly involves the phases Vetting and Customer Approval. 

Vetting 
Vetting is needed because sales-engineers are not able to make a 100% error free technical seal 
selection. Therefore each 'new unit' order is checked by the Vetting committee. The vetting 
coordinator at Job Engineering checks if the selected seal suites the application and if the selected 
seal fits in the stuffingbox. According to information from the manager of Job Engineering it 
seems that 70% of the 'new unit' orders are clean, meaning that it involves a good selection. 
However, 30% of the 'new unit' orders are not clean and therefore require extra attention. There 
are two large categories of problems regarding the 30%: 
- 67% of this 30% involves incomplete information, meaning that the vetting coordinator needs 

extra information in order to be able to evaluate the technical seal selection; 
- 33% of this 30% involves complete information but an erroneous seal selection. 
The second category has nothing to with waiting for actions of other people in order to be able to 
finish your own job. It has to do with support of sales engineers to enable them to make a good 
technical seal selection. This will be discussed later in the section regarding the Sales/Customer 
Responsiveness. 
In the first category the vetting coordinator is waiting for additional information from the sales
engineer in order to be able to check the technical seal selection. In this case the vetting coordina
tor is waiting for actions of the sales-engineer in order to be able to finish his own job. This 
waiting time is caused by the fact that a sales-engineer sends an incomplete datasheet to 
OMC/Job Engineering. There are several reasons why a sales-engineer sends an incomplete 
datasheet to OMC/Job Engineering. But one way or another the sales-engineer should be 'forced' 
to send only complete datasheets to OMC/Job Engineering. The following example shows that it 
is very difficult to change this behavior. 
An example: It is nearly the end of the month and the sales-engineer gets in an order and he 
wants to book it before the end of the month (bonus !?). However, he has no information about 
the stuffingbox yet, but the order still has to be booked and the datasheet is sent to OMC. This 
datasheet comes on the desk of the vetting coordinator and he sees that the stuffingbox informa
tion is missing and requests the sales-engineer for this additional information. In this case da
tasheet is incomplete due to a time constriant. 

This problem will not be solved by PDM or an Electronic Data Sheet, in order to solve this 
problem ·the organizational procedures should be adapted. It should not be possible to book an 
order without a complete datasheet. 
But if this situation is changed the lead-time could be reduced. Currently the lead-time for vetting 
amounts to 1 ½ week. This lead-time is mainly caused by the orders that are not clean, only 30% 
of the total amount of 'new unit' orders. From this 30%, 67% is the result of incomplete infor-
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mation ( datasheets ). If the required information is not available the order can not be vetted and 
hence is waiting. So perhaps it better to speak of waiting time instead of lead-time. However, if it 
can be realized that only complete datasheets are sent to OMC/Job Engineering it is very plausi
ble that this lead-time, or waiting time, can be drastically reduced. 

Customer Approval 
The lead-time of Customer Approval, on average 2 weeks, can be reduced by electronic transmit
tal of drawings. In the current situation drawings are sent by post or a package delivery service. It 
takes time before the drawing leaves the mail-room in the company, then it is sent to the other 

BW/lP 

;&J,1~1-I · 
Electronic Drawing 

Customer 

Engineer 
Engineer Mail-room 

Figure 6 - 'As ls'-situation 
Figure 5 - 'To Be'-situation 

company by mail, it arrives at he mail-room of the customer and at last it takes time before the 
drawing arrives at the desk of the right person at the customer. When the drawing is checked by 
the customer it is returned and goes in the opposite direction. So most of the time during Cus
tomer Approval the drawing is 'on the move', see Figure 6. With electronic transmittal of draw
ings you can sent drawings directly to the person who checks them and hence avoid unnecessary 
(administrative) steps, see Figure 5. How long it takes to sent a drawing to the customer depends 
whether the drawing is sent directly to the customer or in a batch, meaning that drawings are sent 
once a day. 
The file-format can be a problem if you want to send electronic drawings to a customer, i.e. each 
customer should be able to read your files. However, the ISO standards institute is developing a 
standard format for drawings and other data and it is called: STEP. They develop such a standard 
for every branch of industry and the intention is that everybody exchanges data in this format in 
the future. Therefore it is very important to keep this in mind, if it is decided to send electronic 
drawings to the custorper, and to accomplish STEP compliancy for the future, because large 
companies such as: Shell and Exxon already demand drawings/data in STEP-file format. 
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1.1.3 Re-usability of designs 

Re-usability of designs contributes to a reduction in the total engineering lead-time. Re-use 
avoids re-inventing the wheel and hence saves unnecessary engineering-time. In the current 
situation it is hard to find a similar design therefore it takes less time to start from scratch than to 
search for a similar design and adapt it. 
Talking about re-use of designs one should distinguish two kind of designs: Assembly drawings 
and Detail drawings, because in order to improve the re-use of these designs both require an
other approach. 

Assembly drawings 
The datasheet or the title-block 
of the drawing (it is the same) 
contains information about the 
design. It contains information 
about the seal type, seal size, 
material, operating window, 
stuffingbox, pump type etc. This 
information can be used to find a 
similar design or in this particu
lar case a similar assembly 
drawing. Therefore all datasheets 
(30.000 until now) have been 
entered into a database called the 
Seal Reference System. For two 
reasons similar assembly draw
ings are hard to find: 

Business Processes 

1. The Seal Reference System is Figure 7 - Showing missing link in 'Complete Information Architec
ture'-matrix not easy accessible, i.e. not 

user-friendly; 
2. The outcome of the search query is not specific enough. 

Ad 1) Currently engineers can use a computerized version of the Seal Reference System or a hard 
copy version of the Seal Reference System. However, both are not easy accessible and user un
friendly. The computerized version regards a database on the mainframe that can be accessed by 
a PC in terminal mode. The way a search query is defined is not very easy and this is proven by 
the fact that the computerized version is hardly used. N.B. Not every engineer has got direct 
access to the database because it is not able to serve a large amount of multiple concurrent users. 
The hard copy version regards several print-outs of the database, all printed in a different order 
e.g. by stuffingbox number, by OEM, by seal type etc. This hard copy version is very user un
friendly too, because you have to consult several print outs and only one person at the time can 
consult the print-outs. Moreover, the printouts are not up-to-date due to the low up-date fre
quency. 
It is very important that the Seal Reference System is easy accessible by several engineers at the 
same time (concurrently) through an user friendly interface. Only then it is a powerful tool for re
use of jobs, i.e. assembly drawings. 
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Ad 2) When an engineer consults the Seal Reference System, computer or the print-outs, the 
outcome of the search query is not specific enough. This means that the system returns a list with 
drawing numbers that could be suitable for re-use. In order to find out which drawing is suitable 
for re-use the engineer has to retrieve all the drawings from the archive. If the list is too long it is 
easier and quicker to start from scratch than to use the Seal Reference System. In order to reduce 
the list of 'look-a-like' designs a more powerful search tool is needed to enable the engineers to 
make more specific search queries. A more specific search query could be composed if also bill 
of material data could be included in the search query. In the current situation this is not possible, 
because BM data and datasheet (Orderspecification) data are stored in separate (un-linked) in
formation systems. This is shown in Figure 7 which is part of the 'Complete Information Archi
tecture'-matrix. N.B. The figure shows that PCBM contains order specification- and bill of mate
rial data, however it is not possible to combine the data. 
By combining the datasheet data of the Seal Reference System with the bill of material data in 
the Business System it is possible to search for a certain drive collar that has been used for an 
order with a specific seal size and operating window. 
When it becomes possible to combine datasheet data and bill of material data in one query it is 
expected that it will result in smaller list as the outcome of the search process. Resulting in less 
time spent on selecting a design suitable for re-use. 

Detail drawings 
There is also a need to re-use detail drawings of parts. In the current situation there are two sys
tems that can be used to search for 'look-a-like' detail drawing for re-use: 

Business System (COPICS); 
Engineering Information on Parts (EIP). 

Using the Business System (COPICS) it is only 
possible to use the S-number and the Material 
Code as search criteria. It results in a long list of 
parts that complies with the search criteria and 
hence it takes more time to find a similar part 
then to start drawing from scratch. 
The Engineering Information on Parts, on the 
contrary, is a good example of functionlaty that 
is offered by classification . It contains suffi
cient search criteria to retrieve a part, e.g. seal 
type, seal size, part length, part diameter, etc. 
Still it is not used very frequently because it 
contains only a small percentage of all the parts 
and it is not maintained very well. 

Group 

1---------'-I Characteristic 

CategoryNalue Value 

Item 

Figure 8 - Classification structure 

A good classification of parts can enable the 
engineers to retrieve 'look-a-like' or similar detail parts 4. Figure 8 shows a possible classification 
structure, a Bachman-diagram. The blocks represent entities and the lines between the block are 
relationships (1 to many, i.e. 1:n). For example: Every group consists of one or more sub-groups, 
but a sub-group belongs to only one group. 

4 More about this subject: ' Nomenclature, classification and item numbering' paper by R. W. Helms 
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The figure shows that the range of parts can be split into several groups and every group can have 
several sub-groups. Parts within a sub-group have several characteristics and for each part this 
characteristic can have a specific value. Categories can be defined for each sub-group, a category 
is a set of parts with similar characteristics and a specific ( or range of) value( s ). An unique clas
sification number will be appointed to each category. When every item is matched with a specific 
category the items are classified. If there are enough combinations of characteristics and corre
sponding values each part can be identified (almost) uniquely, i.e. one part per category. 
However, it is very hard to show/quantify the effect of classification because it is dependent on 
the following three conditions: 

A ' good' classification, meaning distinguishing enough diversity; 
Sell seals according to standards; 
Engineer seals according to standards. 

If seals are not sold and engineered according to standards it is very hard to re-use designs, even 
if a good classification is available, because there always will be differences. However, if there is 
no good classification it is impossible to find similar or 'look-a-like' parts, even when parts are 
sold and engineered according to the standards. In other words the first, and the second and the 
third requirement are mutually dependent. 

~: Classification is already identified as an important issue, at this moment Roosendaal and 
Dortmund are working on a classification together in relation to the implementation of the new 
logistic (MRP-based) system: PRMS. The question is whether classification should be supported 
by this new PRMS system or by new system such as a Product Data Management-system. 

1.1.4 One-time-input 

In the lower left quadrant of the 'Complete Information Architecture' -matrix one can detect data 
that is keyed in or stored more than once. That means dataclasses are used in several information
systems. To avoid this re-entering of data one should strive for One-time-input of data but also 
One-time-storage of data. However, the latter will not be discussed here because it does not 
influence the Engineering Lead-time. 
One-time-input will have a small effect on the lead-time because most of it is handled by the 
Administration department parallel with the orderflow. 
However, there are two kinds of data that are keyed in more than once during the orderflow and 
therefore contribute to the lead-time : 
- Orderspecification data, i.e. the data on the MS Datasheet: It is filled on a MS Datasheet by the 

sales-engineer, later the order-engineer enters most of this data into PCBM for the title-block 
of the drawing. The data is keyed in for the third time by someone of the Administration de
partment when she enters it into the Seal Reference System, but this happens simultaneously 
with the orderflow. 

- Bill of Material: It is entered into PCBM, basic seal parts can be generated and adaptive parts 
are keyed in, by the order-engineer. Later on this Bill of Material data is transferred from 
PCBM to the Business System (COPICS) by the Administration department. This means that 
the complete Bill of Material is checked and that the new parts, i.e. adaptive parts, are created 
in the Business System. Parts created for almost every order are: flange and shaft-sleeve, and 
less frequently: bushing, drive collar etceteras. If a small bill of material is involved even the 
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complete bill of material is re-entered into COPICS, because this is quicker than transferring 
the bill of material. That means transferring the bill of material is time consuming due to the 
fact that several programs have to be used in order to be able to transfer the bill of material. 

The engineering lead-time can be improved when: 
- There is no need for engineers to key in the title-block anymore, this can be achieved by an 

Electronic Data Sheet that is filled in by the sales-engineers. The information that is also used 
in the title-block of the drawing should be automatically transferred to the title-block. N.B. If 
there is a change in the data on the datasheet the title-block data should be automatically up
dated, in other words there should be a 'live' link. 
There is no need for involvement of the Administrative group anymore to check bill of materi
als and create new parts. This can be achieved if there is only one Master Bill of Material, _ 
the bill of material in the Business System (COPICS) should be linked (live) to this master bill 
of material. Without this extra step the lead-time will be reduced. N.B. The bill of material on 
the drawing should be linked (live) to the master bill of material. 

1.1.5 Perform tasks concurrently 

Performing task concurrently 
means that tasks are carried 
simultaneously instead of 
sequentially. What is meant by 
performing tasks concurrently 
is reflected by Figure 9. It is 
obviously that this contributes 
to a shorter lead-time. In 
Roosendaal the following task 
can be performed concur-
rently: 
1. Vetting, right now this is 

Sequentially 

Phase 1 Phase 2 

Simultaneously, i.e. Concurrently 

I Phase 1 

Phase2 

Phase 3 

Time---•► 
done sequentially by Job Figure 9 - Difference between sequentially and simultaneously 
Engineering, Quality As-
surance and Pricing, but it could be done concurrently. 

Phase 3 

To enable concurrent vetting all these people should have concurrent access to one and the 
same datasheet. This could be realized with an Electronic Data Sheet (EDS). 

Perhaps there are more tasks that can be performed concurrently, but from vetting the largest gain 
in lead-time reduction can be expected. 
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1.2 Administrative Functions 

Before any improvements in the administrative functions will be discussed, the 'As is' -situation 
will be discussed first. Later on the expected improvements regarding Accessibility of Productin
formation and One-Time-Input will be discussed. 

1.2.1 The 'As Is' situation regarding Administrative Functions 

In the current situation several administrative functions are carried out by the several depart
ments. But far out most administrative functions at Engineering are carried out by the Admini
stration department. In the following section all administrative functions, qualified for improve
ment, will be described. Improvements of accessibility of productinformation and one-time-input 
will be discussed in the next section. 
Administrative functions involve: 
1. Entering datasheet data by Order- and Application Engineering (title-block information into 

PCBM and AQS) and Administration (into Seal Reference System). 
2. Entering of bill of material data by engineers into PCBM. Administration transfers and 

checks this bill of material and creates the new items in the Business System. 
3. Filing (and indexing) of order data, such as drawings (stuffingbox, assembly and detail) on 

paper and microfilm and job-files, into the (various) archives. 
4. Maintaining the paper- and microfilm archives. Currently the archives contain approximately 

35,000 job-files, 7,700 stuffingbox drawings, 85,671 detail drawings and 35,000 assembly 
drawings. 

5. Retrieve, copy and sent detail drawings on request to (mainly) Production. 
6. Retrieve, copy and sent assembly-, detail drawings and bill of material on request to (mainly) 

Sales and Service & Repair. 
7. Sent drawings for approval or final to Customer, Industrial Engineering, Production etc. 

Approximately 32,000 assembly- and detail drawings are involved every year. 
8. Registration of hours by engineers in the Hour Registration System (HRS). 
9. Printing and sending (up-dated) Engineering Manuals to all Engineering-Manual holders 

(approximately 100 for the Eastern Hemisphere). Totally it involves 48,000 pages a year. 
Additionally they print, copy and distribute Technical Bulletins too, and it involves approxi
mately 24,000 pages/year. 

10. Revision of job drawings and of standard- and basic seal parts. 

In the following section will de discussed how the Administrative Functions can be improved by 
an improved accessibility of productinformation and one-time-input. The administrative func
tions that will be involved are mentioned between brackets, e.g. (function 1 ). 

1.2.2 Accessibility of productinformation 

Currently the drawing archives all over the world are not easy accessible, therefore copies of 
drawings are sent all over the world. Resulting in a lot of duplicate archives at local sales- and 
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support offices (see Figure 10). Despite all the efforts they will be inconsistent what can result in 
errors ( e.g. scrap in production\ 
By making the drawings electronically available and store 
them only once you save a lot of time and money, because 
there is no need to keep duplicate archives anymore and 
therefore duplicate efforts for maintenance will be elimi
nated (function 4). That means that everybody will have 
immediate viewing ( and editing) access to the drawings and 
will be sure that he has the latest revision. If everybody is 
enabled to make their own prints too, there is no need to 
request the Administrative group for copies of drawings 
anymore. This saves cost for retrieving and distributing the 
requested drawings (function 5 & 6). An extra advantage is 
the fact that you have immediate access and do not have to 

Figure 10 - Duplicate archives on a 
wait till the drawings is received by mail. global scale 

Another advantage of an electronic archive is that less time 
can be spent on filing, indexing and maintaining (function 3 & 4), because it can be done auto
matically. 

The issue of sending drawings for approval (function 7) is already mentioned in relation to reduc
ing the engineering lead-time. Except for reducing the engineering lead-time electronic transmit
tal reduces the effort for administrative activities too. In the current situation the drawing is plot
ted, copied and sent to the customer, sales, managers, industrial engineering etc. With electronic 
transmittal this is not necessary anymore, because the digital copy is directly sent to all persons 
involved (saving 21.000 copies a year). Except for the customer they will still receive a hard copy 
by mail, because most of the customer still demands a hard copy of the drawing. 

In the current situation a lot of effort is put in making the Engineering Manual as easy accessible 
as possible. This is done by sending a number of employees a paper copy of the Engineering 
Manual (function 9). However, there are a lot of changes in the Engineering Manual so a lot of 
time is spent on printing, copying and sending up-dates to all manual holders. Besides that every 
manual holder spends time on up-dating its personal manual. A lot of time and money can be 
saved by making the Engineering Manual electronically available. Only the original needs to be 
up-dated, meaning that only 1 persons up-dates the manual instead of 100. Consequently this up
dated electronic Engineering Manual can be distributed electronically to all manual-holders or 
they will all have access to the central original, hence saving a lot of distributing cost. This also 
applies to: Technical Bulletins, S-Number lists Material Code lists, Service Reports, Returned 
Seal Reports and Test Reports. They are all distributed according some kind of distribution listto 
keep people informed. 

1.2.3 One-time-input 

As mentioned before there are two main sources of double input (function 1 & 2): 

5 Hard to quantify and to proof because people will not admit their mistakes. 
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- Orderspecification data, i.e. the data on the MS Datasheet: It is filled on a MS Datasheet by the 
sales-engineer, later the order-engineer enters most of this data into PCBM for the title-block 
of the drawing. The data is keyed in for the third time by someone of the Administration de
partment when she enters it into the Seal Reference System, but this happens simultaneously 
with the orderflow. 

- Bill of Material: It is entered into PCBM, basic seal parts can be generated and adaptive parts 
are keyed in, by the order-engineer. Later on this Bill of Material data is transferred from 
PCBM to the Business System (COPICS) by the Administration department. This means that 
the complete Bill of Material is checked and that the new parts, i.e. adaptive parts, are created 
in the Business System. Parts created for almost every order are: flange and shaft-sleeve, and 
less frequently: bushing, drive collar etceteras. 

Orderspecification data or in other words the MS Datasheet should be available electronically. It 
starts with the Sales-Engineer they should fill in such a Electronic Data Sheet (EDS). The con
tents of this electronic datasheet should be transferred (partly) to the title-block of the assembly 
drawing and the Seal Reference System. This saves time and hence money because there is no 
need for duplicate input anymore. Another advantage is that a database of all Electronic Data 
Sheets can be used to retrieve drawings and job-files (instead of a print-out of the Seal Reference 
System that is currently used). 
The source of 'double input' for bill of material data is the fact that it is created by one system 
(PCBM) and used and maintained by another system (COPICS). It has advantages if only one 
master bill of material is used, it has the advantage that it is created only once and easier to 
maintain. In the current situation only the order related bills of material are stored in the system. 
Storing the bill of materials of all possible variants too enables the engineers to see which parts 
are exchangeable (Where used ?). This also helps the Standards department in defining the im
pact of a change in (basic) seal parts. 
Another source of data input involves planning- and control data, such as the hours registration 
(function 8). With Work Flow Management it should be possible to eliminate the need to key in 
such data (zero-time-input). Because with Work Flow Management (WFM) it is possible to 
specify certain activities, such as: vetting, make approval drawing etc. By automatically register
ing the starting- and ending times of a defined activity, it is possible to calculate the time spent on 
an order. 
Other advantages of Work Flow Management are: 

Automatically archive drawings as soon as a pre-defined activity ends, for instance at the end 
of the activity 'make Approval drawing+ IIS'; 
Automatically distribute documents as soon as a pre-defined activity ends; 
Automatic order flow control, because the system knows exactly where an orders is being 
processed, i.e. the status (approval, re-approval, final, re-final), and by whom it is processed 
(currently both kinds of data are keyed in manually). 

Storing drawings in multiple locations can be entitled as multiple data input as well. Currently 
assembly drawings are stored four times (just in Roosendaal): 
l. In a file-cabinet by order number; 
2. In a file-cabinet by drawing number; 
3. In the 'Kluis' in the job-file by order number; 
4. Digital copy at the main-frame by order number. 
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Detail drawings are even stored eight times Gust in Roosendaal): 
1. One microfilm copy in the Printroom by drawing number; 
2. One microfilm copy at Order Engineering by drawing number; 
3. One microfilm copy at Quality Control by drawing number; 
4. One microfilm copy at the bank for safety purposes; 
5. Transparent of microfilm copy in a file-cabinet by drawing number; 
6. A folder with paper copies all adaptive parts (e.g. sleeves and flanges); 
7. Standard parts in the (paper) Standards Archive per seal type and -size; 
8. Digital copy at the mainframe by drawing number. 
N.B. not all archives are complete duplicates 

Drawings can be stored only once when a electronic vault (in Dutch: 'kluis') is used. It offers the 
possibility to retrieve a drawing by order number, drawing number or anything else. This saves 
time and money because it is not necessary to keep and maintain duplicate archives in Roosen
daal anymore, but it is also easier and quicker to retrieve drawings. 
By defining a 'Document Structure' it is possible to link documents that belong to the same order 
like a job-file that contains an assembly drawing (preliminary and final), a MS Datasheet and 
other order information. With such an Electronic Job File you have immediate access to all job 
related information . It is also possible to link all the detail drawings to an assembly drawing 
(using the product structure), meaning that you have direct access to the detail drawings that 
belong to an assembly drawing without knowing the corresponding drawing numbers. 

Administrative function number 10 has not been discussed so far, but there is a direct link with 
on-time-input if there is a change (revision) in the data on the drawing and not in the drawing 
itself. It involves changes in the title-block data or changes in bill of material data. If the Elec
tronic Data Sheet and the master bill of material with (live) links to the drawing are realized the 
drawings can be easily revised by only changing the master bill of material and the Electronic 
Data sheet. Due to the (live) link all the involved drawings are up-dated automatically. There is 
no need anymore to retrieve the hard copy originals from the archive, to adapt it and file it back 
into the archive. It is especially a big advantage in the following example: 
Due to a change in the standards a specific face will be made out of another material than in the 
past. This means that the material code for this face changes as well as the material description. 
Consequently all the assembly drawings with this part on the bill of material should be up-dated. 
This means that all the drawings should be re-printed, the old drawings should be removed and 
the new drawings should be filed into the archive. In the new situation you only need to indicate 
that this material code is replaced by another using a void procedure for the bill of material. Due 
to the live link all the drawings in the electronic archive are automatically up-dated. 

1.3 Sa/es/Customer Responsiveness 

Before any improvements in the sales/customer responsiveness will be discussed, the 'As is' -
situation will be discussed first. Sales-engineers make proposals to solve sealing problems of the 
customer, this proposal is based mainly on the fluid being sealed, the operating conditions (e.g. 
pressure and temperature) and dimensional parameters, because the seal should fit in the stuff
ing box of the pump. Currently all the proposals (for new units) are checked by Engineering to see 
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if the right seal has been selected and whether it fits into the stuffingbox. Because from experi
ence it is known that sales-engineers make mistakes during the technical seal selection6

. 

In order to make a good selection they need technical information about the seals they sell. This 
information should be provided to Sales by Engineering. Main source for this information is the 
Engineering Manual, which is sent to sales-engineers too. However a sales-engineer needs only 
some of the information in this manual and therefore creates its own personal 'product catalog' 
containing Seal Application Guides, Product Data Sheet, Engineering Manual pages etceteras. 
But there is no proper authority that keeps this personal product catalogs up-to-date. 
Due to this poor provision of technical information it results in the problem that sales-engineers 
are not able to make a good seal selection right the first time. Therefore every order is checked 
before the order is accepted, which means that the customer has to wait. The time that expires 
from the moment that the customer does the enquiry till the moment that the proposal of the 
sales-engineer is approved, is a 'measure' for the sales/customer responsiveness. 

1.3.1 Accessibility of productinformation 

By making information about fluids, operating conditions and dimensional parameters, called 
design related producinformation before, better accessible the sales/customer responsiveness is 
improved. That means that less time is spent on making a technical seal selection and that the 
quality (less mistakes) of the technical seal selection increases. 
There are two alternatives to improve the accessibility for this productinformation: 
1. Make this knowledge, currently mainly available as a hard copy, electronically available. For 

instance on a CD-ROM or in a network. 
2. Develop a 'Product Configurator' 7,an expert-system, that helps the sales-engineer in making 

technical seal selections. Than there is no need for them to browse through manuals anymore. 
In other words they have 'the engineering knowledge under their fingertips'. 

The second solution is the most powerful one, but also the most expensive. In general Product 
Data Management- or Document Management systems are not equipped for such applications. 
They only are able to store and retrieve information and with such an expert-system it is also 
possible to interpret the information that is stored. 

1.3.2 Other solutions 

These solutions, to improve the seal selections, have nothing to do with accessibility of product
information. And it is a result of all kinds of interviews that have been carried out. It involves the 
following two solutions: 

1. Extensive training for sales-engineers in making seal-selections. For instance: product training 
or seal calculations (to judge whether a selected seal fits into the stuffingbox). 

2. Increase the influence in their (personal) 'product catalog', because this is what they use in 
making seal selections. However, they should use the Engineering Manual because this is the 

6 According to information of the Job Engineering manager almost 10% of the 'new unit' orders is erroneously due 
to an incorrect technical seal selection. 
7 See also the paper 'OM, EDM, PDM: What's in name!' by R.W. Helms (included in the Appendix). 
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only document that contains up-to-date information about seals. The problem is that the Engi
neering Manual contains a lot of information that is not of interest for the sales-engineers. 

1.4 Overview of proposed changes and System Functionality 

In the preceding sections changes in the 'As Is' -situation have been proposed in words. This 
section will give an overview of these proposed changes. This summary of proposed changes can 
be regarded as the functionality that is required from the new information system. 

Proposed changes or System Functionality: 
Immediate viewing (and editing) access to all up-to-date assembly-, detail- and stuffingbox 
drawings from your own workplace8

. Realized by an electronic archive (or vault) that con
tains these drawings. 
Remote printing facilities for printing drawings. Enable the users to search for drawings, 
view drawings and print drawings on demand. A voiding printing and copying in Roosendaal 
and the related distribution of prints. 
Immediate viewing (and editing) access to up-to-date design related information from your 
own workplace (see Footnote 8). It involves information about design issues, stored in docu
ments such as: Eng. Manual, Technical Bulletin, Service Reports, Test Reports, Returned 
Seal Reports, (XX) Material Code List, S-Number List and Material selection Guide. In other 
words an improved EIS. 
Immediate access to all job related information using document structures (relation between 
documents), i.e. electronic job-files. Among this information is the bill of material(= product 
structure) that provides direct access to the related detail drawings (latest revision). To enable 
this functionality the bill of material (the relation between the individual parts) should be 
available from the PDM-system. N.B. There should be one original/master. Engineering 
should create the bill of material directly in the PDM-system, not using PCBM, moreover this 
bill of material should be directly printed on the drawing avoiding re-keying of data. 
One-time-input of order data: Electronic Data Sheet (EDS), this should involve the Mechani
cal Seal Data Sheet as well as the Enquiry Data Sheet. Sales creates and enters information 
into the EDS, Engineering completes the EDS and as soon the job is completed it is automati
cally stored in the Seal Reference System (SRS). However, this SRS should be quicker and 
easier to use (i.e. user-friendly). Part of the information on this EDS should be placed in the 
title-block of the drawing to avoid duplication of this data in PCBM. 
Create one master bill of material hence without interference of the Administrative Group. 
Currently the bill of material is created by Engineering in PCBM. This bill of material (BM) 
is transferred to COPICS by Administration. Each BM requires checking (is the computerized 
BM the same as the one on the drawing) and each new engineered part has to be created in 
the item database (used by COPICS). In case a small BM is involved Administration does not 
transfer the BM automatically but keys it in the complete BM because it takes less time than 
transferring. Moreover this BM should be directly placed on the drawing, avoiding re-keying 
of BM data. 
Tool to re-use job drawings, i.e. use Seal Reference System data but w~th a new user
interface making data easier (more user-friendly) accessible. This tool is more powerful if 

8 Only those workplaces should have access where it is beneficial to have access to this information. 
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data sheet data could be combined with bill of material data, because then it possible to spec
ify a more detailed search criteria. N.B. Classification should be realized first to have effec
tive search criteria for the parts in the bill of material. Because the search criteria description 
and material code (currently available) still produce a large list that match with these crite
ria's. 
Tool to re-use detail designs: Classification of parts. Such as: standard-, basic- and engi
neered parts. Currently only a limited amount of parts is classified, by seal type/size/inside 
diameter etc., in EIP. Other parts are classified by material code and description (s-number) 
only, this makes it very difficult to retrieve a drawing that is suitable for re-use, because the 
material code and the description are ineffective search criteria. 
Status control of electronic documents in process, e.g. approval, re-approval, final and re
final status of an assembly drawing. 
Revision control ofjob drawings. 
Revision control of standard- and basic seal parts, e.g. support ECR, ECO and ECN process. 
One time storage of data, in other words no duplication of hard copy archives and the related 
maintenance efforts. No duplication of documents and their related, time consuming, distri
bution and personal archiving efforts. 
Concurrent vetting by Job Engineering, Quality Assurance and Pricing, meaning parallel 
process steps instead of serial process steps. Vetting is done with just the data sheet and no 
additional documents. Currently other documents, which contain specifications, accompany 
the data sheet. This additional information should be available in electronic format (scanning) 
if the data sheet does not cover all the information. 
Electronic transmittal of drawings to customers, e.g. approval drawings are sent electroni
cally to the customer who makes remarks using mark-up and red-line software. Afterwards 
the customer sends the unchan~ed approval drawing plus annotation (= red-line) file back to 
BW Seals electronically. 
Keep STEP compliance file formats in mind during selection of the PDM-vendor and the 
software. If it becomes available it is a powerful format to exchange drawings and other in
formation with customers or other parties outside BW/IP Seal Division. 

- Automatically route the job-file through the required process steps, e.g. order-entry, vetting, 
planning engineering, enter order lines, hour registration of jobs and engineers etc. And 
automatic storage of electronic documents as soon a process step ends. In other words: Work 
Flow Management (WFM) to speed up the order flow by reducing batch waiting times and 
enable overlap of process steps, e.g. with mark-up and red-lining checking can start before a 
drawing is finished. 

- Sales Support System to assist sales engineers in making technical seal proposals and to 
determine the product structure of the proposed seals, i.e. a Product Configurator. N.B. 
PCBM is able to generate a product structure based on parameters and therefore basically a 
Product Configurator. 

'Logical' requirements: 
Concurrent access to information/electronic documents, i.e. several people can view a draw
ing at the same time, however only one person can edit a document at the time. 

- Authorization to view or edit electronic documents, i.e. who has access to an electronic 
document and who has not ! 
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Take into account that it should be implemented on a global scale and that it should interface 
with the current CAD-system and PRMS-system, which are the most important informationsys
tems in use. 
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Appendix P - Details on System Architecture 

1. Desirable system functions for PCM/Document Control and limited 
system functions to make a first start with PCM/Document Control 

From the 'New Information Architecture' and new 'System Architecture', as presented during the 
last PDM-meeting of May 23 1996, following system functions can be derived. 
First the 'Complete desirable (PDM) System Functions for the future' will be presented. However, 
it is not wise to implement all the system functions at the same time. Therefore a limited number of 
seats and system functions have been selected to make a first start with PDM/Document Control 1. 

For this first start a cost/benefit analysis will be prepared (not included in this memo). 
These limited number of seats and system functions to make a first start, with PDM/Document 
Control, will be presented secondly. 

The second section of this document provides a thorough description of the System Architecture 
that should support this functionality. It starts with a description of the 'As Is'-situation that will be 
translated into the 'To Be' -situation that supports the System Functionality that is described in the 
following sections. 

1. 1 Complete desirable (PDM) System Functions for the future 

1. Immediate viewing (and editing) access to all up-to-date assembly-, detail- and stuffing box 
drawings from individual workplaces2. Realized by an electronic archive (or vault) that 
contains these drawings. Good searching tools should be available to find this structured 
information. 

2. Remote printing facilities for printing drawings. Enable the users to search for drawings, view 
drawings and print drawings on demand. A voiding printing and copying in Roosendaal and the 
related distribution of prints. 

3. Immediate viewing (and editing) access to up-to-date design related information from 
individual workplaces (see Footnote 2). It involves information about design issues, stored in 
documents such as: Eng. Manual, Technical Bulletin, Service Reports, Test Reports, Returned 
Seal Reports, (XX) Material Code List, S-Number List and Material selection Guide. In other 
words an improved EIS. Good searching tools should be available to find unstructured 
information should be available, e.g. Full Text Retrieval. 

4. One-time-input of order data: Electronic Data Sheet (EDS), this should involve the Mechanical 
Seal Data Sheet as well as the Inquiry Data Sheet. Sales creates and enters information into the 
EDS, Engineering completes the EDS and as soon the job is completed it is automatically 
stored in the Seal Reference System (SRS), which is a searching tool for structured information 
(i.e. datasheet). However, this SRS should be quicker and easier to use (i.e. user-friendly). Part 
of the information on this EDS should be placed in the title-block of the drawing to avoid 
duplication of this data in PCBM. 

1 PDM is the name used by Roosendaal (NL) and Document Control is the name used by Temecula (California, USA). 
2 Only those workplaces should have access where it is beneficial to have access to this infonnation. 
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5. Create one master bill of material hence without involvement of the Administrative Group. 
Currently the bill of material is created by Engineering in PCBM. This bill of material (BM) is 
transferred to COPICS/PRMS by Administration. Each BM requires checking (is the 
computerized BM the same as the one on the drawing) and each new engineered part has to be 
created in the item database (used by COPICS/PRMS). In case a small BM is involved 
Administration does not transfer the BM automatically but keys it in the complete BM because 
it takes less time than transferring. Moreover this BM should be directly placed on the drawing, 
avoiding re-keying of BM data. 

· 6. Tool to re-use job drawings, i.e. use Seal Reference System data but with a new user-interface 
making data easier (more user-friendly) accessible. This tool is more powerful if data sheet data 
could be combined with bill of material data, because then it possible to specify a more detailed 
search criteria. N.B. Classification should be realized first to have effective search criteria for 
the parts in the bill of material. Because the search criteria description and material code 
(currently available) still produce a large list that match with these criteria's. 

7. Status control of electronic documents in process, e.g. approval, re-approval, final and re-final 
status of an assembly drawing. 

8. Revision control ofjob drawings. 
9. One time storage of data, in other words no duplication of hard copy archives and the related 

maintenance efforts. No duplication of documents and their related, time consuming, 
distribution and personal archiving efforts. 

10. Concurrent vetting by Order Engineering, Quality Assurance and Pricing, meaning parallel 
process steps instead of serial process steps. Vetting is done with just the data sheet and no 
additional documents. Currently other documents, which contain specifications, accompany the 
data sheet. This additional information should be available in electronic format (scanning) if the 
data sheet does not cover all the information. 

11. Immediate access to all job related information using document structures (relation between 
documents), i.e. electronic job-files. Among this information is the bill of material (= product 
structure) that provides direct access to the related detail drawings (latest revision). To enable 
this functionality the bill of material (the relation between the individual parts) should be 
available from the PDM-system. N.B. There should be one original/master. Engineering should 
create the bill of material directly in the PDM-system, not using PCBM, moreover this bill of 
material should be directly printed on the drawing avoiding re-keying of data. 

12. Tool to re-use detail designs: Classification of parts. Such as: standard-, basic- and engineered 
parts. Currently only a limited amount of parts is classified, by seal type/size/inside diameter 
etc., in EIP. Other parts are classified by material code and description (s-number) only, this 
makes it very difficult to retrieve a drawing that is suitable for re-use, because the material code 
and the description are ineffective search criteria. 

13. Revision control of standard- and basic seal parts, e.g. support ECR, ECO and ECN process. 
14. Electronic transmittal of drawings to customers, e.g. approval drawings are sent electronically 

to the customer who makes remarks using mark-up and red-line software. Afterwards the 
customer sends the unchan~ed approval drawing plus annotation (= red-line) file back to BW 
Seals electronically. 
Keep STEP compliance file formats in mind during selection of the PDM-vendor and the 
software. If it becomes available it is a powerful format to exchange drawings and other 
information with customers or other parties outside BW/IP Seal Division. 

15. Automatically route the job-file through the required process steps, e.g. order-entry, vetting, 
planning engineering, enter order lines, hour registration of jobs and engineers etc. And 
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automatic storage of electronic documents as soon a process step ends. In other words: Work 
Flow Management (WFM) to speed up the order flow by reducing batch waiting times and 
enable overlap of process steps, e.g. with mark-up and red-lining checking can start before a 
drawing is finished. 

16. Sales Support System to assist sales engineers in making technical seal proposals and to 
determine the product structure of the proposed seals, i.e. a Product Configurator. N.B. PCBM 
is able to generate a product structure based on parameters and therefore basically a Product 
Configurator. 

' Logical' requirements: 
Concurrent access to information/electronic documents, i.e. several people can view a drawing 
at the same time, however only one person can edit a document at the time. 

- Authorization to view or edit electronic documents, i.e. who has access to an electronic 
document and who has not ! 

Job drawings= Assembly- and detail drawings 

1.2 A first start for PDM/Document Control 

It is proposed here that Roosendaal, Dortmund and Manchester will be involved in a first start 
comprising a total of 22 seats: 
- BW Seals - Laan v. Brabant (Rsd): 
- BW Seals - Borchwerf (Rsd) : 

- BW Seals - Manchester: 
- Pacific Wietz - Dortmund: 

1 seats for Inside sales; 
5 seats at Order Engineering for order engineers; 
2 seats at Order Engineering for vetting coordinators; 
2 seats at Application Engineering (regarding seals); 
1 seat at Local Engineering for coordinator; 
1 seat at Service; 
1 seat at OMC (Logistics); 
1 seat at CAD-support; 
1 seat at Administration; 
1 seat at the Support center; 
4 seats at Application Engineering; 
1 seat M.I.S.; 
1 seat at Inside Sales. 

N.B. There are also seats that are not involved but affected as well, e.g. Administration. 

Limited System Functionality to make a first start: 
I. Immediate viewing (and editing) access to all up-to-date assembly- and detail drawings from 

individual workplaces. Realized by an electronic archive ( or vault) that contains all the CAD
drawings (assembly and detail). It should be determined whether only CAD-drawings are 
sufficient or that scanning of drawings is required. Good searching tools should be available to 
find this structured information. 

2. Remote printing facilities for printing assembly- and detail drawings. Enable the seats to search 
for drawings, view drawings and print drawings on demand. A voiding printing and copying in 
Roosendaal and the related distribution of prints. 
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3. Immediate viewing (and editing) access to up-to-date design related information from the seats. 
It involves information about design issues, stored in documents such as: Technical Bulletin, 
Service Reports, Test Reports, Returned Seal Reports, (XX) Material Code List, S-Number List 
and Material selection Guide. In other words an improved EIS. N.B. not the Engineering 
Manual yet. Good searching tools should be available to find unstructured information should 
be available, e.g. Full Text Retrieval. 

4. One-time-input of order data: Electronic Data Sheet (EDS), this should involve the Mechanical 
Seal Data Sheet as well as the Inquiry Data Sheet. Sales creates and enters information into the 
EDS, Engineering completes the EDS and as soon the job is completed the data is 
automatically stored in the Seal Reference System (SRS), which is a searching tool for 
structured information. However, this SRS should be quicker and easier to use (i.e. user
friendly). Part of the information on this EDS should be placed in the title-block of the drawing 
to avoid re-keying of this data in PCBM. 

5. Create one master bill of material hence without involvement of the Administrative Group. 
Currently the bill of material is created by Engineering in PCBM. This bill of material (BM) is 
transferred to COPICS/PRMS by Administration. Each BM requires checking (is the 
computerized BM the same as the one on the drawing) and each new engineered part has to be 
created in the item database (used by COPICS/PRMS). In case a small BM is involved 
Administration does not transfer the BM automatically but keys it in the complete BM because 
it takes less time than transferring. Moreover this BM should be directly placed on the drawing, 
avoiding re-keying of BM data. 

6. Tool to re-use job drawings, i.e. use Seal Reference System data with a new user-interface 
making data easier (more user-friendly) accessible. 

7. Revision control ofjob drawings. 
8. Status control of electronic documents in process, e.g. approval, re-approval, final and re-final 

status of an assembly drawing. 
9. One time storage of data (involved in this first start3), in other words no duplication of hard 

copy archives and the related maintenance efforts. No duplication of documents and their 
related, time consuming, distribution and personal archiving efforts. 

10. Concurrent vetting by Order Engineering, Quality Assurance and Pricing, meaning parallel 
process steps instead of serial process steps. Vetting is done with just the data sheet and no 
additional documents. Currently other documents, which contain specifications, accompany the 
data sheet. This additional information should be available in electronic format (scanning) if the 
data sheet does not cover all the information. 

' Logical' requirements: 
Concurrent access to information/electronic documents, i.e. several people can view a drawing 
at the same time, however only one person can edit a document at the time. 

- Authorization to view or edit electronic documents, i.e. who has access to an electronic 
document and who has not ! 

Evaluate with vendor and M.I.S. this first start re~ardin2 feasibility and the required investment. 
Remko Helms, will provide fi2ures that express the benefits (tan2ible and intan2ible). 

3 Involved data: Assembly drawings, detail drawings, MS- and Enquiry Data Sheet, Technical Bulletin, Service 
Reports, Test Reports, Returned Seal Reports, (XX) Material Code List, S-Number List and Material selection Guide. 
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Statements: 
- As soon an order goes for approval or final the corresponding drawing, A4/ .. ./Al format, is sent 

to several parties. In case drawings are electronically available and remote printing is possible 
no one will receive a hard copy anymore except for the customer (for the time being). This 
results in a reduction of21.000 (=1500 orders x 14 copies) copies that require distribution. 

- Real benefits will be obtained if hard copy archives (microfilm and transparent) are eliminated. 
N.B. Current hard copy archives remain but in the future only digital copies will be stored. 

- The amount of drawings that will be available for immediate access are the available ( existing) 
CAD-files. When is there a need to scan old drawings for viewing? 
It is expressed that there is a total amount of 110.000 detail and assembly drawings and there 
are approximately 10.000 CAD-files (electronic drawings)!! 

Remark: 
Some people think that I try to reduce the amount of paper that is produced. It is expressed that 
benefits are expected from REDUCED handling-, filing-, distribution- and searching TIME related 
to this amount of paper. This outweighs any reduction in paper cost. 
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2. Introduction to detailed description 

This section describes in detail the required system functionality that is expected from a PDM
system by BW Seals Eastern Hemisphere. The System Functionality, presented during the PDM
meeting of June 17, 1996, in Roosendaal, gives a good overview of the functionality (desired and 
first step). However, the description is not precise enough to serve as a design specification for a 
PDM-system. In case the 'scope of work' is not specified exactly it will result in a very expensive 
system. Therefore it should be specified in detail in order to come to a more precise 'scope of 
work' that will help in defining the cost too (e.g. cost of hardware, software, training, testing, 
development effort). 

BW Seals Eastern Hemisphere expects that a PDM-system improves: Accessibility of product 
information (drawings, BM, datasheet, test reports, item-info etc.), Re-usability of designs, One
time-input. This should lead to an improvement in the Engineering Lead-time, Administrative 
Functions and the Sales/Customer Responsiveness. 
During the presentation of May 23, 1996, in Roosendaal a 'System Architecture' ('To Be' -
situation) has been proposed that will enable the proposed System Functions. Part of this system 
architecture is a PDM-system and its main function is to integrate the currently available 
information systems 4, analogue systems (hard copy archives) as well as digital information 
systems. In other words the currently available information systems are prototypes representing 
(most of) the functionality that is required from a PDM-system. Integration of analogue 
information and digital systems is important and will enable engineers to search and find drawings 
and to view ( or edit) them directly on their screen. 

In the following sections the system architecture for the 'As Is' -situation will be described first. 
The focus will be on the functionality that is offered by these information systems, because the 
PDM-system should at least offer this functionality. After that the system architecture for the 'To 
Be' -situation will be described, focusing on the integration of the information systems and the 
functionality that will be offered by the PDM-system and which not. 

4 According to the definition an information system consists of: hardware, software, people, procedures and data 
collections. The hardware works according to the software and the people work according to the procedures, in this 
way they have access to the data collections. It is expressed that an information system is not necessarily a digital 
system, it includes paper based (analogue) systems as well. 
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3. System architecture and functionality for the 'As ls'-situation 

This section describes the information systems that are currently in use at BW Seals Roosendaal. 

3.1 'As ls'-situation regarding Archives and Technical Documents (analogue) 

The 'As Is' situation is displayed in Figure I, it shows all the current analogue information systems 
in use by BW Seals Roosendaal (focus at Engineering). It shows archives (represented as icons), 
such as the 'Kluis', and technical documents, such as the 'Technical Bulletin'. The dataclasses 
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Figure 1 - 'As ls'-situation regarding Archives and Technical Documents 

'S- number 11,r 

- S-number 

stored in the archives and technical documents ( or have a strong impact on the contents, such as an 
Engineering Change) are displayed underneath the archives and technical documents. 
The contents5 of these information systems (archives and technical documents) involves: 
Archives: 
Standards Archive: The standards department keeps its own hard copy drawing (A4) archive of 
mainly basic seal parts and standard parts. These parts are filed by seal type, S-number (a category 
of parts) and seal size. The number of drawings in this archive is unknown. 
File Cabinets: Order Engineering stores transparents (original hard copies) of assembly- and detail 
drawings (A2/ A3 format). The assembly drawings are stored by job number and the detail 

5 For these infonnation systems the word: Functionality, is not applicable, because it is regards infonnation on paper. 
There is not such functionality as a digital infonnation system , therefore the word: Contents, because it better 
expresses what is meant. 
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drawings are stored by drawing number. Job Engineers also keep a file of assembly drawings (A4 
format plain paper) stored by assembly number. 
Application Engineering makes sketches of assembly drawings which are stored on transparents/ 
plain paper copies and filed by year and sketch number. Systems makes drawings of systems ( e.g. 
for cooling of a seal), these drawings (transparent) are filed by job number. 
Right now there are approximately 35.000 assembly drawings6 stored by job-number and 1.500 
have been added last year. And there are approximately 80.000 detail drawings and 4.500 new 
detail drawings have been added last year. 
Microfilm Archive: All detail drawings are microfilmed and stored by drawing number. There are 
four copies of the microfilm archive: in the Printroom, at Order Engineering, at Quality Control/
Assurance and on at the bank (for safety). Right now the microfilm archive contains approximately 
80.000 microfilms and 4.5007 have been added last year. 

A drawing contains the following information: 
Assembly drawin~ (see Figure 2): 
- the drawing itself displaying dimensional data; 
- information about the creator, date, the checker etc.; 
- title-block containing MS Datasheet information; 
- bill of material information (parts list). 

The first two are related to the drawing and hence the 
assembly number, the last two are related to the job ( client 
dependent) and hence to the job number. N.B. A job as well 
as an assembly drawing can have a revision number. 

Detail drawin~: 
- drawing itself displaying dimensional data; 

Drawing 

BM 

I 

' - - _I _'-._•_- _ •- .... 

--- - ------- 1 

Creator/date etc. 1 Title-block 

Figure 2 - Assembly drawing 

- information about the creator, date, the checker, part type etc. 

N.B. Of all drawings (paper or digital) only the latest revision is stored, because only this drawing 
is of interest. 

Stuffing box (database): A stuffing box is that part of the pump in which the mechanical seal 
should fit. These stuffing box drawings are provided in paper format by the customer and filed at 
Order Engineering by pump supplier (OEM) and drawing number. There is also a database in 
which the most frequently used (80%-20% rule) stuffing box dimensions (N.B. There is a reference 
to the drawings in the archive). The database contains fields, such as: OEM, stuffing box number, 
revision, several diameters, info about bolts etc. In the future this database should be used by 
LogoCad and managed by the PDM-system. By keying in or selecting the stuffing box number 
LogoCad should be able to draw the stuffing box on the screen (in LogoCad) by using the 
dimensional data in this database. Right now the paper stuffing box archive contains 7. 700 
drawings and 300 have been added last year. The database contains the dimensional data of the 

6 There are 35.000 assembly drawings stored by job number, but counting the assembly numbers it results in 10.000 
assembly drawings indicating that an assembly is re-used 3 ½ times on average (with adaptations) ! ! ! 
7 Last year there were 1.500 orders and per order there is one assembly drawing and an average of 3 detail drawing 
resulting in 4.500 detail drawing that have been added last year. 
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four hundred most frequently used drawings (N .B. It represents 5% of the of the available stuffing 
box drawings). However, this is not used by LogoCad yet. 
'Kluis': Job files are stored in this archive by job number. A job file contains at least: an Order 
Confirmation sheet, a MS Datasheet, a Final assembly drawing, a Final BM and an Instruction and 
Installation Sheet. N.B. Most of the time it also contains an Approval assembly drawing and an 
Approval BM. All kinds of documents, related to a specific job, can be added to this job file for 
instance: revisions (of drawings) or Returned Seal Reports (from Customer Support). Right now 
the 'Kluis' contains approximately 35.000 job files and hence 35.000 assembly drawings and 1.500 
have been added last year. 

Technical Documents: 
MS Datasheet/lnquiry Datasheet: This datasheet (paper) is filled in by the sales-engineers during 
the quotation stage. It is a structured sheet, a table (see 
Figure 3), and every cell contains specific information, 
such as: job number, customer no., rpm of pump, pump 
type & size, selected seal type & size, suction pressure, 
order number and so on. On basis of this datasheet sales
engineers make a technical seal selection. This sheet is 

Order no. 
Customer 
Ultimate user 
Pump type 
OEM pump 
Rpm 
.. 
.. 

Customer no. 
Seal type 
Seal size 
Material code 
Viscosity 
Temperature 
.. 
.. 

sent to Order Engineering who check the information and Figure 3 - 'Look-a-like' of a datasheet 

perhaps propose a change. Part of this information on the 
datasheet is re-entered and displayed in the title-block of the drawing. Finally the datasheet is 
stored in the job file (the 'Kluis') and in a database (Seal Reference System) by re-entering the data 
and adding design data: for instance the sleeve type. 
(Global) Engineering Manual: Manual, disrtibuted in paper but composed digitally, that contains 
engineering knowledge regarding the preferable configuration of parts, operating window, 
application, options, materials, benefits, features etc. Seals should be designed according to the 
instructions in the Engineering Manual. Almost every month the Engineering Manual holders 
(mentioned on a distribution list) receive an up-date from the Standards department in Roosendaal. 
It is the reference manual for designing seals and making technical seal selections. However, for 
making technical seal selections they do not need all the information that is available in the 
manual. Therefore the sales-engineers compose their own product catalog that contains pages from 
the Engineering Manual, Seal Application Guide, Product Data Sheet, etc. 
Currently the Global Engineering Manual is not complete yet and people still work with their 
Eastern Hemisphere-, Western Hemisphere-, Pacific Wietz- and Five Star Manual. 
Technical Bulletin: Through this bulletin (paper, but composed digitally) engineers are informed 
periodically about all kinds of subjects: new operating windows for seals, new standards for seals, 
new products, engineering practices etc. It can be regarded as additions and changes to the 
Engineering Manual. Sometimes the contents of Technical Bulletins is included in the Engineering 
Manual. 
Material Code list: This list (paper but composed digitally) contains unique codes for materials 
that are used. There is also another list: 
XX-codes, that contains codes for non
standard materials. For every code there is 

Material Code 

QH 
GE 
.. 

Description German Translation 

316/Tungsten .. 
Carbon/Resin .. 

.. .. 

a description and several translations, see Figure 4 - Example of Material Code list 
Figure 4. Besides codes and descriptions it 
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also provides information about spec.' s, composition, hardness and application. Amongst others 
these material codes are used in the bill of material. The list is used by several programs to check 
the entered material code and to generate the corresponding description ( e.g. PCBM). 
S-number list: This list (paper, but composed digitally) contains unique codes (s-numbers) and the 
corresponding descriptions for categories of parts, for instance: S-11 =Flange and S- l 5=Rotating 
face. For every code there is a description and several translations. Amongst others these S
numbers are used in the bill of material. The list is used by several programs to check the entered 
material code and to generate the corresponding description ( e.g. PCBM). 
Material Selection Guide: Handbook, containing tables, that provides information about the 
materials of the different seal parts. It tells what materials can be used in combination with specific 
fluids, specific concentration and the temperature range. It indicates whether a material is 
preferable, should be used with caution or is not recommendable. The guide is used the seal 
selection-, vetting- and engineering process. 
Seal Application Guide (or Product Data Sheets): BW/IP documents containing information about 
all kinds of application matters. It is an abstract of information in the Engineering Manual. The 
Product Data Sheet for instance contains information, such as: Materials, features and benefits, 
drawing of seal assembly, operating parameters and dimensional data. It is Engineering Manual 
data that is made suitable for sales purposes (e.g. nice lay-out). These guides should be checked by 
Engineering. N.B. Sales already started with a hypertext application that offers the possibility to 
view and browse through Seal Application Guides. 
API/DIN/ISO: Engineers should design and engineer in accordance with guidelines (norms) from 
institutes, such as: API, ANSI and DIN. BW Seals Roosendaal regularly receives up-dates (in 
paper format) of these norms, which are stored at the Engineering department and used for 
reference. Shell and Exxon have there own guidelines that are also stored at Engineering. 
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3.2 'As ls'-situation regarding PC-applications (digital) 

The 'As Is' situation is displayed in Figure 5, it shows all the current digital information systems in 
use at BW Seals Roosendaal (focus at Engineering). The dataclasses stored in a specific 
information system are displayed under the icons that represent the information systems. 
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Figure 5 - 'As Is' situation regarding PC-applications 

The functionality of these information systems involves: 

(hour registration) calculation 

COPICS: the Business System, an MRP-based (make-to-stock) logistical system that is adapted to 
the situation, engineer-to-order, of BW/IP Seal Division (Roosendaal and Temecula)8. The system 
runs on a mainframe ES9000 (DLl/DATACOM) and is mainly used for orderflow control, 
production planning, bill of material handling, master item database and to determine material 
requirements (N.B. capacity planning is done manually). 
At Engineering the COPICS system is mainly used by Order Engineering, but it does not really 
support their core business processes, i.e. engineering. This is understandable because it concerns a 
system that originally supports Production and Logistics. 
Usage of the Business System by Order Engineering is limited to: 
- Create order lines and enter a description, for instance Complete Mechanical Seal followed by a 

drawing number (in the same field); 
- Create new ( engineering) parts in the item database; 
- Maintain engineering parts in the item database; 

8 Pacific Wietz Gmbh. and Five Star Corporation, also part of the BW/IP Seal Division use different systems right 
now. 
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- Transfer the BM from their system (PCBM) to the mainframe9
, a preliminary BM in the 

approval stage 10 and a final BM in the final stage; 
- Maintain the BM in the mainframe; 
- Enter order planning data, such as: 

0 The required hours (an estimate based on experience) of work in the approval and final stage; 
0 The engineer who handles the order (the same engineer who handled the order in the 

approval stage will handle the order in the final stage); 
0 Status of the order, such as: vetting, approval, customer approval and final. 

The COPICS/PRMS system is not used by Application Engineering, they use there own program 
for planning and control: AQS. 
The COPICS/PRMS system will be replaced the 1st of January 1997 by a new system: PRMS, 
working on the AS/400. 
PCBM: This program (written in Turbo Basic) is used by engineers to compose the bill of material 
and the title block. The files from PCBM are merged with the drawing file into a plot file, when the 
drawing is printed the bill of material data and the title-block data are plotted on the drawing. Title 
block data is manually entered into PCBM and is derived from the MS Datasheet. The bill of 
material is partly entered manually and partly generated automatically. Examples of manually 
entered parts:sleeve and flange, it regards new engineered parts. Basic seal parts can be generated 
automatically by entering parameters, such as: seal type, seal size, material code, and extension, 
representing the Basic Seal nomenclature ( e.g. BXLS 2000 5A4X LUB). Doing so it is possible to 
generate for instance 18.000 BM-variants of basic seals for the BXLS seal type. This variant 
information is stored in ASCII-files, which are read by the PCBM program. 
The bill of material data involves: quantity, S-number, description to the s-number, part number 
( detail drawing number + material code), description corresponding to the material code. The 
descriptions are automatically generated because the program contains the S-Number list and a 
Material Code list (see page 139). 
Finally the composed bill of material that belongs to a specific job is stored in an ASCII-file, which 
will be transferred to COPICS/PRMS by the Administrative group. 
CAD (database+ applications): At BW Seals they use LogoCad, a parametric, 2-D CAD-system. 
With this CAD-system engineers make sketches, assembly- and detail drawings. CAD Support 
develops applications and tools to support engineers to create drawings as quick and easy as 
possible. For instance, by keying in parameters it draws a stuffing box ( does not use the stuffing 
box database yet) or a basic seal on the screen. The dimensional data for this applications can be 
found in the (Global) Engineering Manual, however there is no link with this data. 
Title-block data and bill of material (BM) data are not entered directly into CAD but into PCBM 
later on this data is merged in a plot file, so the data is displayed on the drawing when it is 
plotted/printed. All assembly- and detail drawings are stored by drawing number and sketches by 
quotation number, the so called CAD database. Since 1991 most drawings are made using CAD 
and stored in the CAD-database. Right now the CAD-database contains approximately 10.000 
drawings requiring 1 Gigabyte of hard disk storage. 
N.B. Temecula, California (US), Pacific Wietz and Five Star use different CAD-systems. 
CARE: stands for Consultation, Analysis, Recommendation and Education and is a database 
application (Clipper, Bbase IV) to support the sales-engineers making technical- and commercial 
seal selections and the administrative activities ( enter quotation). It contains tables with 

9 COPICS/PRMS runs on a mainframe at BW Seals therefore referred to as the mainframe. 
10 With this preliminary BM Purchasing can check if all materials and stock/buy-items are available. 
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information about quotations, installed products (imported from Seal Reference System), prices, 
customers, reports (imported from EIS) etc. 
Totally CARE contains 132 tables and even more different fields and a number of these tables, that 
means their description, are listed below: 
- Address database, to allow multiple addresses per customer; 
- Liquid / Conditions per customer plant item.; 
- Table with category codes/descriptions for 'EIS' documents; 
- Competitor seal selection per customer plant item; 
- Database with competitor seal selections based on liquid; 
- Table with fixed exchange rate per bookings period; 
- Table with fixed currency exchange rates per year; 
- Table with the various customer types; 
- Database with customer year-forecasts for current year; 
- Care Documentation; 
- BW-ltem description table; 
- Engineering datasheet (general information); 
- General fluid database with BW seal recommendations; 
- Free inventory stock in all locations; 
- Table with industry codes/descriptions in line with COPICS/PRMS codes; 
- Parts material code description table; 
- Database with material recommendations per liquid; 
- Database with OEM & pump type information; 
- OEM stuffing box information bases on history; 
- Table with sales-office related information; 
- Bill of materials database; 
- BW Item pricing table; 
- Parts inventory database; 
- Master parts database, contains all known part numbers. 
A thorough description of CARE and its functionality is available at the sales-office (Laan van 
Brabant, Roosendaal). 
EIP (Engineering Information of Parts): Reference system that contains information about parts, 
such as: gaskets, drive collars, auxiliary devices and lock pins, and is developed to search and re
use detail drawings. It regards a database (Clipper, DBase IV) that is mainly used by job 
engineers. By entering parameters, e.g. seal type, seal size, inside diameter, outside diameter etc., 
the system searches for a part that matches with the parameters that have been entered. If the 
engineer wants to see the drawing, e.g. to judge if the part is suitable for re-use, the drawing has to 
be retrieved from the archive, copied and filed back into the archive. 
This system is a good example of classification of parts. However, due to the small amount of part 
types in the database and the fact that it is not up-to-date (according to the order engineers)it is not 
used very often. 
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EIS (Engineering Information System): Contains information about all kinds of reports about 
fluids, special applications, materials etc. It is a database (Clipper, DBase IV) and is mainly used 
by Application Engineering and Sales EIS 
( database is imported in CARE). 
As mentioned above it contains 
(header) information about reports, 
meaning that the reports itself are not 
stored in EIS, see Figure 6. EIS only 
returns the document number and the 
place where the documents (paper or 
digital) are located. However, for 
some documents a summary is 
available, it regards a field of the 
report header and 1s entered 
manually. Header information 
involves:· category of documents, 
application, title, author, BW 
document no., date, publisher, 
summary, keyword etc. It is a 
disadvantage that all the data is keyed 

T o.:MK.al Bulletin 

Header --- ,,.,:..-'----+=;:;:_=''"=--""- / 
,_ .. Illy ..... __ 

Technical Bullelin 

Report 

Figure 6 • Separate storage of header information and report 

in manually and that it is hard to find keywords that cover the contents ( everybody uses another 
keyword). Maintaining the database is very time consuming due to the fact that all the data is keyed 
in manually. This is also the reason that the database is not up-to-date. N.B. A lot of documents are 
stored with a keyword regarding the fluid that is involved. 
Seal Reference System: This database (SQL/DS) on the mainframe (ES9000) contains the 
information of the MS Datasheets (hard copy). The data is entered manually and involves: job 
number, customer no., rpm of pump, pump type & size, selected seal type & size, suction pressure, 
order number and so on. The system is used to retrieve similar jobs on basis of the data on the MS 
Datasheet, in order to re-use the assembly drawings. By defining search queries, such as: 
(rpm=S000) AND ((seal_type=BXLS) OR (seal_type=BXRH)), it is possible to find datasheets 
regarding a BXLS and RPM 5000 or a BXRH type and RPM 5000. Due to the fact that the 
assembly drawing number is mentioned on the MS Datasheet it is possible to retrieve ( copy and 
file back into the archive) an assembly drawing to see if it is possible to re-use the drawing. Most 
of the time it is also necessary to see if the detail drawings are suitable for re-use, these parts can be 
found by the bill of material on the assembly drawing showing the part numbers (=detail drawing 
number + material code, e.g. 2N00346 GE). 
At this moment approximately 30.000 datasheet have been loaded into the Seal Reference System 
(SRS) and 1.500 datasheets have been added last year. However, the system is not up-to-date there 
are approximately 700 datasheets waiting to be loaded in to the SRS, i.e. a back log of a half year. 
CALMAT: This program (Clipper, DBase IV) is able to conduct seal related calculations, 
regarding: frictional heat, heat flow from pump to stuffing box, balance shift, viscous heat etc. The 
formulas are stored in a database and by entering the right parameters the program is able to 
conduct the calculation. Parameters for the calculations are derived from the datasheet and entered 
manually. 
The outcome of the calculation is used in proposals made by Application Engineering (CALMAT 
is used by other departments too). However, the calculations are not transferred from CALMAT to 
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MS Excel (application in which the proposals are created) and they are not stored either. Meaning 
that they are used one time and then thrown away. 
AQS (Application Quotation System): This system (Clipper, DBase IV) is used at Application 
Engineering for work flow control and as a reference system for engineering information. The 
work flow control involves: order descriptions, who is working on the order, delivery date, how 
much time is spent until now, customer, application etc. The engineering information involves: 
- A reference system for quotations that is similar to the Seal Reference System. In this system 

the Inquiry Datasheets are stored instead of MS Datasheets but the functionality is the same. 
- EIS, mentioned before, is integrated in this system. 
- CALMAT, mentioned before, is integrated in this system. 
Complaints: A database (Clipper, DBase IV) used at Customer Support as a reference system for 
the Returned Seal Reports which are made by this group. The system does not contain the contents 
of these reports but (header) information about these reports, e.g. location where it can be found, 
job number, publisher, problem category, date, title etc. See also Figure 6. 
Just like EIS it is a disadvantage that all the data must be keyed in manually. 
IIS: This is a database (Clipper, DBase IV) that contains standard reports regarding seal 
installation and operating instructions, e.g. cooling should be connected to the pressure side of the 
pump. Basically the sheet consists of standard API instructions, e.g. API plan 52, and is available 
in several languages. A header is attached to these instructions to relate the instructions to an order. 
Besides standard instructions the system offers the possibility to add remarks that apply for a 
specific customer. 
The output of this system is a so called Instruction and Installation Sheet and each order has got its 
own sheet, therefore the sheet is electronically stored by job number. However it is also stored in 
paper form in the job file. 
Data Dictionary: This program is mana~im~ meta-data 11

• However, this program is far from 
complete but it already contains meta-data about CARE, EIS, PCBM, CALMAT and 
COPICS/PRMS (a total of 224 databases and even more fields). For a number of databases it is 
registered which program uses a specific database. For instance for the Material Code list it is 
registered that it is used by PCBM and CARE. As soon as the master Material Code list is up
dated the other PCBM and CARE are up-dated too. Other utilities in the Data Dictionary involve: 
automatic up-date of databases at local sales- and support centers and up-loading/down-loading of 
databases to/from COPICS/PRMS. For the future, it is the intention to include all the databases at 
B W Seals in the Data Dictionary. 
A thorough description of Data Dictionary and its functionality is available at the sales-office 
(Laan van Brabant, Roosendaal). 
HRS (Hours Registration System): Every day the engineers enter the time they spent on an order or 
another activity into this system. The data entered in this system is used to estimate an average for 
time that is spent on orders, e.g. average time spent on making the assembly drawing of a BXLS 
type seal. 
CASA: This system is exclusively used at Research & Development and the Test lab to make 
'Finite Elements' calculations. This system was not developed by BW Seals but bought by a 
vendor. 
InfoSys: This is a relational database that can be used for prototyping. The reason for mentioning 
it is the fact that the Material Code list is implemented in this system. For every material code it 
contains the corresponding description and translation. 

11 Meta-data= data about data, such as: creator, file size, location, title etc. 
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Figure 7 shows an data model (simplified Entity Relation Diagram) of the most important entities 
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Figure 7 - Data model for the PC-applications in the 'As ls'-situation 

stored in the PC applications. It shows relations between the entities and it also shows in which 
programs: COPICS/PRMS, CAD, PCBM and others, the entities are stored. Solid lines indicate 
that the entities are related to each other and are stored into one system. 

Dashed lines indicate that there is a relation between the two entities but they are stored in separate 
systems. However, both systems can provide a reference number for the other system. For instance 
in COPICS/PRMS you can find order information but not the datasheet, with the order number it is 
possible to find this information in the Seal Reference System. 

The picture does not show what kind of relationship is involved, meaning 1: 1, 1 :n or n:m. Reason: 
Keep it simple and orderly ! 
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3.3 BW Seals 'As Is' Technical Infrastructure 

The Technical Infrastructure involves: the PC's, network, mainframe etc., that are in use at BW 

D 
PC 

-CAD-software 
-CAD-applications 
-PCBM (Turbo Basic) 
-EIS (Clipper, DBase IV) 
•EIP (Clipper, DBase IV) 
-AQS (Clipper, DBase IV) 
-CARE (Clipper, DBase IV) 
•MS Offica 
.etceteras 

Networ1< Server 

PC 

Token Ring Network 

Plotter Oce 
G9864 

IBM AS/400 
(05/400) 

-PRMS 

Figure 8 - 'As Is' Technical Infrastructure at BW Seals 
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PC 
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'Finite Elements' calculations 

Minicomputer 
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F::;:::::::;=l'i=D=¥:I ===i~ -COPICS (DL 1/DATACOM) 
-Seal Ref. System (SOIJDS) 

Mainframe ES900 
{VM/ESA) 

Seals (Roosendaal). Figure 8 gives an schematic overview of the Technical Infrastructure at BW 
Seals. 
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4. System architecture and functionality for the 'To Be'-situation 

This section describes the information systems (archives and technical documents) that will be in 
use at BW Seals Roosendaal when a PDM-system is installed. Before you start reading this section 
I like to make the following remark: In this section it is suggested that some documents should be 
available in electronic format ( or electronic originals). This means that there is no hard copy 
archive anymore and that the original is stored electronically. It is stored in its original format (MS 
Word, CAD etc.), but also as an image for viewing purposes 12• 

4.1 'To Be'-situation regarding Archives and Technical Documents (analogue) 

The 'To Be' -situation is displayed in Figure 9, it shows the (proposed) new system architecture that 
replaces the old analogue systems (archives and technical documents) that are currently in use by 
BW Seals Roosendaal (focus at Engineering). It is expressed that this section does not describe 
how the documents can be retrieved from the archives, this will be presented in the next chapter. 
Some of the systems in the 'As Is' -situation have been combined, this is reflected by the 

'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal & 
Reports Archive' 

- Proposal 
• Assy drawing quotation 
• Assy drawing order 
• Detail drawing 
• Stufflngbox 
• Customer complaint 
• Test result 
• Field result 

- Seal type 
- Parts 
- ECR, ECO and ECN's 

'Enginffring Manual 1&2" 

D/LJ 
- Seal type 
- Operating window 
- Parts 
- BM of standard 

basic seal 
- Fluid 
- Material 
- Fluid/Material compatability 
- S-number 
- Material code 
- Instruction & Installation 

details 

- Standards ( external) 
- Stuffingbox 
- Test results 
- ECR, ECO and ECN's 

'APUDIN/1SO' 

D 
- Standards (external) 

'Seal Application Gulde' 

• Seal type 
• Operating 'Mndow 
- Assy drawing of order 

• Fluid 
• Material 
• Material code 
• S-number 

'Technical Bulletin' 

LJ 
• Seal type 
• Operating window 
- Parts 
• BM of standard 

basic seal 
- Material 
- Fluid 
• F /M compatibility 
• Instruction & Installation 

details 
- Standards ( external) 
- Test results 
- Field results 
• Seal related calculations 
• ECR, ECO and ECN's 

Figure 9 - 'To Be'-situation regarding Archives and Technical Documents 

dataclasses listed below the systems (represented as icons). All the hard copy archives: Standards 
Archive, File Cabinets, Microfilm Archive, Stuffing box database and the 'Kluis', have been 
combined into an electronic archive called: 'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal and Reports Archive'. 
This archive contains electronic originals of: Assembly drawings (incl. sketches from Application 
Engineering), Detail drawings, Stuffing box drawings, Proposals, Test Reports, Returned Seal 

12 An electronic archive means that files are stored on a hard disk. It is the PDM system that knows where to find them 
and it provides powerful tools for retrieval by using databases that contain infonnation about these documents. 
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Reports, Service Reports and Technical Bulletins. Following documents will be stored in an 
alternative way: 
- Job-files because it contains documents/drawings that are stored anyway. Therefore storing the 

relations between the documents/drawings is sufficient, hence creating an electronic job-file. 
- Datasheets will be stored in a database, not as image or whatsoever, known as the Seal 

Reference System (mentioned later in this section). 
By directly accessing the electronic archive, documents can only be retrieved by file-name. Other 
applications that provide smarter access to the documents, such as the Seal Reference System on 
basis of datasheet information, should be incorporated in the PDM-system. 

It is stated that the new electronic archive will not replace the old archives. That means that not the 
complete archive will be converted to an electronic archive due to the high conversion cost as a 
result of the large amount of drawings. It is the 
intention to store all the drawings electronically 

EJ 
Hybrid Data Model 

from now on and to include the 
documents/drawings that are already Vec&arFile .. 

~ Rdl!rmce II 
File 

R..uerFile 

electronically available 13. If a drawing/document 
is requested that is only available on paper it will 
be scanned right away, i.e. scanning on demand. 
Drawings should be scanned and stored in a 
general format like TIFF for viewing. It should 
be able to modify drawings the scanned 

Figure 10 - Hybrid environment 
drawings by removing parts from the drawing 

Raster enabled 
CAD System 

and replace with new information. That means that a hybrid environment should be created, see 
Figure 1014

. 

Everybody who currently has access to the archives should have access in the future situation too. 
This means that they should have immediate viewing and editing (if allowed) access to this 
electronic archive. They also should have the possibility to print the drawing at their own office, 
meaning that they should have printing facilities at their disposal. 

Besides the archives, some of the documents presented in the 'As Is'-situation are combined as 
well. It involves the Engineering Manual 1&2, Material Selection Guide, Material Code list and S
Number list, these are combined into a new Engineering Manual. From now on all the relevant 
design information is concentrated in one document, which enhances the accessibility. The icons in 
Figure 9 show that the new Engineering Manual 1&2 should be available in electronic format 
and/or as a hard copy. With this representation I like to express that a different mind set (learning 
curve) is required to work with electronic documents instead of a hard copy. So at the start both the 
electronic format as well as the hard copy should be available, but finally the Engineering Manual 
1&2 will only be available in electronic format. 
N.B. Right from the start the Material Selection Guide, Material Code list (already available as 
database application => InfoSys) and the S-Number list only should be available in electronic 

13 There are already 10.000 electronic CAD-drawings(± l GB hard disk space) available. A lot of reports, such as: 
Technical Bulletins, Service Reports etc. are written using a word-processor (e.g. MS Word) and therefore available 
in electronic format. 
14 Source: Wilson D.J. , ' How to modernize your engineering paper drawings' , White paper. 
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format. These documents are used mainly for reference purposes and especially this kind of 
documents are suitable to be consulted from a computer screen (electronic format) 15

. 

The Technical Bulletin is displayed individually to express that the document will remain the same 
but from now on it will be available in an electronic format only, in the: 'Electronic BW/IP Job, 
Proposal and Reports Archive'. Currently these documents are distributed according a distribution 
list, with the new system in place it is sufficient to send everybody (use the distribution list in MS 
Mail) a mail message to notify them that there is a new Technical Bulletin. Using the PDM system 
they can access the digital copy or if the MS Mail is integrated in the PDM system they can access 
the Bulletin by clicking on the icon in the Mail message (N.B. not attached). It is expressed that 
only the Technical Bulletins are mentioned over here but the same applies for the Service Reports, 
Test Reports and the Returned Seal Reports as well. 

The Seal Application Guide is mainly used by Sales, however it can contain information that is of 
interest to other people. Therefore it is desirable to make it electronically available just like the 
Technical Bulletin and other reports. 

Finally the API/DIN/ISO documents that contain information about standards from institutes such 
as: API, DIN and ISO. The hard copy that is received from the standard institutes should not be 
converted to an electronic format. It is mainly used at Engineering, therefore one paper copy at 
these locations is sufficient. As soon the standard institutes offer electronic copies it is worth to 
make this information accessible via the PDM system. 

15 Hollander F.Ph.G. , 'De contouren van DIS en Work Flow' , tutorial of the exhibition DIS'96, Feb 20-23 I 996, 
Jaarbeurs Utrecht (The Netherlands), page 53. 
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4.2 'To Be'-situation regarding PC-applications (digital) 

The 'To Be' situation is displayed in Figure 11, it shows the (proposed) new system architecture 
that replaces the 'old' information systems (PC-applications), currently in use at BW Seals 
Roosendaal (focus at Engineering). From the dataclasses below the PDM icon can be concluded 
that some of the old systems have been transferred to the PDM system. That means that from now 
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Figure 11 - 'To Be' -situation regarding PC-applications 
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on their database will be managed by the PDM system and that PDM will provide an user-interface 
to this information as well, i.e. the old Clipper user-interface will disappear and should be replaced 
by a windows interface. 

The PC-applications that are completely incorporated in the PDM system will be discussed first 
followed by the PC-applications that are not incorporated, partly incorporated or have an interface 
with the PDM-system. 

Complete incorporation means that the database will be managed by the PDM-system and that the 
PDM-system will provide an user-interface too. The ten systems that should be completely 
integrated in the PDM-system involve: lnfoSys, HRS, EIP, EIS, Complaints, AQS, CALMAT, IIS, 
PCBM and the Seal Reference System, each system will be discussed separately. The functionality 
will be described that should be part of the PDM-system. 
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InfoSys: Amongst others it contains the Material Code list in the form of a database. The database 
is managed by the PDM system that 
will provide a user-interface, to browse 
through the records, as well. Figure 12 
shows a suggestion for such an 
interface (browser). This database is 
the single source for the Material Code 
list and will serve as the master for 
other applications, such as: PCBM, 
EIS and PRMS, that use the masterial 
codes from this list. 
HRS: This is the hour registration 
system used by the engineers, its 
function is performed by the Work 
Flow Management software in the 
future. Preferably this functions are 
conducted automatically if this is not 
possible the system should ask the 
engineers to fill in their hours at the Figure 12 - Suggestion for browser interface 

end of the day. The old database is still 
available in the PDM system because it contains important information about the past (average 
time spent on orders). 
PCBM: This program has two specific functions: generating bill of materials for the basic seal 
(data is stored in ASCII-files) and storing the complete bill of material as an ASCII-file. The 
application for generating the bill of material of basic seals should be implemented in the PDM
system, this means that the application needs re-programming. The composed bill of material is 
stored in a database instead of an ASCII-file. This database contains the master bill of material, 
which is automatically transferred to the COPICS/PRMS system without involvement of the 
Administrative group. If the order is completed the bill of material is returned to the PDM-system 
and removed from the COPICS system, i.e. PDM manages the master bill of material. 
Also a direct relation between the bill of material and the related drawings is established. For 
instance a graphical presentation of the bill of material is shown on the screen, by clicking on a 
icon it should be possible to view the corresponding drawing. 
The application for composing the bill of material will use the electronic Material Code list and S
N umber list for generating the descriptions, both available as tables in a database. 
Seal Reference System: The complete database containing all the datasheets is managed by the 
PDM-system. This database is used as a tool to search for similar jobs and hence assembly 
drawings. Therefore it should be possible to retrieve datasheets from the database using user
friendly queries, e.g. Query By Example (QBE). QBE means that a datasheet can be retrieved by 
filling in some of the cells of the datasheet and specifying AND and OR relations between the cells 
(comparable to what is shown in Figure 12). It is important that searching for documents, using 
queries, is simple because it is one of the reasons that it is not used today. 
When a datasheet is found that matches the search criteria it should show which drawings and 
documents are related. Preferably a graphical presentation should be used, documents represented 
by an icon for example, by simply clicking on the icon it will show the corresponding document. 
N.B. PDM offers a new user-interface to the old database and every new Electronic Data Sheet is 
added to this database. 
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EIS: Currently the output of this system is a reference number to find a hard copy of the document. 
When incorporated in PDM it should offer the possibility to view the electronic document. It 
should provide a searching tool for design related information that is stored in the following 
documents: Technical Bulletins, Service Reports, Test Reports and Returned Seal reports. The 
documents itself are stored in the 'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal and Report Archive'. 
The PDM should offer the following searching tools: 
- Full Text Retrieval, suitable for un-structured information, to search 'any' word in the contents 

of the reports. 
- Database search queries, suitable for structured information, to search for data in the header of 

the reports. 
As soon as a list of reports is found that matches the search criteria it should be possible to view the 
documents by simply clicking on an icon or line that represents the report. 
The header contains information, such as: author, date, title, version etc. that is already available in 
EIS. Currently this is keyed in manually, with the new system in place this information should be 
automatically retrieved from the document, e.g. from the fixed header at the top of the Word 
document that is keyed in anyway. It is advisable to categorize the documents, e.g. Returned Seal 
Reports are categorized by the kind of problem. Engineers should have the possibility to select 
from a fixed (to limit diversity) list of problems. Categorizing provides valuable information at the 
end of the year for a manager, it enables to find out which problems occur frequently . 
Complaints: Database that contains information about Returned Seal Reports, as said in the 
preceding paragraph this information will be included in the new EIS implementation in PDM. 
Reports can be retrieved using Full Text Retrieval and header information, by simply clicking on 
the right line or icon the report is shown on the screen. 
EIP: The database contains valuable classification information, however it contains the 
classification of a small category of parts. Roosendaal and Dortmund are working on a new 
classification, if possible this old classification database should be used to fill the new database. 
Otherwise this application will disappear and the new developed application will be implemented 
in PDM. It should be possible to start the application from within LogoCad and to search for parts 
on a Query Be Example basis. The output of the search is a list of parts that match with the search 
criteria. It should be possible to load the drawings into a 'library' offering the possibility to view 
and mutually compare the drawings. In case a drawing is suitable for re-use the vector-file should 
be loaded into LogoCad. 
AQS: It contains the Seal Reference system for Inquiry Datasheets, EIS and a module for planning 
and control of proposals and system orders. The Inquiry Data Sheets should be stored in a similar 
database as the MS Data Sheet an extra field could be added to indicate whether a MD - or Inquiry 
Data Sheet is involved. N.B. The Inquiry Data Sheet contains more information and requires extra 
fields. By using view-masks the extra fields are not shown as a MS Data Sheet is viewed. 
Searching for Inquiry Data Sheets is a method to find similar proposals that have been made in the 
past. These proposals and the corresponding header information should be managed by the PDM 
system ( enable viewing) too. 
The EIS functionality is already mentioned and will be available in PDM. The application for the 
planning and control of proposals and system orders is not standard available in a PDM system. 
This application should be implemented in the COPICS/PRMS system or run in its original form in 
PDM, (no re-programming because it used mainly by the manager of Application Engineering). 
CALMAT: The database of this application contains information about seal related calculations. 
By entering parameters a Clipper application is able to perform seal related calculations using the 
database and the parameters entered by the engineer. It should be integrated in the PDM interface, 
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meaning that it is a function that can be selected from one of the menus. If no re-programming is 
allowed the CALMAT program can run as a DOS-application. However, it would be nice if a 
windows user-interface is used. If programming is allowed include the following features: 
- Automatic transfer of the parameters, for the seal related calculation, from the datasheet to 

CALMAT; 
- Automatic transfer of the calculations, or a report with the outcomes of the calculations, to the 

proposal (MS Excel). 
11S: The complete application can be incorporated without changes that means that the program 
runs as a DOS-application. Its is database containing the standard Instruction and Installation 
sheets is managed by the PDM-system. It is nicer if the application that offers the functionality to 
fill in the header and add some remarks that apply for a specific customer should be programmed in 
the PDM-system. 

PC-applications that are partly incorporated, have interfaces or not incorporated in the PDM 
system, involve: 
CARE: CARE contains database that are managed by Engineering as well as Sales. Initially the 
databases that are managed (today) by Engineering should be managed by the PDM-system and 
CARE is should be up-dated periodically with data from PDM. The other way around, PDM 
should have access to those databases that are of interest for the engineers, but this needs further 
investigation. 
The CARE user-interface stays the same it is up to Sales if they want to change the interface and to 
incorporate it in the PDM-system, e.g. search, find and view drawings within CARE instead of 
switching to the PDM-system. Probably the re-programming cost will be very high. 
Functionality that should be added to CARE involves the Electronic Data Sheets (EDS). Sales 
engineers create a new electronic datasheet (MS Datasheet or Inquiry Datasheet) and as soon as the 
EDS is completed it is sent to OMC to start the vetting process. 
COPICS/PRMS: Most important exchange of data with this system is the bill of material data. 
From now on PDM should manage the master bill of material (E-BOM) and transfer a copy to the 
COPICS system. After production of the seal the completed bill of material (P-BOM) should be 
returned to the PDM system ( only if something has been changed or added) and removed from the 
COPICS system, because PDM manages the master bill of material. In case of a duplicate order the 
'old' bill of material will be transferred to the COPICS system and after production returned to 
PDM again. For this transfer any involvement of the Administrative group is eliminated, meaning 
that the BM is transferred as the BM is approved. This means that parts must be created by the 
engineers in the item database of COPICS on the moment they create the bill of material in the 
LogoCad and PDM. 
Some extra fields, extra attributes for inside diameter, outside diameter etc., must be added to the 
item database in order to enable the classification as tool for re-use of detail drawings. That means 
that the PDM classification tool must be able to read the item database in COPICS. If the database 
in COPICS can not be adapted the database should be transferred to the PDM system. This means 
that COPICS should be able to read the PDM database. 
The remaining task: planning and control and creating orderlines should be kept in the COPICS 
system. 
Departments such as OMC, Logistics and Production mainly use the COPICS/PRMS system and 
there is no need that they have access to all the data in the PDM system. But they should have the 
possibility to view and print the: assembly drawings, detail drawings and datasheets (assume 
classification is available in COPICS). Preferably this functionality is integrated in the COPICS 
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system but due to the high cost it is better to switch between two applications in a windows 
environment. But without re-entering part number, job numbers or drawing numbers etc. 
N.B. From the first of January 1997 PRMS will replace the COPICS system and take over all the 
functionality . 
LogoCad: From within LogoCad it should be possible to access the drawing in the electronic 
archive, that is managed by PDM. To prevent that two engineers change the same drawing at the 
same time PDM should offer a check-in and check-out function. 
The method to find drawings is to use the classification tool and the Seal Reference System, also 
from within LogoCad. Bill of material data ·and title-block ( derived from datasheet) are stored 
separate from the drawing. However, it should be able to show the bill of material and the title
block on top of ( or in) the drawing when displayed on the screen or when it is printed. 
Creation of the bill of material is done from within LogoCad, that means the basic seal BM is 
generated and the new engineered parts (automatically choose next part number in line) are added. 
These new engineered parts are directly created and classified in the item database of 
COPICS/PRMS. In order to reduce the time spent on classification should be done automatically if 
possible. N.B. This depends on LogoCad if it is possible to define objects and specific parameters, 
e.g. a diameter. These parameters can be transferred/linked with the classification fields in the 
database. 
Finally the new drawings will be added to the electronic archive of PDM. 
CASA: This system is exclusively used at R&D/Test-lab therefore there is no need to include it in 
the PDM system. 

N.B. If the word integrated is used it does not mean 'Launch and Land'-functionality. 
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5. Overview of the new System Architecture and PDM requirements 

In this section a short overview will be presented of what is presented in the preceding sections. 
Final outcome is the combination of Figure 9 and Figure 11 resulting in an overview of the System 
Architecture as presented in Figure 13. On the basis of this picture the PDM requirements of 
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Figure 13 - Overview of the new BW/IP System Architecture 
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Main function of PDM is to integrate the currently used information systems. Most important 
difference with the old system is: search for reports/drawings from your own workplace and find 
and view the reports/drawings from your own workplace. In other words integrate the hard copy 
archives with the PC-based reference systems. 

Storage: 
'Electronic BW/IP Job, Proposal and Report Archive': This archive contains the original files that 
have been released and it involves: 
- Assembly drawings; 
- Sketches ( assembly drawings made for an proposal); 
- Detail drawings; 
- Proposals; 
- Technical Bulletins; 
- Test Reports; 
- Returned Seal Reports; 
- Service Reports; 
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(- Global Engineering Manual 1&2 -> in the future 16
). 

They are stored in the format of the application in which they have been created and can be 
regarded as unstructured information. People that have the authority to edit files can access these 
files, other people will have only the possibility to view these document. This can be guaranteed to 
convert these files to a raster format. 
At the start only the documents that are already available in an electroinc format will be available 
through PDM. The other reports/drawings that are only available as a hard copy will be scanned on 
demand. If this is not satisfying larger parts of the archives should be scanned at the time. 

PDM Databases: 
The databases contain structured information that means that the information can be displayed as a 
table where every row is representing a record. It involves: 
- Bill of material; 

MS Datasheet and Inquiry Datasheet, from now called Electronic Datasheet; 
Material Code List; 
S-Number List; 
Material Selection Guide; 
Instruction and Installation sheets; 
Header information of documents, regarding: 
- Test Report; 
- Returned Seal Report; 
- Service Report; 
- Technical Bulletin; 
- Proposal. 
Most of the data in the header is entered in the word processor (MS Word) this should be 
automatically transferred into the header database. 

(- Items, if classification is not satisfying in COPICS/PRMS it should be implemented in PDM 
and at least the classification data should be managed by PDM). 

Document Structures: There are relationships between some of the document/drawings mentioned 
before. In the current situation they use a job file for example, it contains information that is stored 
somewhere else too (individually). It is stored into one folder because most of this information is 
needed at the same time (related). With PDM not copies should be stored together but the links 
between documents should be stored. It will help in retrieving related documents, the most 
important document structure at BW Seals (Engineering) is: 
- Job file, contains all the information related to a new unit order. 

There is also another relation that relates documents together that is the product structure it relates 
assembly drawings and detail drawings to each other. However, in the current situation these 
drawings are only stored separately. 

16 It is very important that BW Seals think about the way the Engineering Manual should be stored in the computer, 
e.g. using Keywords, HyperText or as in a knowledge base for an ' expert system' . 
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User functions: 
Viewing and editing: Of all drawings and reports in the electronic archive, editing only when 
authorized. It should be possible to contain pictures in the viewer in order to be able to compare for 
instance drawings. 
Printing: Of all drawings and reports at your own location, e.g. local sales office in Italy. 
Search tools: 
- Classification: Tool to re-use detail drawings, by entering search criteria it will search for a 

detail part that matches the criteria. A simple click on a button, line or icon will show the 
drawing. 

- Full Text Retrieval (FTR): Reports are unstructured information, with FTR it is possible to 
search for every word (exc. noise words, such as: the, and, an, big etc.) in the text. 

- Query By Example: To search for structured information, such as the headers, datasheet, and the 
material code list. The search query can simply specified by filling in a field, or choosing from 
a list of options, in a standard form (see Figure 12). With the MS Datasheet database, Seal 
Reference System, it will be possible to see search and find similar jobs hence enabling re-use 
of assembly drawings. 

- Link datasheet database, BM database and classification data of parts in the BM, this will 
provide a more powerful tool to search and find similar jobs (i.e. assembly drawings) than 
datasheet data on its own. 

IIS: To compose an Instruction and Installation Sheet for a new unit order. 
CALMAT: To perform seal related calculations, the parameters should be derived from the 
Electronic Data Sheet. An the outcome should be transferred to the proposal (made in MS Excel). 
Compose and generate BM: Generate the bill of material for the basic seal parts and add the new 
engineered parts. It will automatically choose a new part number and new engineered parts are 
directly classified and created in the item database. 
Revision control: Enable a hybrid environment in which it is no longer necessary to revise 
drawings manually. Changes that will influence more than one drawing will be conducted 
automatically. E.g. The material code for a standard is changed, in the current systems all paper 
copies must be up-dated manually. Using PDM all the drawings should be up-dated automatically. 
Concurrent Vetting: Concurrent access to the Electronic Data Sheet will enable the vetting 
coordinators to concurrently start the vetting procedure. 
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Interfaces: 
The data model for the 'To Be' -situation is shown in Figure 14. It shows all the entities of interest 

Quotation 

Assembly sketch 
(Appl. Eng.) 

Proposal 
(Header) 

>-+< >--- +< Electronic Data Sheet 
(Job & Proposal) 

Proposal Index 
(FTR) 

Standard API I lnstrudion and 
~ - 1-ntrud_ion_s_~rt-l --eioll"'3, Installation ShHt 

Report index 
(FTR) 

Parent/Component 
(Bill of material) 

Orderplannng & 
. control 

Report 
(header) 

Order 

Detail drawing 

Basic Seal 
(Generator) 

Figure 14 - Data model for the 'To Be'-situation 

Material 

Material Code 

S-Number 

LEGEND 

Fluid 

MateriaVFluid 
Compatibility 

- - _ Engineering know how 
' (Engineering Manual) 

I . . . · I COPICS/PRMS 

~-_.I CARE 

PDM 

for the Engineering department ( except for Quotation) and it also shows which of theses entities are 
not stored in the PDM-system. These entities stay stored in the same system in which they are 
stored right now, this means that PDM should have access to this databases or that PDM should 
have a copy of the database (PDM is slave), all the other entities are stored in the PDM-system 
(PDM is the master). 
PDM manages entities that are also used by other systems, such as: COPICS/PRMS (PRMS), 
CARE and LogoCad. Therefore PDM should up date the databases in the other systems that 
contain these entities (=interfacing, i.e. exchanging data). Entities involved: 
COPICS/PRMS: Parent/Component (BM), Material, Material Code, S-Number, Reports, Detail 
Drawing, Assembly Drawing. 
CARE: Material, Material Code, S-Number, Fluid/Material Compatibility, Fluid, Reports, 
Electronic Datasheets, Detail Drawing, Assembly Drawing, Electronic Datasheet, Assembly 
sketch. 
LogoCad: Assembly Drawing, Detail Drawing, Assembly Sketch (drawings are made in LogoCad 
and than managed by PDM, if a drawing is re-used LogoCad retrieves the drawing from PDM). 

Besides the sharing data some of the functionality, for instance viewing, should be shared too. 
There are two options: 
1. Completely integrate the PDM functions in the other applications. That means for instance, that 

it should it be possible to view a drawing in the COPICS/PRMS system. (N.B. This does not 
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mean 'Launch and Land' functionality). Disadvantage: Lots of expensive re-programming and 
hence maintenance cost; 

2. Use the PDM system next to the other systems. That means for instance, that you have to switch 
to the PDM system in order to be able to view a drawing. Disadvantage: Not a single user
interface. 

Comparing these two options, option 2 seems the most promising because re-programming can be 
very expensive and it is probably not worth the single user-interface. 

Work Flow Management will be implemented in the PRMS system, the functionality that will 
implemented is not known yet. It can be a very powerful tool because the proposed system is very 
static, Work Flow Management can give the system a more dynamic nature. That means that an 
order is pulled through the organization improving the flow of an order through the organization. It 
is important that it works close together with PDM because it will use data stored in PDM. 

This should be kept in mind during the PDM-software selection. 
- To support the seal selection process they need something called a Product Configurator. 

However, they are not ready for such a tool yet because the seal selection process must be 
modeled first. 

- BW/IP is not ready for electronic transmittal of drawing to the customer yet, but for the future it 
is important to be STEP compliant. 

5. 1 BW Seals 'To Be' Technical Infrastructure 

Due to the fact I do not have the knowledge to propose a 'To Be' Technical Infrastructure, I will 
leave such a proposal to the professionals. 
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1. Introduction 

Introduction 

Global manufacturing, government and industry standards, increased compet1t1on, product 
complexity and specialization and the pace of change are creating an environment in which 
corporations must act quickly to maintain and/or gain market share. Corporations have 
recognized the need to build their products more quickly, with increased quality and at a lower 
cost to survive in the coming years. There is a need to partner more often in orders to drive costs 
down and concentrate on a manufacturer's core competencies 1

• 

To survive in today's competitive markets management should continuously reconsider its 
business processes in order to maintain or get a competitive edge. In general corporations have 
four focal areas of improvement to obtain a competitive edge: 

* Decrease added cost; 
* Decrease time-to-market (new developed products as well as existing products); 
~ Increase quality of the products; 
* Increase service-level to the customer (e.g. responsiveness and delivery performance). 

Depending on the corporation and the market in which the corporation operates the focus is on 
one or more of the focal areas mentioned above. A tool to maintain or get a competitive edge in 
one or more of the focal areas is: How can IT support business processes 
Business Process Reengineering 
(Davenport & Short and Hammer 2). 

In short the key is to re-engineer 
your business process using 
Information Technology in order to Information Technology 
maintain or get a competitive edge. Capabilities 

In the following Business Process 
Reengineering will be introduced. 

Business Process 
Re-engineering 

Last years lots of business 
processes have been automated, but 
the results have not been as 
satisfying as expected. One of the 

How can businesses processes be transformed using IT 

reasons is that processes carried out Figure 1 

by people have been replaced by the 
same processes carried out by computers. Processes still based on the ideas of for instance 
'Scientific Management' of Frederick W. Taylor. This means that today's processes have been 
designed and have been organized as in organizations seventy years ago. That's why some people 
argue that you should re-engineer business processes, because Information Technology has 
become available and can create new process design options. Figure I illustrates what is meant by 
Business Process Re-engineering. 

1 Text derived from : Perkins J.I., 'Enterprise Product Data Management (PDM); With Silicon Graphics Technology' , 
White paper of Silicon Graphics, October 1996, page I. 
2 Hammer M., 'Re-engineering Work: Don't Automate, Obliterate', Harvard Business Review, July August 1990. 
Davenport T.H. and Short J.E., 'The New Industrial Engineering: Information Technology and Business Process 
Redesign' , Sloan Management Review, Summer 1990. 
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Introduction 

One of the areas where Information Technology creates new options is in managing business 
information. Information is among the most important resources of an organization and too often 
this information is hard to access. The problem is that information ages quickly when products 
keep changing. Moreover information often originates from different sources and in different 
formats. This makes information hard to access by users resulting in errors, delays in designs, 
delays in production due to aged drawings and re-inventing the wheel (make new drawings when 
similar drawings are available). Another problem is the fact that 70% of this information is only 
available on paper [source: Brochure from Square B.V., the Netherlands]. In other words 
managing information is a difficult duty these days and it is only getting more difficult due to the 
increasing information stream. 

The BW/IP Seals Division also has to deal with an increasing information stream and the other 
issues mentioned before. Therefore they started to orientate themselves to see what solutions are 
available. However there are several software packages available to deal with this matter. And all 
kinds of names are used to refer to the software packages. But: 'What is in a name !' ,therefor 
the objective of this paper is to give definitions of the concept (theoretical approach) behind the 
most common packages and describe the functionality that should be provided 3

• In the last 
section the definitions are applied to the situation of BW/IP. 

Concepts that will be addressed in this paper: Full Text Retrieval (FTR) & Document Image 
Processing (DIP), Document Management (DM), Engineering Database Management (EDM), 
Product Data Management (PDM) and Enterprise Data Management. 
Related subjects that will be addressed: Workflow Management (WFM), and a Product 
Configurator. 

Note: Instead of Management also the term Control is used, e.g. Document Control instead of 
Document Management. In this paper the term management is preferred, it is stated that 
control is the result of good management ! 
However from Production Control theory another definition is known 4

• They state that 
Management is to be performed at factory level, planning for all the units, e.g. Master 
Production Schedule. And Control is to be performed at workfloor level, planning of 
individual unit, e.g. determine production order ( e.g. application of Shortest Processing 
Time rule). 

3 All literature that was used in order to get an overview of the field is listed in the References . 
4 Bertrand J. W.M., Wortmann J.C. and Wijngaard J., 'Produktiebeheersing en material management', Stenfert 
Kroese, 1990. 
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Description of concepts 

2. Description of concepts 

There is a variety of software packages to deal with the challenge that information frequently 
becomes outdated as products are revised. And that this data comes in many different formats 
from many different sources and it is difficult for people to get information, causing duplication 
of effort, delay and mistakes. But there is a variety of exotic names for these packages. In this 
section the most common concepts for these software packages will be addressed. By describing 
the functionality of these concepts it provides a tool to compare it to the packages available and 
discover the concept underlying the package. Concept provides a better means for organizations 
to discuss about packages that are a potential problem solver for their information problems. 
The addressed concepts are 5

: 

* Document Image Processing (DIP) and Full Text Retrieval (FTR); 
*, Document Management (DM); 
* Engineering Data Management (EDM); 
* Product Data Management (PDM); 
* Enterprise Data Management. 

They have in common that they all manage information. Managing information means: store, 

Office 
software 

Logistic 

...... software 

Financial 
software 

etcetera 

Figure 2 

retrieve and maintain in a reliable and user-friendly way. The systems differ in the kind of 
information (documents, drawings, NC programs, specifications, prices of parts etc.) that is 
managed and the functionality they offer. The different concepts are shown in Figure 2. 

It shows that the basis is formed by Image Processing and Full Text Retrieval from these two 
originated Document Management. And Document Management is the basis of the rest of the 
displayed systems with extra functionality added on top resulting in an Engineering Data 
Management -, Product Data Management - or an Enterprise Data Management system. This 
extra functionality became available through the developments in hardware and software. On the 
right side it shows that it also provides links with existing informationsystems in the organization 
like: Logistical- and Financial Systems. 

s These concepts are derived from literature and listed in the References. 
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Description of concepts 

Two other subjects often mentioned in relation to the above concepts involve: 
* Workflow Management (WFM); 
* Product Configurator. 

The basis of these two systems does not necessarily consist of a Document Management system 
because they were developed from a different point of view and hence they are not included in 
Figure 2. A Workflow Management system/module makes the concepts dynamic because it 
controls the flow of activities instead of individual activities. And a Product Configurator 
possesses intelligence ( expert knowledge and ability to interpret information) and the concepts 
generally do not. Therefore it is better to consider these two systems as · individual applications 
that can be added on top of the concepts. 
However, PDM suppliers already incorporated Workflow Management as a standard 
functionality and probably the Product Configurator will be incorporated too. 

2:1 Fundamental part of all concepts 

In Figure 2 it is not shown that the basis for all the systems is a Relational DataBase 
Management System (RDBMS). This RDBMS is able to store all the information (data, 
documents, drawings etc.) handled by the concepts. A RDBMS takes care of 6

: 

Storage of information (e.g. data, drawings, Word-documents etc.); 
Minimal redundancy in stored data; 

- Correctness and mutual consistency of data; 
- Collectively ( concurrent) use and exchange of data; 
- Backup and recovery, or in other words protection against damage and loss of data; 
- Authorization, documents can only be viewed or edited if the user is authorized to these 

actions.; 
- Flexibility in case new equipment become available or new information needs emerge. 

6 Bots J.M., Hecke. van et al, 'Bestuurlijke lnformatiekunde', CAP GEMINI Publishing, I 990. 
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Description of concepts 

2.2 Document Image Processing (DIP) and Full Text Retrieval (FTR) 

These were the first applications in order to control the increasing information stream. 
Formerly information was mostly available on paper and therefor often hard to access. It resulted 
in a replacement of paper and file cabinets by respectively computer-files and storage media like 

Full Text Retrieval & Imaie Processioi Digital storage 
of documents 

(e.g. optical discs) Input via scanning /~--a-. 
~ ~-

~ 
Retrieval of documents 

via indexes or keywords •• 
Iii 
File cabinets (paper) 

Figure 3 

optical discs. Both Document Image Processing (DIP) and Full Text Retrieval (FTR) are able to 
store information in digitaVelectronical form. This information mainly involves: text documents. 
In Figure 3 a schematic presentation of DIP & FTR is shown. 
However the systems differ in the way the documents are stored (as text or as an image): 

- Full Text Retrieval: Paper text documents are entered manually into the system by typing it 
over from the original paper document or imported electronically ( documents of other 
applications). Indexes or keywords can be attached manually or automatically (Optical 
Character Recognition) to those text documents. These indexes or keywords can be used to 
search for text documents stored in the system (N.B. not able to handle images/pictures). 

- Document Image Processing: Paper documents are scanned and stored in the system as images 
(text including images/pictures), meaning that documents cannot be edited. Indexes or 
keywords can be attached manually or automatically (Optical Character Recognition). 

A definition of FTR and DIP is: 
Electronic archive for storing (text) documents, which can be retrieved by authorized users using 
indexes or keywords. 

Besides the basic functionality of a RDBMS these systems also have the following functionality
7

: 

- Searching & Viewing of text documents or images; 

7 Functionality derived from : Kok A. de, Mandemaker D. And Cornelissen M., ' PDM Selection Guide -From needs 
to selection; a business solution', Ductch Society of Informatics, May 1995. 
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- Markup & redlining, Change annotation can be redlined or marked in different colors and/or in 
different layers. The document complete with mark-up is then mailed to personnel authorized 
to actually change the document. It can also be used to give comments early in the design 
phase by for instance production people. 

- Communication, ability to send messages to other users e.g. E-mail or MS-mail. 
- Transportation, ability to move documents isolated from operating system commands and the 

ability to distribute information automatically. 
- Link to other sources of electronic documents (e.g. financial or logistic software), in other 

words interfaces to other applications; 

(Note: Only text documents or images can be handled.) 

Benefits that can be expected of these systems: 
- Reduced risk of losing information ( e.g. no errors in filing); 
- Shared information; 
- , Easy access to information, meaning that employees spent less time searching for documents 

so that productivity increases and more time can be spent on value-added activities; 
- More efficient storage of documents, resulting in less cost for storage. 

2.3 Document Management 

It offers the functionality of Document Image Processing (DIP) and Full Text Retrieval 

Document Mana~ement 

'Electronic Liberian' Digital storage 
for managing documents of documents 

Input via seaming 

/~--- · . 

Figure 4 

Retrieval of documents 
via indexes or keywords 

1··,-•~1 
~ 

Iii 
File cabinets (paper) 

(FTR). Plus extra elementary functions that upgrades DIP & FTR to a Document Management 
system. Management means that documents are stored, backed up, distributed etc., automatically. 
Management functions performed manually before, are performed by an 'electronic librarian' in 
this situation (see also Figure 4). 

A definition of Document Management is: 
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Managed electronic archive for storing (text) documents, which can be retrieved by authorized 
users using indexes and keywords. 

The extra functions involve: 
- Improved Searching & Viewing capabilities, is able to handle more formats than DIP & FTR; 
- Document Structure Management, managing the complex interrelationships between 

documents and data. This is managed through the use of flat, single-level hierarchically or 
multi-level hierarchically relations. 

- Document routing, routing capabilities as sending documents to a group of users (parallel and 
serial) and also proper notification to the user and receiver. It also has the ability to use 
distribution lists. 

- Sign-off, when documents are checked or approved they can be electronically approved with a 
signature ( e.g. scanned image of signature); 

- Status control, provides a way to describe the condition of a document ( draft, approved or 
final); 

- ' Version control, after every change a new version number is given to e.g. a text document or 
an image. 

- 'Launch and land' functionality: when an user retrieves a document it automatically launches 
the application in which it has been created, only if the application is available on the user's 
system. In other words there is an integration with other applications. 

(Note: Is able to handle more than just text documents and images, e.g. able to handle different 
formats and also documents containing pictures.) 

The same benefits as for document Image Processing and Full Text Retrieval can be expected. 
Extra is the reduction in effort for administrative activities concerning management (filing, 
retrieving, distribution and maintenance) of documents that can be achieved. 

2.4 Engineering Data Management (EDM) 

System that focuses on the engineering and development process. The philosophy behind this 
system is that you should provide engineers with such information that they can make good 
designs right the first time. It avoids rework and it is known that 90% of production costs are set 
by design decisions made before the design is released to manufacturing (source: CIMdata, Inc.). 
Moreover, when engineers can easily access 'old' drawings they can re-use drawings, perhaps 
with small adaptations, and it avoids re-inventing the wheel. 

A definition of Engineering Data Management is: 
A dedicated Document Management system to support the engineering process. 

The basis of this system is a Document Management system that is able to handle especially 
CAD-drawings, parts data and bill of materials. Extra functionality has been added on top of the 
Document Management system to support the engineering process and involves: 
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- Classification, to arrange parts into categories (multi-level or single-level) providing a mean for 
re-usability because parts are easier to find. And re-usability improves the productivity of the 
engineers, depending on the degree of re-usability, and consequently reduces the throughput
time at Engineering. 

- Product Structure Management: relations embodied by product structures (bill of materials) 
providing an effective tool for searching documents ( e.g. where used ?); 

- Standardization, reduction in the increase of part numbers and hence reduction in inventory. 
Another effect is increasing conformity in design; 

- Release management, authorization, sigrt-off and status control (mentioned before); 
- Change Management: version control and mark-up and red-lining (was mentioned before) and 

change process, Engineering Change Order (ECO) and history management: 
- Change process: is able to define check-in and check-out procedures and responsibilities 

of persons in the process ( e.g. handling Engineering Change Orders (ECO) and 
Engineering Change Requests (ECR); 

- Engineering Change Order (ECO): ability to define ECO's; 
History management: all changes are recorded in the change history of the system; 

- Integration with logistical systems and CAD systems, exchange of bill material (automatically 
generating bill of materials) what reduces administrative activities for engineers and exchange 
of CAD-drawings. 

(Note: It is emphasized that EDM is good in handling CAD-drawings, but handling other 
documents e.g. Word is not supported well.) 

The benefits that can be expected are: 
- Benefits of document management; 
- Improved productivity of engineers; 
- Reduced throughput-time at engineering; 
- Reduction in re-work and inventory. 

2.5 Product Data Management 

PDM resulted from EDM because companies realized that not only engineering should be 
supported but also other departments. Because more people need accurate product information to 
do their job well: e.g. purchasing, sales, production etc. Consequently this system manages more 
different sorts of information. 

A definition of PDM is 8
: 

P DM is the management of all product related data from conception through design, 
engineering, manufacturing, use and maintenance to disposal (the complete life-cycle). 

8 Kok A. De, Mandemaker D. And Cornelissen M., ' PDM Selection Guide -From needs to selection; a business 
solution', Ductch Society oflnfonnatics, May 1995 . 
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This product related data, that will have several states and versions, will be retrieved, used and 
changed by often many users. In the following it will be discussed how PDM handles this, on the 
basis of Figure 5. 

Most of the product related data is already available in the organization but hard to access (where 
is it located ?, what is related ?, is 
data is up-to-date ?). The basis of a 
PDM system is that all data 
( controlled data) is stored only once 
in the 'data vault' and is shared with 
all the authorized users in the 
organization, in other words a 
Document Management system. 
Controlled data includes data that 
comes from e.g. Sales-, Logistic- or 
Financial-systems. However, PDM 
does not manage this controlled data 
but the meta-data (this is data about 
data). Meta-data describes what kind 
of data is represented by certain 

.-I. Application 
~ Users -\ PDM-Users -/ 

~A_p_p_lica_ti_on~/ ._.,~_P_D_M_-s_ys_t_em~ 
, Hierarchies 
~ (e.g. Product Structure) 

c-_:::-M_'--e-ta~D~a-ta...::::--l -~ 

/ 
~ c-P-hys-ical-Data-J 

Private Data 

groups of data, e.g. CAD drawings or Figure 5 

Word documents. Plus the 
relationships between the groups of data, e.g. documents related to CAD-drawings or processes. 
Relations are implemented as hierarchies, for instance product structures (bill of materials), that 
are also maintained by the PDM system. It provides users with an effective tool for searching and 
retrieving specific data. Users can retrieve information from the PDM system by using their own 
applications (MS Word or CAD) or a PDM user interface. These applications and interfaces 
communicate with the PDM system that determines if an user is authorized to view or edit the 
requested data. 
Besides controlled data users can keep private data on their own system which is not managed by 
the PDM system and hence not accessible by other users. 
The picture shows two kind of users Application users and PDM users. In general there are three 
types of users distinguished 1

: 

1. Those who create documents and data; 
2. Those who actively add value to documents and data through review, checking, markup or 

instruction; 
3. Those who refer to the documents or data to their job. 
Application users are of category 1, 2 and 3 and PDM users are of category 2 and 3. 

Extra functionality added by PDM: 
- Configuration Management: managing complex product structures including versions and 

options used in the past; 
- Workjlow Management: document routing and communication was mentioned before and 

process modeling, process management and planning; 
- Process modeling: ability to create Work Break Down Structures (WBS) which can help to 

split the work into pieces; 
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- Process Management: enables to deal with project management ( e.g. routing status and 
milestones; 

- Planning: ability to make a planning to perform specific activities and the ability to define 
the relationship between those activities (activities can be defined using WBS); 

(Note: Workflow Management is also mentioned here because it is a standard functionality of 
PDM. Still it is mentioned separately because it originated separately from PDM). 

- System Integration: with CAD/CAM, logistic systems (e.g. MRP-packages) and other 
applications. 

Depending on the organization and the implemented functionality the following benefits can be 
expected (already experienced by other users 9

): 

- Reduction in cost: labor, management and scrap; 
- Reduction in time: increase in profit margin and market-share; 
- Improved quality: do it right the first time (avoid rework and redesign); 
- Improved productivity: re-use of information and less time consumed by searching for 
information; 

2. 6 Enterprise Data Management 

This is a more advanced Product Data Management system and will be available in the 
future. Separate business systems for separate departments will be linked resulting in an 
enterprise wide business system. The system is characterized by a modular, open and flexible 
nature. It possesses extended product-, process- and project management functionality for 
optimal control of cost, throughput-time and quality. It also supports standards and links to a lot 
of other systems. Until now more detailed information is not available on Enterprise Data 
Management. 

2. 7 Comparison of the five concepts 

In this paragraph the five concepts presented in the preceding paragraphs will be compared. 
However, the system of the future: Enterprise Data Management, is omitted from this comparison 
because its functionality is not clear yet. 
To compare the different concepts the functionality of Product Data Management10 is used 
because the other concepts, DIP & FTR, DM and EDM, contain parts of this functionality. The 
comparison is showed in the table shown in Appendix A. This table clearly shows the increase in 
functionality going from DIP & FTR to PDM. 

9 Port S. And Romzick P., 'PDM Benefits & Experiences', Tutorial A-3 of conference proceedings of 'PDM Europe 
' 95' organized by CIMdata from 24-26 October 1995 in the Netherlands. 
'° Functionality as described by A. de Kok et al in their PDM Selection Guide (see also Footnote 8). 
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2.8 Related subjects 

The two subjects discussed in this paragraph are not comparable with the concepts mentioned 
before. However, these two subjects often are included in the concepts mentioned in the 
preceding paragraphs. 

2.8.1 Workflow Management (WFM) 

As was mentioned in the beginning of this paper a Workflow Management system does not 
necessarily consists of a Document Management system and therefore it is mentioned separately. 
However, Workflow Management is often incorporated in Product Data Management systems as 
a standard function. 

A'definition of Workflow Management is: 
Application to control structured, repetitive processes according to pre-defined procedures in 
order to control the information stream within the company. 

A Workflow Management system focuses on the 'information flow' instead of 'information 
sources'. And it is also applicable for controlling processes that do not involve documents and it 
is possible to implement (WFM) separately from the other systems. 
With Workflow Management it is possible to program repetitive processes, concretely it means 
that certain processes are controlled by the computer. It involves processes that are repetitive and 
were a good description of the procedure is available for(e.g. 1SO-9000 series). 

To give the reader a better idea, two examples will follow: 
WFM supporting Release management: Before an order is finished it passes several states, 
e.g. checking, approval and final. Between two states there is a process, workflow control 
manages the documents from one state to another (i.e. the processes) and informs people if an 
action is required from them. When they finished the required action the document is 
automatically passed on to the next person. The following picture (an arrow represents a 
process and a node represents a state) gives a visual representation. 

~:1 ►~ ►I ► w 
- WFM supporting Change management ( or revision control): When a drawing is changed a 

specific procedure should be followed. Several people should give their approval and perhaps 
other documents should be changed too. The workflow controller takes care of the distribution 
of the documents and informing people about the required action. After the necessary approval 
it automatically files the document, so documents cannot disappear. 

Benefits that can be expected: 
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- Reductions in throughput time, because the order flows faster through the organization. And 
documents will not stay on peoples desk before it is passed on to the next person because the 
workflow controller takes care of it. 

- Activities will be perfonned in accordance with procedures. 

2.8.2 Product Configurator 

As was mentioned in the beginning of this paper a Product Configurator is mentioned 
separately because it is able to interpret infonnation in contrast to the concepts described in this 
paper. However, it is stated that it should be part of Product Data Management because it deals 
with productinformation. It should not be confused with Configuration management what is a 
function of several PDM systems, because it only manages the different configurations of the 
product that evolve during the life-cycle. But it is not able to interpret information as a Product 
Configurator does. 

·In this paper a Product Configurator is regarded as separate subject ·that could be added on top 
of a PDM system and uses the information managed by the PDM system. 

A definition for a Product Configurator is 11
: 

A tool on the basis of a knowledge base that guides the salesman through possible choices, via a 
question- and-answer dialog, and checks all rules in the knowledge base. There is one bill of 
material for a family of products and generates a specific bill of material according to the 
answers to the questions .. 

With a Product Configurator the focus 
is on order-entry (see Figure 6). It is 
stated that if an order is entered 
according to the customer's 
specifications results in less scrap, 
less rework and unnecessary delays 
during production. A Product 
Configurator is especially appropriate 
for make-to-order and dimensioned 
products where it is important to 
capture customer specifications 
quickly and accurately. 
The fundamental part of a Product 
Configurator consists of the 
knowledge base ( or Control 
Database). Expert knowledge of 
design- and manufacturing-engineers 
is embodied in the Configrator's 
knowledge base during product set
up. Through a question-and-answer 

OderFmy 

:t~J ·-~ .§ 
-- ~ , , . 
·;•;r::;:::::::::, ~ 

. ··~ -~ 
~ 

. ~ Qnrol Database 

Pr1ce I 
I 0ist I 

I 

Figure 6 

11 Based on information of Application Brief from Marcam, 'Knowledge-Based Configurator (KBC)'. 
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dialog the salesman enters all the required information to develop a complete product. Since 
engineering knowledge is behind the question-and-answer dialog, the resulting configuration is 
automatically validated. Built-in checks for completeness, accuracy and compatibility eliminates 
the need to call customers back later to resolve incompatibilities or gather additional information. 
The result is that valuable engineering and design effort can be productively employed in real 
value-added activities rather than non-productive order verification. 
In addition a Product Configurator supports costing, pricing and providing delivery information. 
Uncertainty about the cost, price and delivery time are reduced because detailed bills of material 
and routings are used instead of estimates or guesses. 

The automated order entry process provides a: bill of material, routing, product description, cost, 
price and delivery conditions. There is one general bill of material for a product family and all the 
variants can be generated from the general bill of material according to the answers to the 
questions. All the automatically generated information is available directly after the order entry 
process so purchasing, engineering (if necessary) and manufacturing can start their activities right 
away. Resulting in a shorter throughput-time of an order and consequently an increased 
responsiveness. 

In short the benefits can be described as: 
- Reducing or eliminating rework and redesign; 
- More accurate information and hence no need to call the customer back for incompatibility or 

to gather extra information; 
- More accurate costing; 
- More time for value adding engineering and manufacturing activities; 
- Reduced throughput-time (order-cycle) and consequently increased responsiveness. 

3. Remarks 

The basis of all the systems above is a Relational DataBase Management System (RDBMS). Due 
to the developments in hardware and software more functionality is added on top of the RDBMS 
resulting in DIP & FTR to PDM. Another effect is that the scope of the systems enlarged because 
more powerful hardware became available to support more and more ( concurrent) users. At first 
it supported only a selected group of users but later on also complete departments and 
organizations (up to hundreds of users). 
These facts make it very difficult to discriminate between the various systems. Because one 
system turned into another system due to the developments mentioned before. 
Therefore it is important not to stick to a specific term when the implementation of a system, that 
supports your company's business processes, is considered. It is better to get a clear picture of the 
underlying concept and match its functionality to the needs of the company 
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Definitions for BW/IP 

At BW/IP Seals Division they have the idea that they need something like a Document 
Management (DM) system or a Product Data Management (PDM) system. The Engineering 
department in Temecula (US) proposed a 'Document Control/Imaging system' . However, the 
Engineering department in Roosendaal expects that they need a more extensive system like PDM. 
But there is some confusion what is meant by respectively 'Document Control/Imaging system' 
and PDM, one of the reasons to write this paper. 
In the preceding chapters is outlined what kind of different concepts there are in general. Now 
this is translated to a workable definition for BW/IP. First is defined what is understood by PDM 
at BW/IP Roosendaal. Secondly is determined what is meant by a 'Document Control/Imaging 
system' by comparing its functionality to the functionality of the concepts ofDM and PDM. 

4.1 BWIIP Roosendaal definition of Product Data Management (PDM) 

The best definition available for PDM is the one presented in paragraph 2.5 and comes from A. 
de Kok of M.I.S. (an engineering business consulting firm) . And this definition is chosen as the 
definition of PDM for BW/IP Roosendaal: 

P DM is the management of all product related data from conception through design, 
engineering, manufacturing, use and maintenance to disposal (the complete life-cycle). 

The definition already describes what is meant by the complete life-cycle: the phases from 
conception, design, engineering, manufacturing, use and maintenance to disposal. But the 
definition does not say anything about what is meant by 'product related data' or in other words: 
productinformation. Productinformation has been described by others as 12

: 

- Project plans; - Product configurations; 
- Concept designs; - Geometric models; 
- Part definitions; - Specifications; 
- CAD drawings; - Simulations; 
- NC part programs; - Process plans; 
- Scanned images; - Electronic technical documentation; 
- Electronic correspondence; - Referred paper documents; 
- Video and audio annotations. 

In short productinformation for BW/IP Roosendaal can be described as: all the information 
necessary during the phases of the product's life-cycle. For BW/IP Roosendaal this includes: 
- CAD drawings (assy and detail); - Standards information (e.g. API and DIN); 
- Technical Bulletins; - Engineering Manual; 
- NC part programs; - Stuffing box information; 
- Bill of material (PCBM and COPIXIPRMS); - Information about parts (EIP); 
- Material selection guide; - Seal application guide; 

12 White paper by Control Data, 'Enterprise Product Data Management' . 
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Definitions for BW/IP 

- Information about the installed base (Sales - Information about fluids etc. (EIS); 
Reference System and CARE); 

etc. 

4.2 PDM versus 'Document Control/Imaging' 

It was stated before that the Engineering department in Temecula (US) proposed a 'Document 
Control/Imaging system' and that the Engineering department in Roosendaal expects that they 
need a more extensive system like PDM. In the preceding paragraph is defined what is meant by 
PDM by the Engineering department in Roosendaal. In order to find out what is meant by 
'Document control/Imaging' its functionality 13 will be compared to the functionality of 
Document Management and Product Data Management. It is compared to DM and PDM because 
it is expected to come close to either DM or PDM. The table presenting the ~omparison can be 
found in Appendix B (N.B. Appendix C gives a short description of the PDM functions translated 
to the BW/IP situation). It shows that 'Document Control/Imaging' comes closer to PDM than 
DM (5 functions less than PDM and 8 functions more than DM). 

Conclusion: 
Both the Engineering department in Temecula and the Engineering department in Roosendaal use 
different names for the same system ! 

n This functionality is mentioned in: Crook L. and Lavelle K., 'Document Control/Imaging', BW/IP Seal Division 
Appropriation Request, Jan. 1996. 
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The table below shows the similarities between DIP & FTR, DM, EDM (Engineering Database 
Management) and PDM. Enterprise Data Management has been omitted from the comparison 
because the functionality of Enterprise Data Management is not known yet. It is only known that 
it contains more functionality than Product Data Management (see also Figure 2). 

Main PDM functions DIP & FTR OM EDM 
Structure Management 
- Classification - - X 
- Document Structure Management - X X 
- Product Structure Management (PSM) - - X 
- Configuration Management (CM) - - -
Retrieval Management 
- Searching X X X 
-Viewing X X X 
Release Management 
- Authorization X X X 
- Sign off - X X 
- Status control - X X 
Change Management 
- Change process - - X 
- Engineering Change Order (ECO) - - X 
- Mark-up & Redlining X X X 
- Version control - X X 
- History management - - X 
Workflow Management 
- Document routing - X X 
- Process modeling - - -
- Process management - - -
- Planning - - -
- Communication X X X 
Data exchange 
- Transportation X X X 
- Translation - - -
Integration 
- Applications X X X 
- CAD/CAM/CAE systems - - X 
- Title block integration - - X 
- MRP - PPS systems - - -
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Table to determine whether 'Document Control/Imaging' as proposed by the Engineering 
department in Temecula (US) is a Document Management system or a Product Data Management 
system. 

Main PDM functions * Document Manage- US perception of 
(BW/IP Roosendaal perception) ment functions (OM) 'Document Control/ 

Imaging' functions 
Structure Management 
- Classification - -
- Document Structure Management X X 
- Product Structure Management (PSM) - X** 
- Configuration Management (CM) - -
Retrieval Management 
- Searching X X 
-Viewing X X 
Release Management 
- Authorization X X 
- Sign off X X 
- Status control X X 
Change Management 
- Change process - X 
- Engineering Change Order (ECO) - X 
- Mark-up & Redlining X X 
- Version control X X 
- History management - -
Workflow Management 
- Document routing X X 
- Process modeling - X 
- Process management - X 
- Planning - X 
- Communication X X 
Data exchange 
- Transportation X X 
- Translation - -
Integration 
- Applications X X 
- CAD/CAM/CAE systems - X*** 
- Title block integration - X 
- MRP - PPS systems - X 

.. Not all the functions listed in the 'PDM Selection Guide' (A de Kok et al) are relevant, the following 
functions have been omitted: General, User-Interface, Customizing and System-architecture. 

** In the proposition by L. Crook and K. Lavelle they speak about 'a path to related documents'. 
*** Most of the time they are able to handle CAD-drawings but a more advanced integration is not the 

case. 
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Main PDM functions Translation to the BW/IP situation 
Structure Management 
- Classification Classify parts and seals according to their characteristics. 

This enhances retrievability of parts and supports seal 
selection. (e.g. find all QBL sleeves with a 2 inch diameter) 

- Document Structure A jobfile consists of: datasheet, assembly drawing, Bill of 
Management Material etc. This means that there is a relation and this is 

called the Document Structure. 
- Product Structure Bill of Material as a the basis to find related documents, for 

Management (PSM) instance all documents related to a specific order and ability 
to answer where used ? and when used ? questions. 

- Configuration Management History of seal during life-cycle (store all versions of 
(CM) datasheet, drawing, BM etc.) . Ability to trace history of a seal 

when maintenance/service reports and complaints are 
stored as well. 

Retrieval Management 
- Searching Searching for CAD-drawings, part information, test reports 

etc. from behind your own computer. 
-Viewing View CAD-drawings, datasheet, test reports etc. from behind 

your own computer. Without using the application in which it 
was created. 

Release Management 
- Authorization Assigns authority to people to edit documents, drawings etc. 

others can only view them. 
- Sign off Electronic approval of drawings (electronic signature). 
- Status control When you retrieve a document it shows if it is still in design, 

in revision, approved or final. 
Change Management 
- Change process Define check-in and check-out procedures and 

responsibilities for engineering changes: Who is authorized 
to change drawings and who gives the order to change 
drawings. 

- Engineering Change Order Ability to define an electronic Engineering Change Order 
(ECO) and send to those people from whom action is required (i.e. 

the person that has to change the drawing). 
- Mark-up & Redlining Electronically mark drawings and attach comments even 

when engineers are still designing. 
- Version control Automatically store changed drawings with the newest 

revision number. 
- History management History of all changes of a drawing. 

Workflow Management 
- Document routing Ability to send documents to a specific place (e.g. members 

of V.C.) and request for action. If action is performed they 
are distributed to the next station (e.g. O.M.C, Order 
Engineering etc.) 

- Process modeling Split up of work, e.g. vetting, approval etc. in order to be in 
control of those activities. 
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- Process management Ability to deal with projects e.g. routing status (where is the 
order?) and milestones (drawings already approved?). 

- Planning Ability to assign a planning to the activities defined with 
Process modeling. 

- Communication Ability to send messages via MS-mail or E-mail . 
Data exchange 
- Transportation Ability to move documents, also automatically using 

distribution lists. 
- Translation Translation of one format into another and hence ability to 

view documents within in another program. 
Integration 
- Applications Ability to exchange Word- or Excel documents and also 

viewing and editing. 
- CAD/CAM/CAE systems Ability to exchange CAD drawings and tool information. 
- Title block integration Title block information is automatically retrieved from for 

instance an electronic datasheet 
- MRP - PPS systems Ability to exchange information as for instance the Bill of 

' Material or order status data (approval, customer etc.) 
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